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Tynwald
The Court met at 10.30 a.m.

[MADAM PRESIDENT in the Chair]

The President: Moghrey mie, Hon. Members.
Members: Moghrey mie, Madam President.
5

The President: The Chaplain will lead us in prayer.

PRAYERS
The Chaplain of the House of Keys

Leave of absence granted
The President: Hon. Members, the Lord Bishop has been delayed in his return and so has
been given extra leave for today.

Order of the Day
Supplementary Order Paper No 1
2. Replacement TETRA communications system
and associated maintenance and support programme –
Debate resumed from October sitting
Motion made (at the October 2014 sitting):
That Tynwald –
1. approves the Department of Home Affairs incurring expenditure not exceeding £4,930,400
in respect of the replacement TETRA Communications System and associated Maintenance
and Support programme;
2. authorises the Treasury to spend out of the Capital Transactions Account during the
financial year ending 31st March 2015, a sum not exceeding £1,976,000; and
3. approves of and sanctions borrowings not exceeding £4,930,400 being made by
Government, such borrowings to be repaid within a period of 10 years.
Mr Watterson
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Amendment moved (at the October 2014 sitting):
That after the words ‘That Tynwald’ to leave out the rest of the motion and add ‘refers the
matter of the replacement TETRA Communications System and associated Maintenance and
Support programme to the Social Affairs Policy Review Committee for report by April 2015’.
Mr Karran

10

The President: We turn now to the adjourned debate on the TETRA communications system,
Hon. Members.
Just to revise where we are, the motion had been moved, and to that motion we had an
amendment in the name of Mr Karran. The following Members have already spoken:
Mr Thomas, Mr Karran, Mr Singer, Mr Turner, Mr Houghton, Mr Anderson, Mrs Cannell; and
Mr Cregeen moved the amendment.
Mr Cregeen, as the mover of the adjournment, has the right to speak first this morning.

15

20

Mr Cregeen: Thank you, Madam President.
I know, from the information I have gathered from the TETRA system and from the use that it
has had in the past, that it has been very successful. It does not just work for the emergency
services; it works across all of Government. I hope that Hon. Members were able to get some
further information that would satisfy them that this is something that we need to put in place
for our emergency services and I would urge Members to support the motion.

Suspension of Standing Orders to allow Members to speak again –
Motion lost
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr… Mr Karran, you have spoken already.
You have also spoken already, so –
25

Mr Turner: Can I speak to the amendment?
The President: You have spoken to the amendment.

30

35

Mr Karran: Point of order. Allowing for the information that is in front of us here, can we
suspend Standing Orders in order to give the Hon. Member and other Hon. Members the
opportunity to actually discuss this important information which has been of concern for
Members, as it is quite alarming if this is the case? So, I wish to move the suspension of Standing
Orders in order to allow Members to contribute, who have already contributed to this debate,
on the grounds of this important information that is in front of us today. I was hoping that I was
going to have some people who were going to come up with some other information, but
unfortunately they have not decided to do so. This is something that Members should be
allowed to debate and discuss, and I move, on the issue of free speech, that the Hon. Member
and other Hon. Members who have spoken should do. We should suspend Standing Orders to
allow that new information to come into this debate.

40

The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.
Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I am happy to second that, because it is new information.
45
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The Minister for Home Affairs (Mr Watterson): I wish to speak to that motion, Madam
President.
The President: Speak to the motion for a suspension.
50

The Minister: I am happy to… I do not accept that this is the bombshell that some people
think it is. I will happily pick up comments, although it has been circulated so I will address it in
my summing up, but I do not think we need to suspend Standing Orders or to go round the
houses again is justified.
55

The President: We have a motion…
Do you wish to speak to the suspension of Standing Orders?

60

65

70

Mr Turner: I do, Madam President, yes.
I think there is a case for the suspension of Standing Orders. The debate commenced last
month and Members made their point. It then became apparent that the Department felt they
had not briefed Hon. Members sufficiently, which then led to the debate being adjourned so the
Department could put a presentation together. That presentation then furnished Hon. Members
with more information, and indeed raised more questions about the process.
I think had the Department maybe provided the presentation before the debate I could
understand there may not be a case for suspending Standing Orders, but given the fact that
there was a presentation after a number of Members spoke, in this particular case I feel it is
justified that we should support the suspension of Standing Orders and allow certain matters to
be brought to the floor of the Court this morning so that the Court has all the information before
it to enable it to make its decision.
The President: I think, Hon. Members, the quick and easy way to do this is to move to a vote.
(Two Members: Hear, hear.) We will require 16 and 6 in the Branches, Hon. Members.
Electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 14, Noes 8
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Cregeen
Mr Crookall
Mr Hall
Mr Karran
Mr Quirk
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
The Speaker
Mr Thomas

AGAINST
Mr Bell
Mr Gawne
Mr Henderson
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
Mr Watterson

The Speaker: Madam President, 14 votes for and 8 against. The motion fails to carry.
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In the Council – Ayes 7, Noes 1
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild
75

AGAINST
Mr Coleman

The President: With 7 for and 1 vote against, the motion carries in Council. The Branches are
in disagreement. The motion therefore fails.

Replacement TETRA communications system
and associated maintenance and support programme –
Debate concluded; motion carried
80

The President: We proceed with the debate, Hon. Members, under the normal rules.
The Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.

85

Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
Given the letter that Mr Turner has circulated today, and that we do not have any potential
to actually debate this properly, I am left with absolutely no alternative but to vote against it,
particularly when the fifth paragraph of this letter from Airwave Solutions Ltd says:
‘Extending the service and capability that Airwave already run for the Emergency Services on behalf of the UK
Government onto the Isle of Man. Airwave believe that the operational outcomes from the procurement (in terms
of an upgraded service) can be realised at potentially less than half the cost of the current proposal with this
option.’

90

I am disappointed that we were a couple of votes short to be able to debate this properly,
because I do not pretend to understand all the technicalities of these systems and I would have
welcomed other Members being able to debate this for me to have the opportunity to hear the
different sides of that debate. Unfortunately, as it is, I shall have no option but to vote against it.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Quirk

95

Mr Quirk: Thank you, Madam President.
Can I say to the Hon. Member of Council that it is disappointing that he did not circulate it
yesterday –
Mr Turner: I didn’t have it yesterday!

100

Mr Quirk: – to Members or e-mail it to us. It would have given Members an absolute
opportunity to –
Mr Turner: Nine o’clock this morning.
105

Mr Quirk: Well, I never get mine until the sitting has started. The criticism is there that it is
dated the 18th. He could have submitted it a little bit earlier.
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110

115

120

The concern I do have, really, is: is the letter fully factual, is it true, has it been examined by
the Department? I am sure the Minister, when he is responding to the letter… He indicated at
the beginning he will respond to that. I do not know the particular company itself. The
procurement procedure would have gone through. One would have hoped that an examination
would have taken place if there was… What they are indicating is it is half the cost, a quick fix, or
whatever.
I am unsure, and that is why I voted for the suspension here today. It puts us in a little bit of a
quandary. Although I went to the presentation… only short… I did say to the Minister I could not
stay long enough. There was an opportunity at the beginning and the open invitation was given,
so the Member was slightly disingenuous where… They had to put the presentation on. There
was an open invitation to the Department to come to them. I know the Minister did say the last
time round some people did and some people did not, and he took that course that not a lot of
people questioned the issue, so that then maybe it was not an issue. It is just a shame that the
letter was not produced a lot earlier.
Mr Turner: Like the presentation, then.

125

130

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Wild.
Mr Wild: Thank you, Madam President.
I have to admit I agree entirely with my hon. colleague, Mrs Beecroft. I feel very
uncomfortable being presented with information without the ability to perhaps study it and
understand it, but I am hoping the Minister can perhaps put it into context when he sums up.
Thank you. (Interjection by Mr Karran)
The President: Minister to reply.

135

140

145

150

155

The Minister: Thank you very much, Madam President.
I suppose I need to deal with, firstly, the letter that has been circulated this morning. I would
echo the point that Mr Quirk made, actually, that had this been circulated at nine o’clock this
morning we may be having a different debate, but the fact was that it was on our desks when
we arrived in here at half past ten. That is not particularly fair on Members, any of us, to be
honest, and is something that I think we need to consider in terms perhaps of our Standing
Orders.
Mr Turner has clearly learnt his parliamentary procedure well, in that if you want a vote to
fail in this place, try and introduce something that looks big and a big game changer at the last
minute – but I do not accept that that is what it is. It looks very tempting on the face of it at a
first glance, but of course that is all anybody has had the chance to take of it in the 15 minutes
since it has been circulated. (Interjection) (Mr Turner: Yes, absolutely.)
Airwave was one of the bidders in the procurement process, and the procurement process
was designed to allow alternative options to be submitted. (Mr Thomas: Hear, hear.) Airwave,
who have supplied this letter to Hon. Members this morning, chose not to submit any
alternative options at that time, so of course to throw it in at the last minute and undermine the
procurement process that has been ongoing internally with Treasury and GTS for five years, I
find incredible. (A Member: Hear, hear.)
The proposal that is outlined in this, from what we can gather, on the face of it would hand
control of the TETRA network over to the UK, be based in another jurisdiction in the British
Islands; and as far as I know, certainly that is not something we would look to in terms of our
national resilience and it is not something that other jurisdictions would go down either,
handing that over to another country.
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There are other issues in there that could be investigated, but I think what we have already
submitted to Members, what we have presented to Members, is a solid case for why we need
this service and why we need to proceed in the way that we have.
In terms of the issues that were raised at the previous sitting when this was raised, Mr Karran
talked about wanting me to justify why we are in such a crisis where we have to do this at this
moment, and Mr Singer raised the point of why is it that it is suddenly obsolete and in need of
urgent replacement. As was explained in the presentation given last week, we have not suddenly
found ourselves in this situation. Planning for the replacement has been ongoing within the
Department, then with Treasury and GTS, since 2009. For urgent operational reasons, the
upgrade and replacement is necessary as both elements of the system have reached the end of
life and their associated maintenance and support contracts cannot be extended beyond their
expiration of September 2015 and December 2015. Hon. Members received an e-mail from me
over the weekend which confirmed that from the supplier. Once these contracts expire, then
both suppliers will only be able to offer best endeavours for any faults that occur and cannot
guarantee to keep the system operational. This is not an acceptable situation in respect of the
critical communications required for our emergency services.
Mr Karran raised an issue that the data was only backed up once a year. I am a bit surprised
at that. Obviously, the Hon. Member was the Member responsible for this area during the
period of it being worked up. The current system cannot be supported for another 10 years. I
would also advise him that the system is backed up weekly, not annually as he suggested.
The proposal has been subject to intense scrutiny, both by members of the project board,
which includes Government Technology Services, Capital Projects Unit, Procurement Division
and within the Department of Home Affairs and the Treasury board. Tynwald Members have
also had the opportunity to scrutinise the project since the release of the October papers and in
the course of the presentation. In terms of Mr Karran’s amendment that it be referred to the
Social Affairs Policy Review Committee, I was in front of that Committee last week answering
questions on this subject. Whilst that might not be an in-depth review in a report, there has at
least been an option there for additional scrutiny on this project.
Mr Singer asked what cannot be done now that could be done before. I would suggest that
the system is currently fully operational. This is due to the fact that we have maintenance and
support contracts in place with both suppliers, backed up by the Division’s engineering staff who
provide first-line maintenance and management of the systems.
He also asked what the Island’s coverage was and I can confirm that there is 98.5% TETRA
coverage on the Island and, as requested, Members have been provided with a coverage map.
Mr Singer also asked about whether the feeder cables and antennae are now unsuitable. He
went on to say that it does not say what is wrong with the interface equipment that needs
upgrading. In response to that I would say that the aerials and feeder cables are suitable for use
in the Isle of Man; however, the vast majority of these have been in situ for over 10 years, often
in exposed locations, and they need replacing. The interface equipment connecting to the ESJCR
requires upgrading to enable continued compatibility with TETRA.
What is proposed is not a Rolls-Royce system. It is a system designed to meet the minimum
critical communications requirements of the emergency services.
Mr Turner wanted to know why we had not looked at contracting the provision out. Well, of
course, the presentation demonstrated that we had. Questions were raised by Mrs Cannell and
Mrs Beecroft with regard to that. Expressions of interest were sought for both a standard supply
and support contract and a managed service, and as was shown at the presentation, through the
tender process it was clearly identified that the managed service option, the contracted-out
option, would bring significantly higher costs.
Mr Turner and Mr Hall also raised concerns that mobile telephony was going to be able to
ride to the rescue on this. If I could turn to that issue of 4G LTE technology and the associated
question in respect of the Home Office initiative to create an emergency services network, this
initiative is due to the cessation of the Airwave contracts in the UK spanning 2016-20. At
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present, there is still no critical communications technology in existence that will enable the
emergency services in the UK to move to this network. Information that has been provided to
Members shows the current uncertainty surrounding the initiative and the timescales involved.
Mr Turner also raised the issue about data… that it could handle data. The full mobile data
functionality that was promised in 2000 by TETRA Industry did not materialise, but that was not
unique to the Isle of Man. It is important to stress that some mobile data functionality is in use –
automatic vehicle location, status messaging, the warning of alarm activations for the Prison and
the alerting of mobilising crucial to the Fire and Rescue Service.
Another question was raised about would it not have been cheaper to have gone out to the
operators who are doing this across the UK. The only operator in the UK – Airwave Solutions –
was one of the two tenderers and their solutions in respect of both the standard supply and
support contract and the managed service were more expensive, and that was detailed in the
presentation to Hon. Members.
Mrs Beecroft did raise the point about why wasn’t it brought to us earlier. We have followed
the timescales and procedures set by Tynwald. The requirement to upgrade and replace was
identified back in 2009. We are, to a certain extent, a victim of the extensive scrutiny processes
that have been piled on over the years in order to make sure that we are getting best value for
money. The processes involved seeking approval from the Hon. Court, began in 2011, and key
dates were detailed in the presentation provided to Members last week.
Furthermore – and I think to take the last point that was raised – Mr Hall also raised concerns
about the health impacts and a study undertaken by Imperial College London. There is ongoing
research carried out worldwide and the Department continues to monitor developments and
studies to ensure that there are no risks to the public or users of the system. The most recently
completed study, published in September 2014, concluded that overall the study does not
provide any evidence of an impairment of health due to TETRA exposure. The current long-term
health monitoring study referred to by the Hon. Member for Onchan being undertaken by
Imperial College London was commissioned in 2003 and is due for completion in 2018.
Researchers also studied 150 officers to determine whether TETRA signals have any effect on the
well-being of users. The research involved measuring officers’ brain function wearing Airwave
headsets. So far, there appear to be no detrimental health effects and I would add that the Isle
of Man system operates well below the international guidelines set by the International
Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection.
I think that deals with both the letter and the comments made at the last sitting of Tynwald,
and I hope that everyone’s concerns have been addressed either by the e-mails that I have sent
over the weekend or the presentation that has been had, and I do not think that weight should
be given to this letter that has been introduced at the last minute.
In summary, I would first like to apologise for not providing Hon. Members with a
presentation prior to seeking approval for this motion in this Hon. Court in October. I would
hope, as a result of the presentation last week and subsequent information that has been
circulated to Hon. Members, that this has now been addressed.
Finally, I would like to reiterate the five key reasons why I would urge this Hon. Court to
support the motion. They are that: these are critical communications that are vital for the
protection and support of the most vulnerable in our society; allowing the present system to
continue without a guarantee of service is not acceptable; (Mr Turner: Get one, then.) there is
no alternative service or system currently capable of meeting the critical communications
requirements of the emergency services; the new system is capable of being fully supported for
the next 15 years; and if this project does not proceed, then officer safety, strategic operations
and the ability to deal with major incidents will be compromised.
For those reasons, Madam President, I beg to move.
The President: The motion before the Court is set out at Item 2 on our Supplementary Order
Paper No 1.
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To that motion we have an amendment in the name of Mr Karran, a copy of which was
circulated to all Members yesterday, but for clarity I will read it. The amendment says:
‘That after the words “That Tynwald” to leave out the rest of the motion and add “refers the matter of the
replacement TETRA Communications System and associated Maintenance and Support programme to the Social
Affairs Policy Review Committee for report by April 2015”.’

265

I put the amendment to the Court first, Hon. Members. Those in favour of the amendment,
please say aye; against, no. The noes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 7, Noes 16
FOR
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Hall
Mr Karran
Mr Quirk
Mr Singer

AGAINST
Mr Anderson
Mr Bell
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Henderson
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson

The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 7 votes for and 16 against.
In the Council – Ayes 2, Noes 6
FOR
Mr Butt
Mr Turner

270

AGAINST
Mr Braidwood
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Wild

The President: In the Council, 2 votes for and 6 against. The motion therefore fails to carry,
Hon. Members.
We now move to the main motion. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes
have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 18, Noes 5
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mrs Cannell
Mr Hall
Mr Karran
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Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Henderson
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson

Mr Singer

The Speaker: Madam President, 18 for and 5 against.
In the Council – Ayes 7, Noes 1
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Wild

AGAINST
Mr Turner

The President: In the Council, 7 for and 1 against. The motion therefore carries, Hon.
Members.

Main Order Paper
7. The Nunnery –
Sale to ICT Ltd –
Debate commenced
The Minister For Economic Development to move:
That Tynwald approve –
(i) the Department of Education and Children and the Department of Infrastructure selling to
the International Centre for Technology Limited (‘ICT Ltd’) for a price of five million pounds
those lands and premises known as ‘The Nunnery’, Douglas, the situation and extent of which
are shown (for identification purposes only) on the plan (‘the Plan’) which is appended to
Heads of Terms agreed by ICT Ltd and the Department of Education and Children and the
Department of Infrastructure, with reference to the potential sale of the Nunnery [GD No
2014/0078] (‘Heads of Terms’), as laid before Tynwald, by the area edged in red (‘the Red
Land’) (which includes the ten metre wide strip of land shown on the plan between the dotted
red line and the Yellow Land (‘the DoI Red Land’)),
(ii) the Department of Education and Children assigning to ICT Ltd the Green Land Lease which
comprises those lands (adjoining the Red Land) the situation and extent of which lands are as
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set out in the Green Land Lease and are shown on the Plan (for identification purposes only)
by the area coloured green,
(iii) the Department of Infrastructure granting to ICT Ltd an option to purchase for the sum of
one hundred and twenty thousand pounds those lands (adjoining the Red Land) the situation
and extent of which lands are shown on the Plan (for identification purposes only) by the
portion coloured yellow,
in accordance with the terms and conditions agreed between ICT Ltd and the Department of
Education and Children and the Department of Infrastructure as set out in the Heads of Terms
referred to in (i) above, subject only to Tynwald’s approval as sought in this motion.

275

280

285

290

295

300

305

310

The President: We revert now to our main Order Paper at Item 7, the Sale of the Nunnery.
I call on the Minister of the Economic Development Department to move.
The Minister for Economic Development (Mr Skelly): Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
I am asking Members for their support today for the proposed sale of the Nunnery in order to
facilitate a truly dynamic and innovative project: the creation of an information and
communications technology campus.
The development of the site as a higher education facility has the potential to both underpin
and accelerate growth in the ICT sector and to help the Island realise its vision of becoming a
global international centre for business innovation. Having had delegated responsibility for the
ICT sector prior to becoming Minister, I am well aware of both the potential of the sector and
the threats facing it. In my view, this proposal offers a unique, potentially game-changing
opportunity which I would urge Members to embrace and support.
The original concept of developing the Nunnery as an ICT centre was devised by the Manx
Educational Foundation, which was formed in 2011 as a Manx charity with the stated intent of
finding a way to make education inclusive and relevant to the modern world of technology. The
MEF’s founding members are 20 leading local businesses covering a wide range of industries,
and the patron of the Foundation is the Lieutenant-Governor. In 2012, the MEF took over the
running of the Family and Mobile Libraries from the Department of Education and Children as
their first operating initiative.
The MEF’s principal project is to establish an educational facility on the Island called the
International Centre for Technology. The aim of the Centre is to become a new dedicated facility
for practical top-class education specifically designed to enhance the profile of the Isle of Man’s
ICT sector. The vision is built on three pillars: firstly, there is an increasing shortage of highquality ICT-qualified workers both internationally and locally; secondly, the Island has a unique
infrastructure to take advantage of this requirement in a timely manner; finally, in doing so, the
Island will benefit in economic terms, both directly from investment and attraction of high-value
students and indirectly through the retention and application of ICT talent into the Island, while
in addition local people will benefit from increased opportunities to study and enter the ICT
field.
Having considered some of the other possible sites, the MEF approached Government with a
proposal to buy the Nunnery in order to turn it into the Centre. The Nunnery had been deemed
surplus by the Department of Education and Children, and in October 2013, having carefully
considered the potential economic benefits the Centre might offer, the Council of Ministers
agreed to offer MEF an exclusivity period in return for fulfilling various conditions and securing
the necessary investment.
The MEF subsequently sought and secured pledges from investors. In doing so, it found that
its original financial model changed. It is now proposed that the Centre will be operated through
a company, the International Centre for Technology Ltd, which would own the Nunnery site. This
is a normal trading company and not a social enterprise or charity, as had originally been
envisaged. Profits generated through the activities of the company may be paid as dividends to
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investors. The MEF itself will remain a registered charity and will be a shareholder of the ICT
company. Any dividends received by it from its share of the investment in the ICT company will
be used for social projects. The aim of the Centre will remain the same and the change in
structure will, in my view, greatly increase the chances of the venture being successful. In
particular, the new company will now have substantial equity investment.
Turning to who is behind ICT Ltd, the company, Business Doctor Investments Ltd, holds 75%
plus one share of the equity, while the remaining 25% of equity will be taken up by a
combination of MEF and private investors. Business Doctor Investments Ltd is the investment
vehicle of Business Doctor Consortium. The consortium is a joint-venture partner of Old Mutual,
one of the largest insurance companies in the world. The joint venture relates to transactions
and lending products in certain emerging markets. Old Mutual has recently exercised its right to
increase its 50% shareholding in the joint venture to 75%.
Seven key members of the consortium will remain involved with the joint venture, of which
Philip Vermeulen, a well-known Island resident, is the most prominent member. Many Hon.
Members will have attended the recent presentation by Mr Vermeulen, where he set out his
vision of the site. Mr Vermeulen has a track record of success and Members can be assured that
he is both committed to the Isle of Man and passionate about this project. My Department is
presently working with Mr Vermeulen to undertake due diligence on the consortium members,
and I can confirm that the sale will not be completed until both my Department and the
Treasury are satisfied that this has been completed.
I would now like to move on to discuss why Council of Ministers and the Department are so
keen that this project should go ahead and to look at some of the potential benefits.
As set out in the explanatory memorandum before you, my Department has worked with the
private sector to develop a strategy for growth for the ICT sector, resulting in the document ‘Isle
of Man ICT Strategic Plan Vision 2020’. This was undertaken with the business community to
identify how growth in the economy can be achieved. This revealed that the e-business sector
offers the greatest growth potential in terms of jobs, national income and Government income,
and particularly the subsectors of ICT and e-gaming. The Vision 2020 analysis indicates that ebusiness could generate 900 additional jobs by 2020-21, but the principal constraint on growth
in the e-business sector is the ability to attract skilled staff. The Centre would help alleviate
existing skill shortages in a number of ways: there would be new educational and training
opportunities for our people who wish to enter the ICT sector; there is the potential to upskill
workers already in the industry; and some off-Island graduates may choose to live and work in
the Island, thus offering an additional supply of ICT skills. All of this would boost both the ebusiness sector and the wider community. The range of training and education undertaken
would vary from short training courses to undergraduate degrees.
There would be many other benefits. The creation of a new stream of students coming to the
Island would provide a considerable boost in spending in the local economy. The total number of
full-time students could be several hundred, the great majority of whom would be off-Island.
Employment of a significant number of academic and other staff would create new jobs on the
Island and generate increased receipts of Income Tax, National Insurance and indirect taxes. The
multi-million-pound capital works on the Nunnery site which are proposed would be a valuable
boost to the construction sector. The Centre would raise the image and awareness of the Isle of
Man as a centre for e-business activity and innovation. This would aid efforts to attract new
investors, generate new jobs and assist in new subsector clustering. ICT incubators could help
both start-ups and established small businesses. Such incubators would be an important source
for innovation, investment and growth. There would also be obvious synergies between the
needs of local employers for ICT workers and the needs of the students for appropriate
placements.
It is because of these and many other benefits that the proposal to establish the Centre has
attracted the utmost level of support from employers around the Island. Both the Chamber of
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Commerce and the Institute of Directors are staunch supporters of the project and see it as a
critical opportunity.
While the potential benefits are unarguable, we can never know with absolute certainty what
will eventually happen. For this reason, Members, you can be assured that my Department, as
well as other parts of Government which have an interest in the site, have carefully considered
what could happen in the event of the project not working out.
Eaghtyrane, if the motion is approved, the company would pay £5 million for the main site –
the red area on the map in front of you. The Government Valuer is content that this fairly
reflects the value of the property with its restriction to educational and related use. If there
were no restrictions as to its use, however, the value would be £7 million. So the main risk is
that, should the project not succeed, Government would lose out on the difference between
those two amounts and might not receive the full potential value of the site. For this reason,
there would be two safeguards which are designed to protect the £2 million difference. They
cover the following possibilities: firstly, the company seeks to use the site for a purpose other
than education and training; and secondly, it sells the site to a third party for a large profit that
could have belonged to the Department of Education and Children.
To guard against the first policy, there is a covenant in the final contract restricting the usage
of the site to a campus for education and business training, research, technology, innovation and
associated infrastructure; but in all cases a non-residential use, other than for student, academic
and non-academic accommodation. The company will have an option to pay £2 million within 20
years to remove the covenant on the main site. The removal of the covenant will be subject to
the company having commenced actual education use in keeping with the covenant within 12
months of completion of the sale and having demonstrated a commitment to providing
educational use consistent with the covenant for such period after which the Department of
Infrastructure and the Department of Education and Children should reasonably require. This
option to buy out the covenant for £2 million will be personal to ICT and cannot be assigned.
Secondly, the contract will contain an overage clause. This clause would mean that the
Government would be entitled to money over and above the original sale price following
completion in certain circumstances. Were the company to sell the main Nunnery site for more
than £5 million without having bought out the educational covenant, then the overage clause
would come into operation. This would mean that were the company to sell the site for more
than £5 million, the Department of Education and Children would take the element above
£5 million, subject to a cap of £2 million. So Members can be confident that Government has
mitigated the risk of selling the site for less than its potential value. In voting for this motion,
Members are not being asked to take a leap of faith.
There is a further point I would like to make with regard to the proposed terms: that of the
absence of a buyback provision. It was originally proposed that Government should undertake to
purchase back the Nunnery in the event that the Centre ceases operation. This would have a
time-bound limit of five years from the date of sale and would be at the original price of
£5 million. The heads of terms no longer includes this buyback clause. From Government’s point
of view this is desirable for the following reasons. Government has no use for the site, and if it
reverted back into public ownership Government would then have to pay the site maintenance
costs. During the period of the buyback, the £5 million would have to be set aside. A buyback
option would have given the company double security: an option to sell to Government and an
option to sell on the open market if the price were better. This might be desirable from the
company’s point of view, but not Government’s. Government’s own interests in the site are
adequately safeguarded by the educational covenant and the overage provision, which I have
explained. For these reasons, we consider that a clause requiring a buyback on the site is neither
necessary or desirable.
I have spoken a lot about how I believe Government’s risk in going ahead with this deal is
minimised. However, it may be in some Hon. Members’ minds that they want to give some
better security and add new conditions to the sale by way of amending the motion. I would urge
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Members to be careful about this, for if we do not respect the legitimate interests of the
purchasers, and not just our own interests, there is a danger the deal will not proceed. Perhaps
some Members may feel that the company should not be permitted to buy out the educational
covenant or sell the site to a third party… coming back to this Court. However, you must
remember that the company is paying many millions of pounds for the site and needs to
safeguard its own investment should the project not succeed despite best efforts. It would be
unreasonable for us to seek to prevent the company from selling the site, in which case we
might receive additional overage; or, subject to having bought out the covenant for £2 million,
using it for another purpose, particularly as Government itself has a wish to repurchase the site.
I would like to turn now to the company’s option to purchase the yellow land on the map –
part of what is known as Sangster’s Field. In order to provide potential expansion of the campus,
the company will have a five-year option to purchase approximately 4½ acres of land adjoining
the site for £120,000. That amount has been agreed by the Government Valuer, taking into
account the market, the restricted uses of the site and a separate overage provision.
Again, there are a number of safeguards in place. These ensure that the company cannot
develop the land in isolation from the main site – for say housing. Those safeguards are as
follows. Firstly, use of the land is restricted to educational use and is subject to the same deed of
covenant as applies to the main site. Secondly, the company cannot develop the site for
purposes other than education, unless it has bought out the educational covenant which applies
to the main site for £2 million. Thirdly, if the company has bought out the covenant and the
intended use of the land for purposes other than education or sought to sell the land without
the covenant to a third party, it would have to pay an overage to the Department of
Infrastructure set at 50% of any increase in the land’s value over £120,000. The percentage was
acceptable to the Government Valuer and takes into account the fact that the company and not
the Department of Infrastructure would have to bear the cost and risk of gaining permission for
any change of use. Therefore, Eaghtyrane, once again, I reassure Members that Government’s
interests are adequately safeguarded.
I am conscious some Hon. Members may be concerned that if this Hon. Court approves this
sale the taxpayer may be obliged to commit substantial funds to support the project. Firstly, may
I say no Department has given any obligation to provide any form of financial assistance or any
funding to the proposed International Centre of Technology. For my own Department, may I
repeat that we have given no undertaking to provide any assistance under the Financial
Assistance Scheme. While the Centre may be eligible for assistance under the scheme, ICT Ltd
will be required to submit an application, which will be handed in the normal manner – namely,
a business plan, which my officers would review in detail and then the Department would
consider. If the sum was greater than £100,000, then Treasury approval would also be
necessary. It is worthy to note that ICT Ltd has raised all the funds – £12½ million – it requires to
finance its launch, based on its own financial projections. Therefore, the success of the Centre is
not dependent on taxpayer support. I give a clear and unequivocal undertaking here and now
that I will ensure that all appropriate measures would be taken to protect the taxpayer’s interest
if the company does, at some future point, seek financial assistance.
In closing, I trust I have set out both the Department’s essential aspirations for the
development of the site and provided some reassurance to Hon. Members that we have taken
all reasonable measures to safeguard the Government’s interest should the project not succeed.
The writer and artist, William Blake, once said, ‘What is now proved was once only imagined’,
and while nobody can prove that the Centre will be a success, I would hope that Hon. Members
will carefully consider the vision, give ICT Ltd the chance to make it a reality and seize the
opportunity – which may never come again. While there is an element of uncertainty in any
course of action, equally it is galling to dream of what might have been and to look on lost
chances. I would suggest that this is a risk well worth taking.
I now beg to move the motion standing in my name.
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The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Singer.
Mr Singer: Madam President, I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Thomas.

475

Mr Thomas: Madam President, I would like to move that points (i), (ii), (iii) and the motion
are voted on separately. I am raising this as a point of order.
The President: Are you raising this under Standing Order 3.12, sir?
480

Mr Thomas: Exactly.
The President: You want them all voted on separately?
485

Mr Thomas: Thank you.
The President: Do we have a seconder? Mr Karran.
Is that agreed, Hon. Members? (It was agreed.)
The Hon. Member, Mr Thomas – have you got an amendment? (Interjection) Right.
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Mr Karran: Madam President, I have to say that I listened to the mover and it just seemed
like a repeat of history – well-meaning… Here we have the situation of the International Centre
for Technology, and we could quite easily be seeing the reality of the IBS, sitting back here so
many years ago.
Hon. Members, on 16th May 1973, a Tynwald Committee was tasked with investigating and
evaluating any expressions of interest in the Nunnery from within and outside Tynwald. For
those Hon. Members who have not read the report of 40 pages ahead of the debate, perhaps
the most apt recommendation for the context of today was the express recommendation not to
use the Nunnery Mansion House for educational purposes, either academically or for
professional studies. The recommendations followed extensive consultation within the UK, the
Department of Education, educational charities, universities – and importantly, Sir Kenneth
Wheare.
Turning to the observations, and I quote the Committee of 1973:
‘the use of the property as an educational establishment would depend on the degree to which it would attract
visiting students.’

It concluded:
‘We have ascertained that a substantial sum of money would require to be voted by Tynwald not only to meet its
conversion for an educational or similar service but also to maintain its establishment.’
505

510

And this was something they were not prepared to do.
The Committee was careful to state that they had examined the possibilities of collaboration
with the University of Liverpool for the establishment of an educational facility at the Nunnery,
but had rejected it as entirely unfeasible, and on the foot of this the estate was sold for
residential purposes and then remained until the appearance of Graham Ferguson Lacey.
Turning now, Hon. Members… like we hear the thing, and I do not question the Hon.
Member’s sincerity – I believe he is an honourable Member. We turn to Douglas, Tuesday,
11th December 2001 at 10.30, and the particular statements of the then Treasury Minister, the
Hon. Member for Ramsey, Mr Bell. Hansard records him as saying that the prospect of a
business school… and just take the words ‘business school’ and put in ‘technology’:
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‘Mr President, members will recall that the Minister for Education has previously advised this Court that the
purchase of The Nunnery was to be financed by private capital arranged by the directors of the International
Business School Limited which, I would remind hon. members, is an Isle of Man company limited by guarantee and
which enjoys charitable status.’
515

He went on to say:
‘Members will further recall that when the International Business School entered into a three-year lease in respect
of The Nunnery, the Department of Education acted as guarantor to the landlord’

– Graham Ferguson Lacey –
‘in the event of the tenant defaulting on the terms of the lease.’

Mr Bell then provided the following clarification:
‘I confirm the statement made by the Minister for Education that The Nunnery was purchased by private capital
supported by a guarantee provided by the Treasury.’
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Hon. Members, both Mr Bell and Mr Rodan assured this Court that the money was purchased
by private capital, supported by guarantee provided by the Treasury. He proceeded to comfort
Members by recounting the details of the Treasury security and the fact that the company’s
board of directors included the Minister for Education, a Member of the Department of
Education, and a previous Director of Education as the company secretary.
On the matter of costs, he took Members to the conclusion that all the legal and in fact all
due diligence costs associated with the purchase were to be, as I quoted, met in full by the
International Business School as part of the transaction. Other than the staff costs, there would
be no cost to the taxpayer for the acquisition of the Nunnery and the Business School. To
summarise, on 11th December 2001, we were assured that there would be no cost to the
taxpayer for the acquisition of the Nunnery Estate by the International Business School. That is a
matter of parliamentary record, and my concern is that we do not end up repeating that today.
It went on to say that we had 16 full-time students against this great vision. We were sold a £5½
million mortgage and I asked at the time if the Treasury Minister would tell us what proportion
of the mortgage payments were to be met by the Business School on one hand, and by the
taxpayer on the other. I also sought clarification whether in fact the Treasury was the company’s
beneficial owner under company law. Mr Bell said I was ranting. Isn’t that usual? After
expressing his anger at being asked, he graciously enough said:
‘Mr President, as I understand the situation,’ –

535

The President: Hon. Member, I have not changed gender, but twice you have referred to me
as ‘Mr President’.
Mr Karran: No, I am quoting from Hansard.

540

The President: I apologise.
Mr Karran: That’s okay. I am quoting from Hansard:
‘Mr President, as I understand the situation, the Isle of Man Business School is the beneficial owner…’

Do you see any similarities with what we are getting today? He continued:
‘The purchase is made by private funds raised by a mortgage through the private sector…’
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and that all the responsibility for the payments would come from the beneficial owners. That is,
we were told that the Business School was the beneficial owner, and consequently the purchase
was through private funds raised by a mortgage through the private sector.
Dr Mann, a member of the company, as a Department Member, preambled in Tynwald on
the point in 2001, to point out that the single vision for the purchase was to create, here in the
Isle of Man, a university college in which young people could learn and be taught to a degree
standard entirely on the Isle of Man. Speaking of the future, he said it would be a very significant
institution in the Island, and continued that at some time in the future the Court would be
offered the opportunity of granting a charter to a university. I think it is important that Members
realise what we have heard today, with the sincerity of the Member… yet to coin Dr Mann’s
argument, we are now here at that ‘sometime in the future’ and we are now having to offer to
sell the place instead. Time has not been kind to this bold vision, and my concern is will it be kind
to this proposal that is in front of us.
I would like to meet square-on the fiction that the IBS was a private business, or rather a
charitable company limited by guarantee, using private capital entirely to fund the £5½ million
price paid to Ferguson Lacey, a company acquired under the Nunnery Estate for its general
operations.
Moreover, Mr Bell’s understanding at the time that the Business School’s beneficial owner
was the Business School itself and all legal costs were made by it is not easily reconcilable when
the former Member for Onchan, Mr Corkill, stated that the taxpayer owned the International
Business School company because the company was in fact incorporated by the Education
Minister. The costs of incorporation had been paid in full by the Department of Education. What
did the Treasury Minister have to say regarding this aspect? He said:
‘I confirm… that The Nunnery was purchased by private capital supported by a guarantee provided by the
Treasury.’
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Among many questions and answers I formed the belief that the very cosy arrangement,
despite the rhetoric, actually posed a multi-million-pound threat to the taxpayer at the time. I
asked the question: would he agree the statements made amounted to misleading the House,
the taxpayer and the Government? He gave his predictable usual response to the question:
‘I resent entirely the ranting of the hon. member and his accusations –’
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I responded with the truth of the matter: ‘I am not ranting, just giving you the facts.’
I hope today that we are not repeating this scenario with this. Hon. Members, I give you the
facts and you can go and check the facts and verify the facts, if you wish to make the effort.
Here we are being told… yet another situation as far as this new offering, and I believe we
need further scrutiny than from just executive Government. These were the facts when we were
told that they were not facts in this Hon. Court, because they cannot be spun, manipulated,
vanished into wishful thinking, as far as certain individuals are concerned, who are the people
who are entirely responsible.
We heard in the debate from the Hon. Member that it is not going to cost the taxpayer; we
heard that the International Business School was created by the Department of Education; that
the decision to acquire the Nunnery at the cost of £5½ million was made by Government using
the International Business School as an operational arm of the Department of Education – fact;
that the entirety of the funds to pay for the Nunnery came from the public purse – fact. The
taxpayer of the Isle of Man paid from beginning to end – fact. There was no private money
introduced by Hon. Members at the time – fact. I repeat: all the finances came from the public
purse, despite the assurances to the contrary – fact.
I think this Court deserves scrutiny to make sure that, whilst they are well-meaning and they
are sincere… and I have got a lot of time for the new Minister of the Department of Economic
Development.
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I believe that the other thing that the Public Accounts Committee should be considering is
that the Tynwald Committee of 1973 warned of the consequences of the course of action that
Mr Bell and others embarked upon in 2000, yet despite the expert advice, the unwarranted risk,
they were determined that the Nunnery was to be bought and paid for with taxpayers’ money to
establish an International Business School, no matter what the cost was to the public. Who paid
the rent costs to Graham Ferguson Lacey of over £½ million before the purchase? The taxpayer
did. Who provided the capital as far as the money is concerned? It was the taxpayer; it was not
private companies. So, what we ended up with was the fiction that somehow we were…
consequently that the private business using private capital was abandoned very quickly after
the purchase. Think about the concern I have with us going down this road today. Where was
the private money in the end as far as the IBS was concerned? There was zero. Who ended up
paying the running costs of the International Business School? The taxpayer did. What was the
contribution as far as the private sector contribution was concerned? Zero. Are you sure that we
have a contract that is watertight enough to protect taxpayers’ money? We are in a different
situation than back then.
Mr Rodan, the then Education Minister, said that the purchase that had been made by
private funding was a:
‘creation of an educational institution from scratch, a potential University of Man...’
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He said that the taxpayer’s money was ‘from the word go, insured by the fact that
government did not take on an open-ended commitment to an enterprise whose viability had
yet to be tested in educational terms and that therefore, far from being imprudent, it was the
height of prudence to ensure that, just in case the IBS failed to take off, there was no more than
a three-year commitment’ by paying the rent and refurbishment costs of the Nunnery before
the purchase.
Mr Rodan then stated that the educational viability of the International Business School, the
potential University of Man, had been confirmed in his mind because the first cohort of 20
students had arrived and he hoped it would be repeated and enlarged in subsequent years.
Think about the Hansard, think of what we have been told today.
Further to this venture, the purchase price was underwritten, he said, by the taxpayer and
would ‘in the long run turn out to have been a very, very prudent and wise investment by the
government’. ‘Prudent and wise investment’ – those were the words, Hon. Members, ‘prudent
and wise’ and ‘investment’.
Mr Bell contributed the following:
‘The hon. minister is absolutely right about the three-year lease. Initially it did give the department time to test
the viability of this operation, and I would just remind hon. members who are very quick to criticise at the
moment that the concept of the International Business School is not something that has just come out of the blue;
it has been part of the Department of Education’s longer-term strategy for quite some time and has been worked
up over that period, and members, I understand, have been fully aware of this intention and the method that the
operation would be run under. Therefore the idea of the three-year initial commitment, I think, was the prudent
and sensible approach, because had in fact the concept not worked, had it not generated the support that clearly
it is beginning to do, it would have, in effect, avoided the longer-term commitment…’
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Hon. Members no doubt noted carefully the words of the International Business School… can
we put this international technology college in another couple of years into a further debate...
That somehow it came out of the blue is part of the Department of Education’s long-term
strategy to avoid long-term commitment and obviously long-term expenditure from the
taxpayers’ funds. Did that happen, Hon. Members? What happened with that, that Tynwald
allowed itself to get on to…?
The Hon. Member, Mr Bell’s next statement ascertained that:
‘if this scheme works as, it is starting to now, it does lay the foundations for a form of Isle of Man University… and
will be undoubtedly an asset to the Isle of Man and indeed an enhancement of our status as an international
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finance centre where we can educate and train up, hopefully, a regular flow of future employees to work within
the Isle of Man finance industry… So I believe that [it] will undoubtedly be something we can be proud of in the
future.’
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I remind Hon. Members of what we have just heard in the opening remarks from the Hon.
Member.
It is a matter of record that the International Business School was a creation of the
Department of Education and had no life outside the breadth of Government. It had no means
of financing, except from having the total support of the public purse. The private sector support
was fiction from beginning to end. Hon. Members would take note of the justification used as
part of the… to ram through the purchase and the running costs spent on the Nunnery: to
educate and train up a regular flow of employees for the finance sector, and ‘something we can
be proud of’, with the final flourish of a potential University of Man, no less. Is history repeating
itself in this matter before you? It has all the hallmarks, I am afraid to say to my good friend, the
Hon. Member for Rushen.
Hon. Members, after the public purse had spent millions and millions of pounds on the
Nunnery and the failed International Business School, we are now being invited to sell the
Nunnery to a private company that has been incorporated as a company by guarantee, a
charitable entity, just like the International Business School was set up to be, to sell the Nunnery
for setting up a school to finance and promote and incorporate… to be financed entirely by
private sector funds, just like the International Business School was supposed to be. And again
the claim is that none of the cost will fall on the taxpayer, not a penny. Well, is that the truth,
Hon. Members? We have seen the presentations, just like the International Business School did
for us all those years ago – not just as then… We have a Council of Ministers’ stamp of approval
on this proposal. What possibly could go wrong, Hon. Members? If history is indeed repeating
itself, then I am sure the assurances of the Ministers will help allay our concerns.
Hon. Members, we have seen the taxpayers’ costs of the Nunnery between 1999 and 2005
from the Treasury Minister. He tells us of difficulty in the collation. That is encouraging, isn’t it,
Hon. Members? If it is difficult for the Department and Treasury to provide us with the precise
money, how many other times, I speculate… also about the truth.
The Hon. Member, the Treasury Minister, stated that whilst the operation was not under the
direct control of the Government, with the exception of 2000-01 when the Department of
Education sought to gain supplementary funding to include the sum of £534,000 in respect of
the refurbishment works at the Nunnery, I beg to differ with the Hon. Treasury Minister. The
Nunnery was always under the direct control of Government, right from the moment the
Department of Education conceived of, paid and incorporated the International Business School.
How much had been spent on the failed University of Man? The figure is a little over
£17.6 million of taxpayers’ money. Wouldn’t that have helped our problem as far as our
students, instead of bringing in this awful student loans scheme? Wouldn’t it have been better if
we could have spent that money on the College instead of people’s political egos, to give us
something far better? I have to say, Hon. Members, that whilst I do not question the Hon.
Member, the Treasury Minister’s sincerity in his reply, I think you will more than likely find that
£17.6 million on the IBS fiasco has been a conservative one.
Does anyone, apart from the obvious individuals who were directly responsible for this
debacle, want to seriously argue that it was a private sector initiative financed entirely by the
private sector and that Government was prudent with the public purse? The hon. mover needs
to reassure me that I am wrong, that we are not going to end up with a repeat. Does anyone
really want to stand up here today and say that the International Business School and the money
spent on it at the Nunnery is something – to quote Mr Bell from previous statements – that we
can be proud of?
I am confidently assured that the Chief Minister… that no-one outside this place will be
considering the fact of the International Business School and the acquisition of the Nunnery
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from Graham Ferguson Lacey… feels proud of it. In fact, I would also remind him of his
judgement on the very same Graham Ferguson Lacey in the report of Manx Radio in April 2013,
when he said of the Sefton Group, which was another of Graham Ferguson Lacey’s many
acquisitions made on the Island with his active involvement of many who are past and present
associated with Government at the highest level… Mr Bell’s – and I have to agree with him –
opinion that the Sefton Group and the directors had ‘brought it on themselves’ and he had
made the decisions in the best interests of the taxpayer, ‘not just getting revenge for, frankly, a
lunatic who was running this company for a number of years and did serious damage.’ I am glad
to see and glad to know that the Hon. Member for Ramsey, Mr Bell, our Chief Minister, is not
motivated by a desire for revenge and I hope you will listen today to this Hon. Member. A
reasonable person might have observed, given the number of prominent individuals
Mr Ferguson Lacey was able to involve in his business activities and the length of time they were
involved… He must feel deeply reassured that the madness that Mr Bell spoke about was
entirely confined to Mr Lacey alone, but the wealth of high-ranking people… Similarities with the
proposal today?
What is perfectly clear is that when the Council of Ministers decide on a course of action, no
matter what, the mind-numbing fog of collective responsibility falls in over it and the bulldozer’s
engines are started, ramped up and they force it through regardless of any opposition.
Eaghtyrane, you have only got to look at the last motion with the point that the Hon. Member of
Council was talking about with the previous one, where we had the situation where that should
have been investigated. We are supposed to be hard up, but it does seem to be schizophrenic:
we are hard up when it is one section of the community, but there is plenty of money when it is
other sections of the community.
I have no doubt that the Council of Ministers will have their way with this proposal today and
sell the Nunnery to its latest new charitable educational company. It will be sold on, I am certain.
However, I will not be supporting the proposals without additional guarantees that the
Government will not use taxpayers’ money by way of guaranteeing against loans in favour of the
International Centre for Technology in either the purchase of the Nunnery or the operational
costs of company activities within. If this is a claim that the private sector company, with its
private sector finance… then let’s prove it to be, this time, correct. If the company is intent on
purchasing the Nunnery, then let’s do so with a clear understanding that the Government will
not be pouring millions of pounds of money into supporting it if it does not go to plan.
If any Hon. Members have doubts and concerns regarding the proposed sale of the Nunnery,
I would ask you to remember this. I will not be in favour of the purchase of the Nunnery, like I
was not with Ferguson Lacey. Some Hon. Members felt the same way as I did and did nothing
against it. They are as responsible, as far as this is concerned, as the Hon. Member for Ramsey. It
is this situation of knowing things are not right and then voting with it because it is the way this
place is too cosy as far as the club is concerned. The cost to the taxpayer of the Isle of Man has
been dear. Are you sure that this will not end up being another liability?
Hon. Members, you are being asked to take a risk with this proposal. We are being asked to
agree the sale of the Nunnery and that… asking Hon. Members to be certain that all they are
doing, if they agree with this… that we do not end up with history telling us a very different story
than the lonely position I was in many years ago, telling what the truth was.
I would think it is important that Hon. Members consider my proposal, because one of the
things that did come out was that after they had spent the money and they were embarrassed
over that £½ million, they found out that they did not have the proper wording – and I am sure
that the Hon. Member for Ramsey can clarify this. The problem was that if they pulled out after
that three-year rental agreement, they had to put everything back to how it was and we ended
up with a situation where… Whatever you call it – a hostage to fortune, or vanity over sanity –
we ended up with a situation where they decided that the cheaper option to save face was to
buy the place and keep the facade going of what was not the truth, what we were told in that
time, about the International Business School.
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I also feel that the issue of the hon. mover’s well-meaning approach and this Hon. Court
day... I am very concerned about what will happen as far as the site is concerned, when we hear
people saying that Government has no other use for that site. As a former Education Minister, I
spoke to the Chief Minister. What I wanted to do was try to look at the possibility of it going out
to open market. There was a boutique hotel that was interested in basing itself on the Island,
creating jobs. I believe that that opportunity should have been taken. When we say in this Hon.
Court we have got to have business sense, none of this is how business would operate outside
this Hon. Court, in my opinion. It would not operate this way. It would have an open market, it
would go out… It would not have a situation where we have high-ranking people once again
taking control of the reins of Government outside this Court.
Hon. Members, I beg to move:
That all the words after ‘That Tynwald’ be left out and the words ‘takes note of the intention
of the Department of Education and Children and the Department of Infrastructure to sell the
Nunnery to the International Centre for Technology Limited; and refers the matter to the
Public Accounts Committee (a) to investigate the parties that are bidding for it and (b) to
investigate and report on whether it would be in the better interests of the public purse to put
the Nunnery on the open market’.
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Hon. Members, I will be more than happy if I am proven wrong with this latest proposal and
it is not a repeat as far as the IBS is concerned. I hope so, because we do not have the luxury
now of the mad-spend days; we have got real tough times ahead.
I hope Hon. Members will support the referral to the Public Accounts Committee, as I believe
that if it is such a good deal for the international technology people, then it can get independent
scrutiny by the Public Accounts Committee and then go ahead. I so move.
The President: Hon. Member, can I be clear – you are moving a reference to the Public
Accounts…?
Mr Karran: I am moving the amendment circulated.
The President: I have not got a copy of your amendment, sir.
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Mr Karran: Oh, right.
Several Members: We have.
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Mr Karran: You can have mine. So I am moving… I do not know how it has not been
circulated to you.
The President: Thank you, Hon. Member.
I can be assured that everybody else had a copy and knew that he was talking to an
amendment. Thank you.
The Hon. Member, Mr Henderson.
Mr Henderson: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
I am quite happy to second the amendment. I have not a problem with that.
What I have got a problem with is the fact that we had a full and frank discussion about this
estate in 2002 in this Hon. Court when the then Member of the Legislative Council, Mr Lowey,
moved a motion to have the estate ostensibly preserved in public ownership. This was then
amended by the Hon. Member, Mr Rodan, and indeed Mr Speaker put an amendment to that as
well. But ostensibly the motion ended up saying that it fully supported the Council of Ministers’
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report that came back from Mr Lowey’s debate and – and I will paraphrase – the main wording
of the recommendation within stated that the estate should stay in public ownership, it should
ostensibly be a parkland setting and it should be open to greater public usage and educational
use. This Court unanimously voted on the amended motion in those kind of terms, and there are
many people here who were there at the time who voted that way, Eaghtyrane.
The Chief Minister of the day, Mr Corkill, supported the amendment, and he said – and I am
quoting from the Hansard again, Eaghtyrane, from that point:
‘Thank you, Mr President. I rise to second the amendment in the hon. name of Mr Rodan… I am sure that we all
appreciate that the Nunnery estate is a wonderful asset… In whichever way you look at it, it is a wonderful asset
that the Island has, and it is sad that for so many years people have been excluded from enjoying that wonderful
asset.’
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Then he went on to extol the virtues of the Nunnery Estate and how it could be more open to
the public, further Government use, and so on.
I too contributed to that debate and made quite a substantial contribution on it with regard
to the value of the estate as a public amenity area, Government uses, being kept ostensibly how
it is. I also majored on the point of the significant conservation importance of that area in
relation to the town and surrounding countryside, and what important wildlife is there as well –
that is another consideration that we have to take. The amenity value of that area to Douglas
town is incredible – it is priceless, in fact, which was recognised at the time and was the whole
point why Mr Lowey put the debate in 2002 to this place.
It is a hugely significant site for many reasons, as I have said, principally to the town of
Douglas, but to the greater community of the Isle of Man, and it was my feeling at the time that
it should have stayed in public ownership and be used for the enjoyment of the public, and
perhaps for some Government uses where we could actually make money out of the building or
some sort of associated activities, but recognising the magnificent parkland setting – completely
invaluable. Some of the trees that are standing there at the minute are nearly 200 years old. It
really is a beautiful place and I think we need to be very, very careful what we are deciding on
today, because it is all very well selling the family silver, but it is not going to solve the economic
issues that we are facing, because ostensibly the economic issues we are facing are to do with
year-on-year revenue issues. A short sharp cash injection may help with a particular item as a
one-off, but that’s it. It is not going to solve the major issues, or in the long term, so we need to
be very careful how we consider this.
My own view is probably that the site could be retained in Government ownership. The
buildings could be put forward for rental purposes – a boutique hotel, the Hon. Member
opposite mentioned before. There are things that we could do; and failing that, mothball the
building – secure it and mothball it but keep the land and the parkland setting within public
ownership. (Mr Thomas: Hear, hear.) What I am saying is we need to protect the family silver.
Selling it is not going to assist in the issues we have got.
Listening to the Hon. Member opposite, I think we need to take note of the principal message
that is delivered: to learn from history. It does not matter about all the side issues that
Mr Karran threw in. The point is we should learn from history and take that on board as well.
We have heard from the Department the business case. I can see, yes, the site itself is a
liability in one way to Government: it has not worked as was envisaged at the time for an
international business school; it is costing the taxpayer money. I can see that and I can see the
logic of getting rid of it in one way. Sure, we get rid of a liability and we make a bit of cash that
might help in the short term. But we could equally hang on to it and mothball the building or see
if it could be rented out, for whatever purposes, or some sort of use found for it on those lines
where something could be generated; or seal it up, but retain the land.
The business case basically… At the Members’ briefing, Eaghtyrane, it was simply put – and I
am paraphrasing – that ‘a need has been identified for ICT technology training, there is scope in
the marketplace to provide this and we reckon that we could work up to a 600-place training
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centre.’ What I have not seen – and I stand to be corrected – is an educational framework that
supports that business case, that tells me that there is indeed a huge hole in ICT training and
that, yes indeed, it would be quite feasible to attract up to 600 places – or 400, or whatever was
advanced just now; somebody mentioned up to 600 places at the briefing – and a validation
framework that goes with that educational package, so that the courses that are acquired are
recognised by the UK at the very least as a national standard achieved. I have not seen any of
that. I am just being told that this will work, we could get these people in – and I am still
somewhat sceptical that all that money is invested, the building works are done… the damage
that will be done to the grounds in the parkland setting in doing so just does not bear thinking
about in some ways, and then somehow it is going to be filled with maybe 400 places, most of
whom are coming from away to pay to come here to have ICT training of some description,
acquire a nationally recognised course, and that is how the thing is going to fund itself. It does
not add up, and I do not quite get it as far as that goes. I have not been given the detail that you
would expect and I do not think any Members have, to be fair.
If this was set up, how does that sit alongside our own educational system; and what is our
own educational system doing, if there truly is a hole in the ICT training, in picking that up and
ensuring that the curriculum in our schools and training areas reflects that? Are we going to be
in competition with each other on this factor? We have just opened an amazing centre at
Greenfield Road, recognising the hole in the engineering sector. You could not ask for anything
better – a true thing to be proud of. Yet we are in some sort of juxtaposition here, Eaghtyrane.
Again, I do not get that either. It is a very strange kind of option, as far as I am concerned.
Leading on from that then, it is easy for the backers of this and the interested parties to say,
‘Oh, yes, it’s a wonderful idea.’ Yes, it sounds a wonderful idea, and yes, of course our business
community, or a proportion of them, would support it, to say, ‘Yes, of course we support it: it’s
training, it’s investment in the future, blah blah blah.’ Words are cheap. You can say that, but
what are the mechanics of this? That is what is bothering me in the background.
There is an option here that this site can be bought, the educational covenant can be bought
out, and that leaves them free then to sell it all on – but if you go to another company… Yes,
there is a clause that says if there is any extended value we get a bit back – fine, okay – but it
could be sold on for development purposes other than what is being proposed. There is that
potential there, whether the Minister is… [Inaudible] to hear it or not, and we could see the
whole place developed for something completely different, including houses, offices etc or
something else. I am struggling to see how you would get your investment return back, and
certainly with the lack of an educational framework and validation framework put in place there
to show us how it is all going to sit, work, who has been consulted with across, which university,
if necessary, you would link with, or training centres and so on. It does not stack up, Eaghtyrane.
In finishing, I have to reiterate my point that that site is of huge significant value to the town
of Douglas as it is, and to the Isle of Man. It is also of amazing historical importance and
conservation importance, and I think we need to be very careful with what we are doing with
this. It is not going to solve our problems ultimately and we should think carefully about the
report this Court, albeit amended slightly, unanimously supported back in 2002.
Gura mie eu.
The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas South, Mrs Beecroft.
Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I would first like to say thank you to the Minister for the amount of information that he has
given us and the openness with which he has given that information. It really is a breath of fresh
air, the honesty and openness that we have received on this. Like previous speakers, I have no
doubt of his sincerity in this, but Mr Karran is right: we have to look back, we have to learn, we
have to consider what has happened in the past.
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The Chief Minister is right. He said yesterday we cannot live in the past, and no, we cannot –
we do not want to live in the past, but we have to look at it and we have to learn, and where we
have made mistakes and we see similarities cropping up we have to be on our guard. It does not
mean they will be repeated, but it means that we have to take extra precautions to be extra
diligent.
I do not have either of the previous speakers’ experience regarding the Nunnery site, so I can
only speak as a new Member – what I have seen and what concerns me as a new Member
without the knowledge of the history that the previous speakers have. So I do have some
questions and some comments that I hope the Minister can answer in his summing up.
One of my main questions is: in the information that we have been given it says the creation
of the company, Information Centre for Technology Ltd, allows the MEF and other investors to
hold equity in the venture. So that is a limited company and its name is Information Centre for
Technology. I might have rushed looking for information on this company, and if I have missed it
I apologise, but I cannot find it on the Isle of Man Companies Register or the UK Companies
Register, and I am not exactly sure where it fits in with everything else that we have been told.
So I would really like some more information on that.
But the main thing comes back to the fact that we do not seem to have again followed due
process in this matter. This was on the cards as a very different deal when I was first elected. I
spent a considerable amount of time talking with MEF and going through their proposals, and I
have to say I was quite taken with them and taken with this idea that it was a Manx charity and
any profits were going to be ploughed back in for the benefit of our young people, for their
education. The only bit I was a bit uncomfortable with was that they were asking for a guarantee
at that time on the Castle Mona site – a guarantee of rent from the Government. Obviously, that
did not proceed, that particular thing, so I suppose the rewards... I could have been persuaded
maybe to actually go along with that deal, because the rewards for the future of all these profits
being ploughed back in the benefit of the education of our young people may have persuaded
me to say yes, it was worth it not going out to tender, no expressions of interest. We knew that
this was being developed over time, but what came back and what we have been presented
with now is such a different animal. It is a very different animal. The Government had two
opportunities to go out for expressions of interest and to go out for public tender. The first one,
as I have explained, I could maybe have been persuaded to support because of the perceived
advantages of money being ploughed back in all the time because the whole thing was a charity.
But this is not what we are being presented with today, and once that original deal started being
changed in such a fundamental way it should have gone out for expressions of interest; it should
have gone out for open tender.
This is not how we deal with assets that belong to the public. They do not belong to
Government, they belong to the people of the Isle of Man and we have no right, in my opinion,
to be selling them off without even knowing if we have got the best deal we could possibly get.
And we do not know. We might be told that this is the best deal, but we have no idea. We have
no idea because we did not test that, we did not try.
Mr Karran has said that a boutique hotel might have been interested. A conference centre
might have been interested. A headquarters of a national corporation with a very good
reputation might have been interested. These are all maybes – we do not know, and if the
educational covenant was lifted, what value is on it then? We are told that it is a reduced price
because of the educational covenant, but it is within Government’s gift to lift that. If
Government lifted it, what value is this asset that belongs to the Manx people then? We have
not explored that. We have not found out what people would be prepared to pay.
The Nunnery is a unique asset. You cannot compare it and say, ‘Well, there was another one
just up the road sold for this, so therefore it is worth that.’ It really is a complete guesstimate
until you go out and say to people, ‘Okay, what are you prepared to give us?’ if that is the
decision, that it has to be sold. Other options have been put today that maybe we should have
considered keeping it and doing something else with it. I cannot argue with that either, but what
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I do know is that if we agree to sell it today we do not know that we have got the best value for
the people who do actually truly own it.
We are being told that there is going to be no cost to the taxpayer, no cost to the public. I put
it to you, Madam President, that if we sell it for one penny less than we could have got for it,
even if it does not mean that we have to dip into Government funds any more, which is public
funds… Even if we do not have to do that in the future, if it is sold for one penny less than we
could have achieved, the public have lost. It has cost the taxpayer, it has cost the public, because
we have not achieved the best value that we could have got for it, and that surely is our duty to
do so.
In the second deal – as I said, it was very different – all of a sudden there are four acres of
Sangster’s Field that a 20-year option is being given on. Four acres just outside Douglas! Yes,
they cannot be built on now, but for 20 years… How many people would snap their hands off for
an option like that? I think very few business people actually would not, so why has that
suddenly been put in to sweeten the deal up? We do not need to do that. They are not at the
point now where they need to expand. If it was such a huge success and they were coming back
in a couple of years, saying, ‘We’ve run out of space, we’ve shown you how much we’re
generating for the Isle of Man but now we’re running out of space – we need more space to
generate more for the Isle of Man,’ fine. That is not the case. That is very much not the case
today.
The Minister, in his opening remarks, said the Chamber of Commerce had made a statement
backing the deal. Yes, they did. Did the Minister ask the Chamber of Commerce, though, did they
ask their members and did their members support that statement? Because I have been told
they were not asked and they do not. The majority do not, or certainly a significant number have
serious reservations about this. So, is the Minister being informed correctly?
A Member: Who told you that?
Mrs Beecroft: There are too many unknowns with this, Madam President. But what I do
know is that proper procedure has not been followed, it did not go out to open tender; and that,
together with everything else, makes me very, very uncomfortable.
That is why I do think it should go to the Public Accounts Committee. I think it gives pause for
thought. I think it gives time to have some of the facts clarified and investigated in a bit more
detail than we have had time to investigate it properly. We have been given a lot of information,
but together with everything else that we consider, we have not had the time to really drill
down into all of that information and consider it in a more measured fashion, because it is such
a new deal. If it was something that we had already been given a heads-up on and was very
similar to the original, we would have already started forming some sort of opinion; but as I said
before, it is a very different animal, very different, so I will be supporting the amendment by my
colleague, Mr Karran.
Thank you very much, Madam President.
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The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas West, Mr Thomas.
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Mr Thomas: Thank you, Madam President.
To avoid anybody standing up, I just wanted to say that I do not have any pecuniary interest
in this matter, but I put on record, as I always have done when I have spoken about the
Nunnery, that I am a neighbour of the Nunnery Estate and that when this estate is registered, if
the sale goes through, I would be a neighbour. I think my interests definitely are not affected
either way in any case, but I am a neighbour of the property. Moreover, I have direct interest,
direct knowledge and direct experience of the International Business School, having worked
there from 2001 to 2004.
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I would like to move the amendment that I have had circulated and have put down, Madam
President, but before commenting specifically on the amendment I would like to make some
general points about the transaction as proposed and about some issues.
I think, first of all, it is very helpful, what Mr Karran said, to clearly separate for us that there
are two issues here. There are issues about the Nunnery, the sale of the Nunnery, the role of the
Nunnery and the place for the Nunnery in Douglas and this Island, and there are issues about the
Manx Educational Foundation’s… and now the larger grouping, of which it is a minority part… for
an ICT centre integrated into industry’s plans and the Island’s plans for business expansion, and I
will be making comments about both of those.
Firstly, I have some very specific points, however, to put on record, to give officers chance to
think about these. The first one is that in appendix 3 of the heads of agreement there is talk
about –
The President: Hon. Members, could we have less of the debate in the background, please?
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The President: Mr Thomas, you have the floor.
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Mr Thomas: The first point is in paragraph 3 of appendix 3 of the heads of agreement. There
is actually a statement that the Department of Education and Children will use reasonable
endeavours to ensure that its tenants vacate by 31st March 2015. We have obviously got a very
happy, as far as I understand it, Culture Vannin existing in a building that suits that entity at the
heart of a very cultural place, and I put on record that it seems to me unreasonable to destroy
something very valuable that is working where it is, just for the needs of another purpose, so I
would like to make sure that both parties understand that what we already have with Culture
Vannin in that location is maintained, and that if they are going to be forced to leave, we give
them time to find good premises.
A Member: We have spoken to them and they are happy to go.
Mr Thomas: Secondly, parts of the walls along the Old Castletown Road have been derelict
and are becoming abandoned, and I wanted to make sure there are not any ambiguities about
responsibility for that if this transaction is completed, as there have been in recent years.
Thirdly, my understanding is that many aspects of this site have been considered for
registration in planning terms for a number of years, for over a decade. Indeed, I believe I have
seen documents that suggest that if this estate were to go out of the state’s control, out of
Government’s control directly, parts of it would be registered, and I would like to be assured
that registration issue would be handled properly. Even if it is in its modern form of conservation
and working out how to use it, that still implies that something is registered if it needs to be
registered in the national interest.
There are also some financial issues that I will register, three of which… I notice buyback has
been dismissed by the Minister – by the very sincere Minister – but obviously that is different
from a recent decision in respect of buyback and it is different from what I think Minister
Shimmin said to us would be considered earlier on. So for that reason I think it might be helpful
to slow this process down a little bit, as Mr Karran has proposed, because it might be that
buyback could address some of the concerns that have been addressed here. Moreover, the
issue about procurement and financial regulations – raised by Treasury, according to our
briefing, and also by Mrs Beecroft – are also genuine ones, and again I will be supporting
Mr Karran’s amendment, because it is a bad direction to be moving in if Government does not
actually apply financial regulations in a proper way. (Mrs Beecroft: Hear, hear.)
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Some very specific points now I wanted to comment on, both in terms of the educational IT
aspect and also in terms of the Nunnery itself. I start with the IT aspect and the educational
aspect, and to me the parallels with the IBS that Mr Karran brought to our attention are obvious.
I believe that all the people involved are very sincere and very capable and want this to happen,
but I want to make sure that this is not just a case of hope versus experience, and the issues that
I know are very difficult issues – I know about them directly – and we do need to make sure that
we recognise the challenge to actually make a success of the IT venture that is being proposed.
For instance, I would suggest that there are aspects of the current situation which put the
current people who have this hope in a worse position than those who had the hope for the IBS
back in 2000-01. For instance, in 2000-01, the Treasury was clearly behind the venture, which it
does not seem to be fully behind now, from what we have heard from Mr Henderson. Secondly,
the Department of Education was clearly behind the IBS venture, which it appears to me is not
completely the case now. Thirdly, there were already universities in place and professional
bodies in place off Island and on Island in 2000-01, which does not seem to be clearly the case
now. For instance, we have had the Chamber of Commerce and the Institute of Directors
support it, but back in 2001 the Chartered Institute of Marketing and we had lots of other
professional bodies that were clearly there. We had London Guildhall University, Liverpool
Metropolitan University, University of Liverpool and the Open University that were all clearly
supporting it, and I was looking for a statement from the British Computer Society or somebody
else to say that this had all been clearly worked up and was clearly thought through and clearly
backed up such that it could be successful. Moreover, back in 2000-01, with the Minister for
Education’s support, there was clearly an open bank account to make the University of Man a
success, which is not the case now because it is clearly on record that Government is not going
to be giving this preferential treatment from public funds. Fifthly, we had an experienced
director, we had staff, we had all of those people already in place. We knew what we were
getting. There is a lot of talent, a lot of potential, a lot of experience, but I cannot actually see
anything more than the hope, the expectation and the promise that we will put in place all of
those things.
So what I wanted to say is that this is a very difficult task, building this ICT venture. Like
previous speakers, I dream about it happening, I want it to happen, but it is a terribly challenging
problem that needs to be overcome and… best wishes.
The second point on that is the one that Mrs Beecroft started suggesting, which is about
Sangster’s Field, otherwise known as Ring Field – the one between the main Nunnery site and
the already developed industrial park next door to it, or at least the set of units next door to it –
which is that that was purchased by Government for £1.2 million to recapitalise the Business
School when it got into financial difficulties. £1.2 million: now, nearly half of it is being sold for
£120,000. £1.2 million was described as the potential for a primary school, but it obviously has
all sorts of other potential uses. Mr Karran, when he was Minister for Education, I believe had
the idea of an innovation technology centre, and the value of that land as an innovation
technology centre, I suggest, might be more in line with the £1.2 million than £120,000.
For those reasons, I am glad that Treasury have concerns about the procurement…
[Inaudible] Sangster’s Field clearly to me seems to be put on the open market, even for the use
that is intended for it. That is one of the reasons why I have separated out the items into 1, 2
and 3, because to me it does not seem completely necessary to vote for all of the elements 1, 2
and 3. We can divide them up and I would strongly suggest that we do not need to think about
selling the Ring Field, or Sangster’s Field as it is called here, at this knockdown price.
I now turn to some issues about the Nunnery itself, and I am glad that Mr Henderson and
Mr Karran have already referred to the debate back in 2001-02 – and if I was going to bore you I
could go back to the 1970s, when we had a similar purchase of the Nunnery for six months or so
for a similar purpose.
I do not think anybody has actually quoted exactly what Mr Lowey said, because he called it
the ‘green lung of Douglas’ and he went in great detail into how it could be parkland, and as
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Mr Henderson has hinted, he did say that the idea of the purchase then was to extend public
access to areas such as the riverbank and water meadows to enhance the maintenance and use
of one of the few remaining open spaces in Douglas, providing a park and a green lung for
Douglas.
That is why I have separated out in the amendment that I have put down… I have put down
an amendment to take that part of the land which has very little, if any, actual value – money
value – but has huge value, as Mr Henderson has described, for recreation, for public amenity. I
do not think anybody could do anything with it in any case, because in the planning permission
that is there it is cited as retained for ecological interest. It is on the floodplain, so the land I
have excluded is the riverbank below the floodplain, which was envisaged by the directors of the
IBS for things like tennis clubs and lots of other activities, but always the officers advised that
planning permission would not be forthcoming for an area below the flooding line, and so on.
I just wanted to make some more specific points related to that. The first one is that the
other gentlemen who have been working with the Minister are also very honourable and very
sincere. I see Mr Roosen sitting up there in the public gallery. He has worked with me and a
great deal of other interested parties and made us all sorts of promises about the use of that
land, which I want to put on record I believe he would commit to and he would keep. He has
talked about preserving fishing rights – because there have been issues about fishing along that
riverbank and he has talked about making sure they are sorted out. He has talked about putting
back in place the path which Mr Lowey mentioned back in 2002 and has been in the plan for
about 10 or 15 years. He has talked about putting that area that I have excluded in this
amendment into the format of a country park, which he argues would be good for the people
taking advantage of the facilities when the ICT facility is successful. He has talked about
reinstating the footbridge – which is one of the 1976 covenants, in actual fact, that there should
be a footbridge – that went from the Nunnery estate up to St George’s Church for the Goldie
Taubman family. Obviously, we all know that the paddock is used for public occasions – car
parking for the Tynwald Day parties that we have had there for the last few years.
What I am saying is that there are all sorts of people over the last year, or couple of years,
when I have been talking about it myself and then further talking about it with Mr Roosen… that
Mr Roosen and I have organised with interested parties… There are possibilities for the council
to use it, for interest groups to put together and to help to… and I want absolute assurance from
the Minister that he will do everything he can to make sure that the aspiration and the goodwill
of Mr Roosen… Mr Vermeulen – because he is a very sincere man with whom I have worked on
the Langness peninsula issues and LP21 and so on.
I have moved that this should be excluded from the sale, it should be kept in the public
interest, but that there might be other ways of doing that, and I will be looking for the Minister
and all of the interested parties involved to make absolutely sure that, for the people of the Isle
of Man, the green lung of Douglas is actually made better as a public park, as a country park, and
that all those other uses are preserved, maintained and enhanced.
Finally, I just wanted to put down, I suppose, a buyer beware for the purchasers of this site,
(Interjection and laughter) because obviously they are buying it without planning permission,
and to me this could become the sort of issue that is a national issue because if you were looking
to find this sort of park on the fringes of Douglas, when the Manx Wildlife Trust has designated it
as a potential country park, when the conservationists have noted lots of things there, we have
to be very careful what the planning regime is. So I am putting down on record a buyer beware
to the buyers that there are actually significant risks. Obviously, the Government could be taking
the view that if this debate is positive and the sale goes through, planning does not matter
anymore, but that is not how I see the planning system, that is not how the public sees the
planning system, and that is not what a planning system should be all about. A planning system
should be about balancing all the interests and having harmonious development, considering
the interests of the community, the environment and the heritage.
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Thank you very much, Madam President, Hon. Members. I move my amendment and
indicate, in so doing, support for Mr Karran’s delay and reconsideration of some of the issues:
That all the words after ‘The Nunnery, Douglas’ to ‘are shown (for identification purposes
only)’ be left out and the words ‘but that the area to be sold excludes the water-meadow and
the riverbank, the situation and extent of which land to be sold’ be inserted.
The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Wild.
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Mr Wild: Thank you, Madam President.
To me, this is a case of ‘we are where we are’. Times have changed. I think we should be
looking forward to securing a sustainable future for our Island. No transaction is perfect, as
parties will always negotiate to their best advantage. I accept the journey has been a longer one
than anticipated, but the proposition has developed into what I believe is a robust business
model which will serve a wider population of academics and includes business start-ups.
Importantly, the financial model is properly supported by locally sourced capital. I believe
that this makes the model a key supporter of the economic sector of ICT. I believe it will
complement education and not compete. It will help… sorry, I cannot read my own writing…
saving potential investment demands on the Department of Education and Children. The
Nunnery also needs substantial spend and the Government will make cost savings.
I acknowledge my hon. colleague Mr Henderson’s remarks regarding sensitive development
and I accept those, but growth is phased and if student numbers are achieved then this could
lead to capital investment opportunities – for example, to develop accommodation on the
quayside, which was mentioned during the briefing.
Correct governance is critical and the Minister for Economic Development has given us this
reassurance.
This proposition has the support of major associations – the Chamber of Commerce and the
Institute of Directors. This is an opportunity to drive the economy forward, and the original
motion has my support.
Thank you, Madam President.

1150

The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Turner.
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Mr Turner: Thank you, Madam President.
First of all, before I talk about some of the points I would like to raise, I would like to just
respond to some of the issues that have been raised – first of all by Mr Thomas. He talks about
open space and use of the area by the public. Well, of course, if this property were to go for sale
on the open market, then you can guarantee none of those things happening at all because it
would be sold, and whoever buys it would, subject to what they decide to do with it, planning…
we would completely have no control over what happens. So, whilst I agree with some of the
points he makes about retaining some of the natural beauty and access to the public, I think the
option that is before us does at least enable some of those things to still happen.
I think Mr Karran raised the point about the history of this site and I think what he has done is
give us an excellent reason why we should be getting rid of this building. I think if anybody is in
any doubt that the Government’s ownership of this building has been a rocky one, then that was
a better advert to get rid of it than anybody could place in an estate agent’s window. But also
there is a great difference between the model that is being proposed now and the model that
was in operation when it was the Isle of Man Business School. If today the Minister was coming
to us saying, ‘We are going to get into a complete partnership here, we have learnt lessons from
the business school but we are going to have the same sort of thing but slightly different,’ then
maybe we would have good reason to run a mile – but that is not what we are being asked to do
today. It is completely different.
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So I will come to the points I would like to raise. I think there are two distinct strands here to
what is before us. The first one is the disposal of this property, if I can touch on that first. All
Departments are looking at their estate as to what is required and what is not required, and
when I and my colleague Mr Wild were on the Department of Education with Minister Crookall,
we were all in agreement that the Nunnery was no longer required by the Department. It was
surplus to requirements. I think at the time – and I look to the Minister – we were looking at a
saving, by vacating that site, to the Department of around about £250,000 a year in operational
costs. That was by relocating what we were offering at the Nunnery site to the Isle of Man
College. We were looking at a considerable investment around the College site. The operation of
having a split site was causing additional cost and that was cost that was going into running the
site as opposed to going into providing the educational elements of the operation. So, quite
simply, from an Isle of Man College and Department of Education point of view, that site was
surplus to requirements. But it was not just the cost of providing the educational provision
there. There was the cost of running the estate itself: the grounds maintenance, the building
maintenance. We all know how much it costs to put the heating on at home: imagine having to
simply heat a building like this. All of these costs were adding up to a facility that the
Department to just did not need. So, in line with all the other Departments, we have got a
building here that we have identified to sell, and that is really what we are being asked first of all
to consider: the disposal of the site.
Other Members have talked about financial regulations – they are not being followed and
this is unusual. Well, isn’t that the reason why it is being brought to this Court – to have that
debate to say we believe that following the norm is not the way we should be going; this is an
option that we would like to pursue and the Department is coming asking for the endorsement
of this place to proceed down this particular avenue?
So what are the options? We dispose on the open market… We are told that the open market
value without the educational use is round about £7 million. The Department has negotiated the
overage clauses, the removal of the covenant and a slice of the sale if the value is increased, but
if it is at a loss then there is no risk to the Department – the loss will be in respect of the buyer.
Wouldn’t it be absolutely marvellous if we all as individuals could sell our own properties and
negotiate a clause that if the new owner decides to sell it in a few years we can have a slice of
the action? That would be absolutely marvellous! Well, that simply does not happen normally,
so I think there are some very good safeguards in here that protect the interest of the taxpayer.
If that value was round about £7 million, then it effectively… I will not use the word ‘guarantee’
because nothing is guaranteed in life, but it gives us some comfort that near that value will be
realised in the event of a sale.
Of course, if it was sold on the open market there is every opportunity it could be converted
back to a private home or business, and even if it was a business that somehow complied with
the existing uses or amendments it could still be fenced off and made private with security
gates. That, as I understand and Mr Thomas has confirmed, is not the intention of the people
who are behind this proposal. The proposal is that the footpaths will be restored. And let’s also
remember that the maintenance of these areas of natural beauty that Mr Thomas and
Mr Henderson have spoken about will fall to the responsibility of the new owners. So again it is
another win for the people, for the public who wish to use that area maybe for its recreational
beauty.
So that is the first part of this – the disposal of the site. We then come to the reason the
Department is saying we want to go down this avenue is because they believe that the ICT
project is an appropriate use for the site. As Mr Wild says, the capital has all been raised locally,
the Chamber of Commerce and the list of some high-profile businesses on the Isle of Man who
have equally got their own reputations to consider have got behind it, it has the support of
industry. I have certainly not had members of industry lobby me with such concerns. In fact,
some of the members of industry from all different sectors – not the cronies, as some people
may say, but from different sectors – have said there is a need for this provision on the Isle of
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Man, and some of them are dealing internationally. I cannot see a number of those individuals
and businesses getting involved in something if it was remotely damaging to their reputation.
We can all stand here and say, ‘Ah, yes, but this might happen,’ and ‘That must happen.’ And
that is the rider I put on it. Of course, in business nothing is guaranteed. We saw the crash in
2008 and many people did not foresee that coming – some said, ‘Yes, we told you it was
coming.’ But nothing is guaranteed, so what do we do? Do we just say, ‘Well, we are going to be
cautious on everything; we are not going to do anything’? We are supposed to be ‘where you
can’.
One of my criticisms of this Government is it interferes too much in private business. Should
we be here, meddling in every business that wants to come to the Isle of Man, or should we be
enabling them the platform to come here, (Several Members: Hear, hear.) set up and get going?
We need to be deregulating what we are getting involved with and sometimes keeping our
noses out. This is a case where the private sector are going to take this forward with private
capital. The Minister has been open in saying that this organisation that is coming forward has
just as much right as any other to apply for the grants under the necessary scheme, the
Enterprise Act and various other schemes that are available. They have every right, as any other
business on this Island. So I do not think we should see a conspiracy if they do come forward for
funding, because that is why we passed the legislation in 2008 – to enable businesses to come
forward. That is what it is for. So I think if we are to then stand here and scrutinise every
business that buys a building off us that we are disposing of, and get into the nitty-gritty, nuts
and bolts and minute detail, then I think we are doing the Isle of Man a great disservice.
I think Members should look at the two distinct differences. On one hand we are selling a
building to somebody who is offering us money. There are overage clauses that if they sell it on
at a profit we get some money. Why should we care what they do with it? That is one thing. But
then we have got the other issue, that actually what is being proposed is something that has
potential and that industry are saying they are behind. I think there are sufficient safeguards in
both of those arguments for me to be able to support this scheme.
The President: The Hon. Member for Middle, Mr Quayle.
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Mr Quayle: Thank you, Madam President.
I rise in support of my hon. colleague, Mr Skelly, Minister for the Department of Economic
Development, and I will not be supporting any of the amendments.
I complimented Mr Karran on his speech last night on securing a sustainable future for our
Island because I thought he had made a very good speech which was very helpful. Sadly, today,
normal resumption of business. He quoted from a 41-year-old document regarding an
educational facility at the Nunnery and stating that it was not feasible. What is the relevance of
this today? Is this taxpayers’ money we are spending on buying the site from ourselves? No. It
was an interesting history and I am sure when you go back… was it Government’s finest hour in
the deals with Mr Ferguson Lacey? Absolutely not. However, it is a red-herring. We are not
talking about that, are we? This is a new proposition, and we had to put up with about 20
minutes of total irrelevance. But anyway, Mr Karran’s comments were based on the past. He
said there are guarantees from Government in this. No, there are not. I do not know of any
guarantee from Government that we have given on this. This is a totally different scheme from
the previous history that he gave us a lesson on. Needless to say, ‘cosy’ and ‘club’ were slipped
into the speech, and I think if we had to fine him £1 every time he accused us of being cosy in a
club in this Hon. Court he would be bankrupt. We are taking a risk on this sale, it could be
argued, but what is the risk? We are selling it to this organisation for more than the Government
valuer has valued it at. (A Member: Hear, hear.) We have also had it valued with the covenant
lifted and we have put in a clause to protect the taxpayer’s money should the clause be lifted in
the future if this venture is not a success. We do not have the luxury of the mad-spend days of
the past: we are not spending taxpayers’ money, so let’s get that… This is not us spending
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taxpayers’ money to buy another Nunnery-type site – say the Castle Mona. We are selling a
property.
Moving on to the next speaker, I was very surprised with Mr Henderson seconding this
motion as I rarely disagree with him on his comments, but wanting to keep it as a public amenity
space and its value to Douglas… Yes, we all support looking after the countryside, but what are
we doing here? Are we ripping the place to pieces and taking it away from the public? We are
enabling, hopefully, a venture to go ahead that will train our children and new people to the Isle
of Man… to enjoy the lovely facilities there, and I am sure we are not going to be told we cannot
set foot on the rest of the site. Why? Because we still own it. We are not selling it all; we are just
selling one part of it. He also mentioned selling the family silverware on numerous occasions.
Well, if we had had this for hundreds of years… That is normally when you use ‘selling the family
silver’. We have only had it for a few years. We have lost a shedload of money on it, it could be
argued, and therefore selling it off to a business that is going to help take the Island forward I
would say is a very good move. We have to learn from history: yes, if it is relevant. He wants
proof that there is a shortage of IT to justify this, and I felt surely we have a Chamber, known as
Trade and Commerce, and they are saying to us in writing – we have all been contacted – that
there is a need for this. So I was very surprised by him, because normally we think alike – but we
all beg to differ.
Mrs Beecroft: we have to look to the past to make sure we do not make the same mistakes,
and to that extent I do agree with her. History does have a habit of repeating itself – you only
have to look at Napoleon. However, again this is different. We are selling a property that is
surplus to requirements. We are not buying another property to turn it into some educational
facility with taxpayers’ money. It is a totally different concept. Have we got the best deal?
Maybe we might have got a little bit more, it could be argued, but we are selling it for more than
our own valuer has told us. What are the guarantees? We have got the potential for a fast return
for the people of this Island by going ahead with this deal. We have had it valued and we are
selling it for more than the valuation, which I have mentioned before, and we have also covered
the covenant. Then there was the comment that there are serious concerns from the Chamber
of Commerce members – it started off that the majority were against it, then it went down to a
large number – but where are these members? I have not been contacted by anyone opposing
this motion. Is the gallery full of people opposing this motion? I know when members of the
public are not happy with something, if they are really unhappy they turn up and lobby. We have
had absolutely… There is no evidence, so I would ask the Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft, to provide
us with the large numbers of people, their names, who are opposed to this so that we can have
a word with them and maybe give the other viewpoint. It is very good to say ‘the vast majority’
and then you have got no proof, when we have got a letter from the organisation itself –
Mr Karran: Are you calling her a liar?

1315

Mr Quayle: Excuse me, I have the floor, thank you, Mr Karran.
Mr Karran: You’re calling her a liar.

1320

Mr Quayle: I am not. I am not calling her a liar, hon. speaker, and – (Interjection by
Mr Karran) I am not. I am just saying –
The President: Hon. Members! Please address the chair. (Interjection by Mr Karran)
Hon. Member, Mr Quayle.

1325

Mr Quayle: Thank you, Madam President.
All I am saying… I am not in any way, shape or form calling the Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft, a
liar. She has my total trust, but she has not… All I am asking for is evidence. She is asking for
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evidence from us and not one person has come to me to say, ‘We are opposed to this,’ from the
Chamber of Trade and Commerce.
1330

Mrs Beecroft: Madam President, a point of clarification, if I may.
The President: Hon. Member.
1335

Mrs Beecroft: Am I bound to provide evidence to Ministers of things that I say in this Court?
(Interjections)
The President: Hon. Member, you may express your own opinion in this Court.

1340

Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
Mr Karran: Absolutely.
The President: If it is an abusive one, then we tackle the issue; but if it is not, we – (Laughter)

1345

Mrs Beecroft: It is not abusive.
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Mr Quayle: All that I am saying, Madam President, is having had a letter from the Chair of the
Chamber of Trade and Commerce saying they fully support this motion, to have another
Member saying that the vast majority of members are opposed to it… I find it very difficult to
comprehend how the Chair could write to us all individually if they have not got the support –
but that is one for the Chamber to look into to see what has gone wrong there if their members
are totally opposed to it.
Mr Thomas raised concerns that we would destroy Culture Vannin. There has been another
site proposed for them. As if we are going to destroy Culture Vannin by asking them to move to
another site! Come on, give us something decent to have an argument against, not something
that is irrelevant. A total lack of business understanding, I felt, here. If we are going to grow the
economy, balance the books and protect the vulnerable, then we have to think outside the box.
(Interjection) We have to do things that – (Interjection by Mrs Beecroft)
Excuse me, Madam President, I thought I had the floor here.
The President: Carry on, Hon. Member.
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Mr Quayle: We have to think outside the box. I am sure a number of years ago, when egaming was being considered, there were concerns against that. It is now 14% of our economy.
(A Member: Hear, hear.) We have to do things that are slightly different, because if we do not
our competitors will be jumping on this sort of thing and taking it for themselves. I am sorry, but
to grow the economy we have to be businesslike and we have to look at the risk and assess it.
What are the risks? Are they great? And if they are minor compared with the huge potential,
then we, as a society, have to, I feel, go ahead with those things.
Mr Thomas’s massive business knowledge and experience would appear, if you listened to
him, to be greater than that of Mr Vermeulen and his fellow directors of the International
Centre for Technology Ltd, because he feels they are wrong. Well, if he is proven to be right and
the consortium are incorrect, what have the taxpayers lost as a result of that? (Mr Thomas: The
Nunnery.) (Mr Karran: Hear, hear.) But even if he is proved right, the Nunnery will still exist, it
will be sold on, but in the interim period £12 million-worth of investment will have come on to
the Island, which will benefit the Island.
He also mentioned that the site is the green lung for Douglas. Unless I have misread
somewhere, where are the plans to cut down all the trees and build all over this land? The
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paddock where the car parking is taken, for example, we are not selling to them – we are
keeping it. So it is only a small area that is being sold, with the option to buy additional land if it
is a success. Any successful business organisation, if you are going to put £12 million into an
investment, when you are doing that sort of thing you take options that if your business is a
success you are able to grow it; otherwise, your business will be stifled on a small plot and you
are unable to grow it. So this is a logical business move by the consortium to have an additional
four acres so that if it is a success, then they can expand for the benefit again of the people of
the Isle of Man; and if it is not, they will not go ahead with it. We have got a clause in there, so
yes it could be argued… And I do support that we are probably selling it for less than its true
value; however, its potential value… So I can go along with that one, but hey ho, we have got a
clause in there that says we get half of the proceeds back if they sell it. So it is not as if we have
not covered the angles for the taxpayer.
Mr Wild and Mr Turner gave their support and I felt they were on the money with some very
good comments about that.
I would just like to finish my speech on this… and I am very passionate about this because the
potential – and I am not saying it is going to be achieved, but the potential – for the people of
the Isle of Man is phenomenal and we cannot ignore it. E-business has the potential to be the
fastest-growing sector of our economy going forward. We have totally under-tapped that
potential out there and this will provide an education and training for our children that is
relevant for the requirements of the business community, and it significantly increases the
chance of employment if we are giving our children a skill and training that is relevant to today’s
markets. I have had many an argument… I have had support from Mr Hall on another topic,
where we have tried to get Education to change and do more Spanish and Mandarin teaching to
make sure that our children can move forward. These are examples where we can give
something to our children that will help them get on board. There is a worldwide shortage of IT
engineers and we have the opportunity to be a beacon for that sector on the Isle of Man, so it is
not just our children who will benefit from the training here and be able to stay on the Island
and get a first-class education in IT; it is extra jobs created for the Island. UK people, people all
over the world will hopefully, if this is a success, be coming to the Island and contributing to the
economy.
The site, which I do not think anybody is disagreeing with, is redundant for Government
requirements, so it is not as if we are kicking a really valuable organisation out of the site and it
is a massive detriment to the Island.
I think a vote against this motion is a vote against our business community, our children and
the well-being of the Island.
Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas East, Mr Robertshaw.
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Mr Robertshaw: Thank you, Madam President.
I will try and keep my comments short because much of what I want to say has already been
said in quite eloquent fashion by a number of Members.
I am drawn to my feet, as fellow members of the Council of Ministers will know, as probably
the most cautious of all the Ministers about this process, about this option, and throughout it, as
a consequence of that, I have tried to pursue due diligence in the matter right the way through.
It is fair to say that there is this shadow over this issue from the IBS that went before, which
creates a sense of caution. Also a sense of caution that comes from the, shall we say ‘difficult’,
birth of this process. It has taken an amount of time to arrive at a point that we are comfortable
with, but it is happening because there is a real need for this to happen.
We are all sitting now, today, looking out at a world that is profoundly competitive in
commercial terms, and I thought and believe that we all stand under a banner marked ‘Freedom
to flourish’ and that we believe in that concept deeply. Here we have a situation where the
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private sector has come to us and said in very clear terms that we need this facility if our ICT
sector – which is an area of growth, and that has already been touched on – is going to continue
to grow, and we have a duty of care to make sure that we support that.
Support from the private sector is clear, and I just want come back to the Member for
Douglas South Mrs Beecroft’s comment about ambiguity in the Chamber’s position. The CEO of
the Chamber of Commerce is sitting in the public gallery now and I have a note in front of me
which says ‘the Chamber fully supports this motion’, so I think we can put that comment from
Mrs Beecroft to bed. They need it; they want to do it. It is them that want to do it. The private
sector wants to step up to the plate. They recognise how important it is and they want to pay for
it. So they need it, they want to do it and they want to pay for it.
And what if it works? We revitalise a whole section of our town. There is a big investment
gone into North Douglas. It needs to see support from somewhere. What a fabulous future it
would be if we ended up with a fine facility down in the Nunnery that feeds businesses into the
North Quay, that creates the opportunity for new accommodation to be built. What if it really
works? And what is the risk to us? We are being asked to sell a property at a fair price.
So I think we should stand under the banner of ‘Freedom to flourish’ and gave the private
sector the opportunity to step forward and do what they want to do. We have a choice between
that and deciding we want to take the route proposed by the Member for North Douglas to take
a field and a building and, to use his words, to put it into mothballs.
So, a great opportunity on one hand; mothballs for a facility for a possible future use on the
other. I think, Madam President, the option is clear. Thank you.
The President: The Hon. Member for Michael, Mr Cannan.
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The Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee (Mr Cannan): Thank you, Madam
President, and I too will try and be as concise as possible. The previous two speakers have said a
lot of what I believe in respect of this, but I just want to deal with a few issues that have been
raised this morning.
First of all, the Hon. Member Mr Karran’s amendment that the matter be referred to the
Public Accounts Committee. He says:
‘to investigate the parties that are bidding for it’

– and secondly –
‘to investigate and report on whether it would be in the better interests of the public purse to put the Nunnery on
the open market’.
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I think on both counts Tynwald has been given the evidence and it is really a decision for
Tynwald. Referring it to the Public Accounts Committee, in my view, given the evidence, the
contracts, the explanations, the presentations that have already taken place, would be simply a
move to disperse the burden of responsibility (A Member: Hear, hear.) from this Hon. Court and
place it onto the Public Accounts Committee, and I am not sure what exactly we would achieve
by investigating the parties that are bidding for it. The Minister has clearly explained this
morning that they are going for an extensive due diligence process, but of course I can reassure
this Court that if they have not gone through an extensive diligence process the Public Accounts
Committee will be investigating (Two Members: Hear, hear.) to find out exactly why that
promise that has been made has not been fulfilled. Of course, clearly, as Chairman, I do wish to
say that if that is the wish of Tynwald it can be assured that we will fulfil that wish and will
undertake a full and comprehensive process, if indeed that is what is required by this Hon.
Court.
The other issue that has been raised is the issue of financial regulations and compliance. We
will be talking later this afternoon, I hope, about financial regulations. What I would say is that I
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think that the Council of Ministers and the Department have made the right choice to come to
Tynwald with this. This is an item of expenditure that Tynwald is authorising, and by authorising
effectively is providing the budget, if there is a budget required – obviously, the risk is
significantly mitigated, but is effectively authorising this sale to take place. So I think any
financial regulation will have been complied with by the fact that Tynwald have authorised this
matter to go forward.
The issues around the estate itself and the beauty of the estate… I have some sympathy with
what was stated by Mr Henderson this morning and emotionally you can feel some sympathy for
that view, but at what point do we decide whether to go forward and support the business and
try and drive the Island forward and drive its economy forward, and at what point do we sit back
and base our decision on the romantics? What I would say, of course, is that any proposals for
building will have to go through planning and they will have to comply with any planning
regulations, and Tynwald is not today overriding any planning consent or planning process by
agreeing to this move, if indeed it does agree to this move. Similarly, that comment applies to
what the Hon. Member, Mr Thomas, has moved in his amendment.
I just want to say that I have no issues with the transparency of this. This could have taken
place behind the scenes, but it has been brought forward to this Hon. Court and I congratulate
both the Council of Ministers and the Department for doing that. I think it was the right decision
to do so and it is right that we bear, as a Court, the burden of responsibility on this.
Finally, Madam President, without wishing to go back over old ground, a lot of which has
been covered this morning, what sold this for me is that we have 20 well-known companies who
have put their names to this. We have a memorandum of understanding with Hewlett Packard, a
global business. We are going to send out a very positive message to business at a critical time.
(A Member: Hear, hear.) It ties in very well with the strategies that DED have brought forward in
respect of ICT and growing e-commerce. It will help create a wider and broader knowledge of
the Isle of Man. It will create jobs in the local economy. I think underpinning this is the bravery
of some members of the private sector who have gone out and raised £12½ million (Two
Members: Hear, hear.) to be able to make this progress, and that provides a lot of comfort that
what we have here are people who are wanting to genuinely help the Island, genuinely help
business and genuinely help things progress.
Mr Karran clearly talks about the risk and that we are being asked to take a risk. Well, of
course we are taking a risk, but we are taking a strongly mitigated risk. The risk is being
mitigated a lot from what the contractors have brought forward in terms of the covenant. We
are getting a good price, I think, for the Nunnery. I think it has been a bane on Government’s
shoulder, rather than necessarily a positive asset for us. We cannot let it just mothball – we will
devalue it more – and with the safeguards that we have in place around the planning process,
around the risks that have been mitigated substantially, around the fact that this is the private
sector and a charity and businesses coming together to provide a go-forward opportunity for the
Island, I believe it is worth supporting and I will be supporting it.

Procedural

1520

The President: Hon. Members, it is now time to adjourn.
I would just like to advise Members that there will be a presentation at lunchtime, with
lunch, on the Freedom of Information Bill, and also to indicate to the Court that I have received
a request for the tabling of an urgent Question in relation to post offices. I have allowed that to
go forward. It will be taken at the conclusion of the debate on this Item.
Thank you, Hon. Members. We will reconvene at 2.30 p.m.
The Court adjourned at 13.03 and resumed its sitting at 2.30 p.m.
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The Nunnery –
Sale to ICT Ltd –
Debate concluded; motion carried
The President: We continue our debate on Item 7. I call on the Hon. Member of Council,
Mr Corkish.
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Mr Corkish: Thank you, Madam President.
Not for the first time in this Hon. Court do I find myself torn and anguished, really, on this
subject of the Nunnery. Certainly for, I suppose, people in Douglas the Nunnery has been a
landmark building, an iconic building in a place almost looked upon to be part of the Isle of Man
for everybody’s use.
When I was a Member of DED and this issue first came about, I was 110% behind it. It ticked
a lot of boxes. It was then centred around the Castle Mona Hotel and it was great news. We now
find it has changed a little in its basis and we are looking at a different scenario now. In that
interim period between Castle Mona and now the Nunnery, the venture went through some
difficult times and indeed worried me. Yes, the Nunnery as an iconic building… ‘It is a national
treasure’ I have heard this morning and ‘family silver’ are two words I wrote down today, but
perhaps that is a little bit of romanticism. Government cannot find a use… but only if they spend
a lot of money – if we spend a lot of money – in bringing the building into better condition.
Through all the anguish that I and others have had on this, I think the addition now of
Mr Philip Vermeulen – whom I have known regarding various issues here on the Isle of Man and
who has an impressive track record and is passionate, I believe, and enthusiastic about what he
does in the Isle of Man and what he sees the Isle of Man capable of – was a comfort to me and I
am more than further helped in that comfort by the number of supporting businesses in the Isle
of Man which are with the venture. I think the effect of a negative outcome today would have
an effect on their confidence in the Isle of Man and the decision-making that we do within this
place.
The Nunnery is a valuable site, monetarily and certainly aesthetically – which is the greater?
That is another conundrum, Madam President, Hon. Members.
Very little we can guarantee in anything anywhere, and certainly not in this venture, and I
acknowledge the contribution given by Mr Karran and various other Members in this Court.
I think we have prevaricated long enough here, and probably for the right reasons. You may
ask the question: why has it taken so long and what were those reasons? Well, we need to move
on and seek new and beneficial areas of wealth generation with the best information and
safeguards and due diligence available to us. The past is littered with many business failures, but
also many successes. I still feel a little bit of scepticism on this issue and listened to the excellent
parts played by Members today in their discussions in this Court.
Making this decision is a difficult one for me. However, I think with great trust and faith I am
going to support the motion before us.
Thank you, Madam President.
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The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Braidwood.
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Mr Braidwood: Thank you, Madam President.
A truncated version following the contributions from the previous speakers, but one point I
would like to highlight is the history lesson, because there are not many of us in this Hon. Court
who were here in the year 2000. It was Mr Karran who mentioned… I had concerns and
comparisons between the International Business School and the ICT because there were at that
time the aspirations for a University of Man, which did not materialise at that time. I think we
lost it in the first year when we missed the first intake of students and we had the problems on
the accreditation. He was quite right, there was a three-year lease with the lease saying that we
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had to restore the building to its previous condition, and it actually came then that the
Government bought the Nunnery.
There are only, in my knowledge, two occasions when Treasury have been directed when
they have tried to follow Financial Directive 29, which is land acquisition and disposal, and one
of them was then, when we were directed to purchase the Nunnery. At that time, the
Government Valuer had it at a lot less than Mr Ferguson Lacey wanted, but it went through at
the time against the wishes of Treasury. It is quite ironic that we bought it and now we are
selling it by a Treasury directive. But there is a big difference, Madam President, between public
and private. At that time, in 2000, it was public, it was Government who were putting the money
in, were trying to keep the IBS going.
Members have said about mothballing the Nunnery. Even mothballing would cost an
extraordinary amount of money, we know that ourselves –
Mr Turner: Look at the Castle Mona.
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Mr Braidwood: – in maintenance costs.
I have a lot more confidence in going along with the ICT. Yes, we did have, as Members said…
with the MEF and when they wanted the Castle Mona and it changed to the Nunnery, and the
presentation given by Mr Vermeulen – and other speakers have already said they have got more
confidence in that gentleman because he actually said that the business case initially with the
MEF was flawed and this is the right way forward now. I do honestly believe that hopefully, in
the time…
Yes, we do need IT people. We are hoping to get 600 students eventually, which will help our
economy. I just hope it does come to fruition again, but as the Minister has already said, there
are caveats there. The only one I had concerns with was… yes, the Government Valuer has
valued it at £5,000, which we are selling – (Mr Watterson and Mrs Cannell: Million!) Sorry,
£5 million, which the Government Valuer… A slip of the tongue, Madam President. (Interjection)
At least that is the valuation with the educational covenant and the £2 million additional if the
covenant is released, and that can be released over 20 years. I would have liked to have seen the
£2 million inflation-proofed, to be truthful, or an overage payment as there is on Sangster’s
Field.
So, in all, looking at everything, I will be supporting the motion which is in front of us, Madam
President.
Mr Turner: Hear, hear.
The President: Hon. Member for Douglas South, Mr Cretney.
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Mr Cretney: Yes, thank you.
I will be very brief. The reason I am standing to support this is that I am engaged in terms of
the three key policy objectives about developing the economy, rebalancing the budget and
protecting the vulnerable, because I believe that the proposal before us today will assist in all of
those. The reason I do so is because I think that there is very little more important than skills in
terms of the development and taking forward of the economy, and I think we have got some
good examples latterly of where we have assisted in terms of providing facilities in the
construction sector. We have done that in terms of the manufacturing and aerospace sector
recently. That took a long time to come to fruition and everybody admits it took a long time, but
the industry was calling for those provisions to be put in place a long time ago and the industry
now…
All of the industries which are associated with the Chamber of Commerce, each and every
one of them is saying that the proposal before us today is one which Hon. Members should
support because it is the skills which are going to be required to assist in the development of our
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economy going forward in the time ahead. That is the simple reason I am voting for this and I
hope other Hon. Members will too.
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Mr Turner: Hear, hear.
The President: The Hon. Member for Garff, Mr Speaker.
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The Speaker: Madam President, I really want to speak in the light of what the Court was told
this morning by the Hon. Member for Onchan, Mr Karran. He went to some length to draw
parallels with the International Business School formation that took place some 12 or 13 years
ago, when well under half the Members of this Court were Members of the Court. The
impression could be given to them and to many listening that the IBS was nothing short of an
unmitigated disaster. I know the Hon. Member did not use those words, but the impression
given was that the International Business School was a failure.
On the contrary, Madam President, it was actually something of an academic success in its
time. In 2001, with its then academic partner, Liverpool John Moores University, there were 37
students admitted to three different degree programmes. There was the core undergraduate
business degree, the BA in Business Studies, and there were two postgraduate degrees on offer
– an MSc in International Business and Finance and an MSc in Financial Regulation and
Compliance. Over the years, this grew to 80 to 90 students per year, undergraduates and
postgraduates, on these full-time academic programmes, in addition to which over the period in
any given year there were something over 800 part-time short-course professional, vocational
and management programmes on offer for business people here in the Isle of Man. The quality
of the business education that was delivered was extremely high, in that the cohorts going
through Liverpool John Moores themselves said that the Isle of Man students graduating were in
the top 10% of marks being achieved. So there was a first-class business education.
The Isle of Man Business School at one time had become the preferred destination of choice
for Isle of Man sixth-form school leavers wanting to go into higher education, and from that
point of view the overwhelming vote and support given by Tynwald in 2001 for the acquisition of
the Nunnery in pursuit of a vision that there would be and should be in the Isle of Man a higher
education facility with the vision of the Nunnery estate being a campus for higher education.
From an academic point of view, that vision was being realised. And let’s not forget that the
decision of the Court at that time was not something just dreamed up by myself, as Education
Minister at the time, or my immediate predecessor; it was actually the collective wish of many in
the business community and a vision that the Isle of Man should have a higher education facility
to sit alongside the excellent Isle of Man College, which was doing a certain amount of higher
education but mainly further education, and specialising in what was seen as a niche market
opportunity of offshore business education, with a vision of students being attracted here.
What happened, of course, was that while the academic side did grow and good results were
being achieved – and I would not want the IBS academic reputation to appear to have been
belittled in any way during this debate – it is the case that, unlike today’s proposition, it was a
private and public sector partnership proposition and a particular business model adopted of a
private company with Government representatives on it, underwritten by Treasury guarantee.
That particular model is not what is on offer today – what we have today is something
completely different – and that model, it is true to say, did not see the development of the
income streams that had been envisaged from offshore student numbers. For the model to work
there was a high reliance on growth, not just of home students – and that growth did
materialise, but it was the off-Island students for the particular business degrees that were on
offer. The short-course professional courses were extremely well supported, but again were not
geared up to attracting overseas or off-Island students. I think it is also true and I would concur
that the extent to which the business centre itself came on board was not as was originally
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envisaged. There was a lot of support in kind and there was a lot of… What was lacking was the
financial investment and support that is, by contrast, on offer with today’s proposition.
So I think, Madam President, it is important just to get the record straight in that regard.
There was a vision for higher education at that particular site, an attractive site. The covenants
were thought through most carefully. The estate itself and what it had to offer with education
taking place on it was fully supported by the Court. In essence, that has not changed. What is
still envisaged is high-quality business education, in this case focused on IT, taking place on the
Nunnery site as was originally envisaged. The model though is quite different and it is probably
the most realistic model in today’s financial circumstances.
And let us not beat ourselves up, Madam President, that yes, there was a risk taken in 200001, which sat, if we just think about it, alongside the other risks that were being taken to
develop the economy in terms of e-gaming and business at that time, well-calculated risks that
did come to fruition in the way that the IBS vision in many respects did not. So let’s not just draw
the parallel, if there is one, too closely, because I think what is on offer today is the most realistic
prospect on offer to support continued business education and business investment in the Isle
of Man and I think we should look at it very carefully and the alternatives that are on offer
before the Court. I think we must reflect very carefully on the opportunity that is on offer this
afternoon.
The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Downie.
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Mr Downie: Thank you, Madam President.
For those of you who, perhaps not like me, have visited the Nunnery recently – and in fact I
was there about two weeks ago – you would have to ask yourself what have we got: have we got
an asset here, or have we got a liability? From Government’s perspective, there is no doubt in
my mind that we do have something of a liability, because we do not have the finances and
funding available ourselves to develop this as a viable entity. Neither really do we have the
money that is required to bring the building up to modern-day standards. You have heard that
we are going to capitalise on the building, we are entering into what is a formal public-private
partnership, we are going to be given £5 million, and then there is another option which enables
the operators of the facility to acquire more land or perhaps take another option.
It goes without saying that if this Nunnery building was in the UK, looking at how they work
over there, some owner would be likely to give this away to avoid paying death duties. I know it
is changing the issue a little bit, but that is what has happened with a lot of buildings very similar
to the Nunnery in the UK. They have become educational facilities or spas or hotels, all sorts of
things.
I think we have got to start to put some of the emotions to one side. We heard from
Mr Karran a history lesson, but perhaps Mr Speaker is not aware that Robert the Bruce visited
the Nunnery in 1313, so we are told. At that time, there was a hermitage on the site and the
hermits used to walk from there across the river and into Douglas. We know it was the home of
the Haywood family. Peter Haywood was one of the famous people involved in the mutiny on
the Bounty, and then of course if you do walk through the grounds, like my colleague
Mr Henderson does, and enjoy the beauty and tranquillity of the place, you cannot fail to notice
the monument there that was erected to Lt. Col. Goldie, who lost his life at the Battle of
Inkerman in the Crimea.
So there are a lot of emotional pulls about the Nunnery, but I think, having listened to the
presentation, and particularly the ability of Mr Vermeulen to put his neck on the block and say
that, as far as he was concerned, he would not do anything that he felt was going to damage his
or his organisation’s reputation… With him driving this, I think we are going to start to go places.
I did do a little bit of research over the last day or two and I had confirmed, by Jonathan
Clague from the Department, what I thought was correct: there is a public right of way which
runs from the Middle River Road, which is the road opposite where you go up to the civic
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amenity site, right through to my hon. colleague, Mr Thomas’s house. And that is important
because that is a beautiful walk through there, with the chestnut trees, and I would think that
whatever happens to the Nunnery one of the big values of having this as a learning centre or a
centre of excellence is the beautiful tranquil setting and the parkland setting, which is absolutely
vital if you want to attract foreign students, foreign investment and so on.
I think it is what they used to call, on the TV, ‘make your mind up time’, and as far as I am
concerned, when you weigh up the two options with this decaying building, which is sadly not
doing anything at the moment… or having the courage to move forward and go with what is
being proposed, I think I have no option personally, as a person who overlooks the Nunnery
from where I live… It is a beautiful place and I think its future lies in having this investment. I
think the people involved have put their reputations on the line as well. I think they will deliver a
good product and I think we should have some confidence in them.
I am also heartened that a couple of the organisations I have been involved with – the
International Institute for Space Commerce and the faculty that brings in the specialist marine
engineers for their training – will still be able to use the building. There will be some sort of
agreement in place to allow that to continue, and that will add to the diversity and the forward
thinking that this organisation is going to bring, where we are teaching people all about new
developments in technology and so on and providing future jobs for the marketplace, which we
are very desperate to achieve. So I will be supporting, Madam President.
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The President: Hon. Members, some requests have come through to remove jackets. It is
quite warm in the Chamber. Feel free to remove your jacket, if you deem it necessary.
The Hon. Member for Ramsey, Mr Singer.
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Mr Singer: Thank you, Madam President.
We have had some history lessons today and the last history lesson was very interesting –
and thank you, Mr Downie, for that – but as far as the other history lessons are concerned, the
only similarity we have with historical events with regard to the Nunnery and today’s proposal is
the building. Nothing else; it is only the building.
We have got a chance here to establish a facility of excellence on the Island that will offer
opportunities to our young population, giving them a chance to enter a section of business
where there is a shortage of IT personnel, and that is not only on the Island – there is a growing
demand throughout the world. The facility will be an incentive to attract businesses to the
Island, businesses which are thinking of establishing on the Island, where they can see that there
is going to be a steady flow of highly qualified IT people. Every week we have companies coming
to view the Island to consider setting up here – e-gaming, e-commerce, cryptocurrency, for
example. I know they speak to the Minister, they speak to the Department and I speak to them
as well, and the question they ask all the time is what is the availability of suitably qualified IT
people, so that they do not have to think about bringing them in. Here we have got an
opportunity to actually provide these people for the companies. We can tell them, when they
are just thinking of coming here, ‘Yes, we have got the abilities here that you are looking for.’
We have already done it with engineering, with manufacturing. We have accepted the challenge
to set up our own engineering students and to again make sure they are qualified to a high
standard so that they can not only be used by companies here, employed by the companies
here, but it will attract newcomers.
So, to me, Madam President, this is a win-win situation, where Government has a guaranteed
income, whether the plan remains as proposed or it changes in the future. I think we have a
great opportunity and let’s not throw it away.
The President: The Hon. Member for Onchan, Mr Hall.
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Mr Hall: Thank you, Madam President.
Firstly, I rise to second the amendment by the Hon. Member for West Douglas, Mr Thomas.
I do have a few questions to ask of the Minister for Economic Development, and I will keep
my contribution reasonably brief with all of the other comments that have been made today.
Firstly, I would like if he could confirm that all of the Nunnery estate is actually being sold. I
think it is my understanding that the paddock and Sangster’s Field actually lie outside of the
estate, so if he could clarify that it is the Nunnery estate entirely that is being sold.
My second question is: what specific experience do any of the people involved with this
proposal have in running a training, education, technology park such as this proposal? What
success have they had in this regard? If he can comment on that question.
Does he know what the cost is of actually maintaining the water-meadow and the riverbank?
I know that there was a question only recently regarding the cost of maintenance and I think it
was just a few thousand, but does he have any information on what the specific maintenance
costs are for those particular areas?
My other question is: how is the Government absolutely sure that the money… that the
requirement that was put out, which I believe was £12½ million, actually exists? Does the
Minister have the evidence that this money has been reached?
To go back to my comment about the experience that the people have with running these
kind of establishments, I ask that because I think they are going to come up… in this particular
ICT… lots of jurisdictions are in this area already and there is going to be, I think, fairly stiff
competition. We only have to look at Ireland, which is very much focused on making their
country a global ICT powerhouse almost, and I do think that I do have some concerns and
reservations in noting in theory what is being put forward, but I do have a concern that in
practice it might well turn out to be very different. I have to say that if I had to take a guess at it,
if this does go through today it no doubt will start off as this, but I do have concerns that it might
well land up as something a bit different in future years.
That is pretty much what I have got to ask of the Minister, and if he can comment on those
when he does sum up I would be most grateful.
Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The Hon. Member for Castletown, Mr Ronan.
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Mr Ronan: Thank you, Madam President.
I obviously rise to support this motion and reject the amendments in front of us today.
I would like to start off, if I may, with a title from a song, quite a modern one, ‘Don’t Look
Back in Anger’… quoted 41 years today. (Interjection) You don’t want me to sing? History should
always be an important barometer to us all, but it should not dictate who we are and where we
go, which I am fearful some Members are trying to convince us of today. We are the legislators
and regulators of this land – we should be making our own history instead of constantly looking
over our shoulder. That is what the people want and that is why they elect us.
Firstly, Hon. Members, I would just like to talk about two individuals: Graham Ferguson Lacey
and Philip Vermeulen. The distance between these two individuals, I feel, is immeasurable. (Two
Members: Hear, hear.) One has absolutely no integrity; the other has bucket-loads. Let’s not
compare them.
The MEF concept was brought to us over three years ago, when it was considering the Castle
Mona as its home. The proposal even then was seen as the way forward for our business
community and it has even more support today at the Nunnery. We have to remember that this
is what our business community wants and what the Chamber of Commerce wants to safeguard
the IT skills that will be required now and into the future, and I am sure the relationship
between the Department of Education and Children and this new organisation will be extremely
healthy and will grow.
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If I may, Madam President, I would just like to pick up on a few points raised by Hon.
Members here today.
Mrs Beecroft: I have absolutely the greatest of respect for her and her work ethic, but I was
disappointed today with her comments regarding the Chamber of Commerce. I have not heard
of any defamatory comments about this concept, absolutely none at all.
Mr Henderson: I was absolutely bowled over by your comments yesterday. They were
focused, futuristic, some would say brilliant. But I am sorry, sir: less than 24 hours later, I did not
get what you said. On one hand, you said it would be better to mothball the Nunnery than let
this much-needed college for our future go ahead. You said this deal did not stack up. Well, to
me – and it is a matter of opinion, I know – it does. It is about our future, our skills, jobs and
something that has not been mentioned today: entrepreneurialism. That is what the Isle of Man
needs.
Mr Turner said we need less Government involvement. Well, I think you all know where I
stand on that one. He also said let the private sector lead, which is absolutely right. Let’s
remember we are here to legislate and regulate, and interfere as little as possible. (Mr Turner:
Absolutely.)
Mr Robertshaw mentioned that the MEF was a difficult birth, and that was an excellent way
of putting it. That is absolutely correct. It was three years ago this month that we were first
presented by the MEF. I thought it was good you mentioned about the other side of this deal –
the spend of the staff and the students and the benefits that will bring to the North Quay and
the major investment and regeneration that has gone into that and the other areas of Douglas
and the Isle of Man. Just an interesting statistic, Madam President: students spend
approximately between £7,000 and £10,000 on average per annum. This much-needed money
will be a massive help to the economy of that area, but I would suggest that an economy that is
forgotten a lot of the time is the night-time economy. You know what the kids are like! It is going
to be brilliant. It will reinvigorate that whole area.
Mr Cannan said it was the right choice to come to Tynwald. I absolutely agree with that. Even
though it is a little bit messy today, at least it is transparent, which is important.
Madam President, this Government has a policy of trapping high net worth individuals, who
will in turn, we hope, invest in our economy, invest in our people and create jobs to help our
economy, which ultimately helps to balance the budget, protect the vulnerable, and in this case
grow the economy. This is a high net worth investment, remember.
I said yesterday that the food matters motion was a no-brainer. To me, this is the same. It is
about the future economy and all for the right reasons.
Finally, Madam President, the Chief Minister said yesterday that he is hearing that the
Government is being seen as non-business-friendly. That has to be reversed as a matter of
urgency starting today, Hon. Members. I urge Members to support Mr Skelly’s motion.
Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Coleman.
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Mr Coleman: Thank you, Madam President.
I came to the Chamber today as a sceptic. I am very pro-governance, and the failure to go
and get outside quotes for the property I found disturbing. I accept that there was the legal vires
to behave in that way, but I think governance is more about what you should do, rather than
what you can do.
Forgetting that, strangely enough I have been persuaded by Mr Robertshaw’s speech today
to separate the property deal from what it is going to be used for, and I am persuaded that what
it is going to be used for really is little of my personal business. It is a private organisation going
to be doing what they aspire to do. If they fail in that, then maybe what we will see is a road
going from the Nunnery to a purchased Douglas Golf Club and we will have an enormous golf
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course. It is none of my business. (Interjection) Sorry, I missed that, but never mind. (Mr Corkish:
So you should.) (Interjection)
Based upon the separation of the usage from the property and the fact that I was
disappointed that our governance has been shown to be a bit legalistic, rather than what we
should be demonstrating that we are doing… in spite of that, I have been persuaded to vote with
the motion.
Thank you.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Quirk.
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Mr Quirk: Thank you, Madam President.
I will be brief but maybe, to help the Minister on this… I will be voting for the motion as it
stands before us here today.
Just to add a little bit of flavour, I am led to believe – or I know – that the river itself from
Pulrose down is main river, so that is actually covered by Government anyway under the Water
and Sewage Acts, and you cannot build within certain distances of that. I too want to see the
area protected. There is a public footpath that runs through it. The assurance is that we are
going to have that for the future.
Just to maybe give some of the doubters that maybe something is going to happen in the
future, don’t forget we have still got a Strategic Plan we have not done, and – I should not be
pointing but I will do – we still have an area eastern plan which we have not done. We are years
away from doing things on that. Can we afford to let this building just sit there, be mothballed
and end up as another Castle Mona? The answer to me is no.
The President: The mover to reply.
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The Minister: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
Could I thank everyone for their contributions; and if nothing else, it has confirmed to me
exactly why we should have brought this motion now to Tynwald.
I particularly want to thank many Members for the history lesson. It has been quite
enlightening and I am surprised we did not quite go back far enough. I think it was Robert the
Bruce who was at the Nunnery in the 13th century. St Bridget’s was actually what founded the
Nunnery in the 14th century, and that was suppressed by good old Henry VIII in the 1500s and
left, I believe, two or three nuns. Mr Downie picked up the history there in the 1600s with
regard to the Haywoods and the mutiny on the Bounty. So you have got a phenomenal amount
of history here, there is no doubt about it. It has had the most recent chequered past in the last
four centuries, which I think Mr Karran is highlighting, but what we do have here is what we
would regard as, I think, a national asset – something that is treasured by not just this Court but
the public of the Isle of Man. There has been a lot of talk with regard to the rights of way and
how do we keep them, and I can give you an assurance… and I will go through some of those
points here in a moment, in a second.
One question I did not get asked, which I was really quite surprised at, is why it is me, as
Minister for Economic Development, bringing this motion forward. This is a property owned by
the Department of Education and land owned by the Department of Infrastructure, and I am
standing here with this motion to you. I will tell you why –
Mr Henderson: Joined-up Government. (Laughter)
The Minister: Thank you, Mr Henderson, it is about joined-up Government, and I will tell you
that over the last four months, since being Minister and taking on this particular role and
actually working with these Departments – the Department of Education and Children, who
deemed this to be surplus… Let’s not forget that, first and foremost: deemed it to be surplus. In
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other words, it is going to be sold and they just want to sell it, put it on the open market and get
the highest bidder – and we would not even need to be here. But it is more than that. This is
actually about the economic value and the benefit here for the Isle of Man, and that is why
Economic Development is putting this motion before you.
I have just told you I have spent the last four months working with several Departments,
including Treasury, the Government Valuer and also the Attorney General’s Chambers, who have
worked tirelessly with regard to getting the amount of detail to you here today. That is what it is
about – being open and transparent – and that is why we are here in Tynwald to actually bring
this forward.
If I may, I will just go through a few points. Mr Karran obviously gave us a very good history
lesson with regard to the last 40 years and the chequered past. Many millions have been lost
there, and quite frankly, if we hang on to it there will be more millions lost. It requires
maintenance, it requires upkeep, and we have already determined that it should be surplus and
it should be sold on. But he actually highlighted what is the difference between what happened
with regard to the International Business School and this proposition here. The fundamental
difference is the IBS was all about academics. The Speaker gave us a good history on that – all
about academics. This is still about academics, but this is more importantly about the economic
benefit. Many of you mentioned with regard to the jobs and opportunities that this will be
creating, but it is driven not by academics but by private enterprise for a need that we have here
in the Isle of Man, and driven by a business sector that is the fastest growing sector. As we
highlighted yesterday, 20% of our economy is now resulting from e-business. The number-one
problem for growth is skills shortage, and that is what this will do.
Mr Karran I think played a lot of issue with regard to more detail. I think his amendment said
‘to investigate the parties that are bidding for it’. Well, I will tell you what: we have done an
incredible amount of investigation and Mr Vermeulen and others have actually opened
themselves up to this level of scrutiny. Not many people are prepared to do that, let me tell you.
This level of scrutiny scares off a lot of people – investment, jobs – and we have done that. We
have done the due diligence. We have seen the bank accounts, we know they have got the
money, but I will point out that due diligence is no guarantee for business success – an
important point, that.
The other point there is would it not be in the better interests of the public purse to put the
Nunnery out on the open market – and I know Mrs Beecroft said the same thing. That is where
we were one year ago. We had a motion here: should we put it on the open market? We said
no, we wanted a preferred buyer. At that time it was just the MEF, and that is the real big
fundamental difference between what happened one year ago and today. The MEF had a
proposal. We, as Tynwald Court, supported that proposal. Now it has moved on. The biggest
fundamental difference is the equity investors, not the fact that this business plan is predicated
on a loan funding. A much stronger business proposition, in my mind.
If I may, I come back to the point that Mr Karran was making about who are these people and
investigating these parties further. Credible people. I just wonder who would be the most
credible to be accepted by everyone in this Court.
Mr Henderson talked a lot with regard to the open space. We all treasure that, and I would
highlight that there are public rights of way, there are the fishing rights that will be available.
I could not agree with him with regard to mothballing, of course. Several Members have
highlighted that. Mr Quirk just mentioned the Castle Mona. How about the iron pier in Ramsey?
Mothballing it is not the answer. What we want is something that is of use and we have got
access. I will tell you that Mr Vermeulen is actually very sympathetic. He is a conservationist,
actually, and he is very sympathetic to the history and its surroundings. He has said that not just
to me but to several Members.
Mr Henderson also asked what about the detail, who is behind it, what about the business
plan? Well, let me tell you, from an academic point of view, first and foremost, Salford
University have signed a memorandum of understanding. Salford are working with Economic
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Development on three other business sectors and one of the strongest themes that they are
working towards is innovation. We talked about that yesterday, how important that is for our
economy going forward. Hewlett Packard: you have heard about that, they have a
memorandum of understanding. That is for business training, opportunity to bring in their
employees to the Isle of Man. The British Computer Society have an MoU with them and they
are working on the content for the undergraduate degrees – very important. They have also
been validated by the e-skills UK group – it is a UK government funded group – and that is also a
resounding endorsement.
Mrs Beecroft talked about it being a changing proposition. As I highlighted, yes, it has
changed, but in my view – and, I would tell you, not just my view but Council of Ministers’ view,
many Members’ view and the business community’s view – it is strengthened, this proposition
that we do have now.
She did mention, with regard to the Chamber of Commerce, were all the members…? What I
can tell you is that I have had a letter from the Chief Executive of the Chamber of Commerce,
saying that it is universally supported, and the Chamber of Commerce represents 15,000
workers and 280 businesses on this Island, and the Council, which actually represents separate
sectors of our economy, has 22 members – and that was universal in their support. Of course I
suspect that one or two people may doubt it and do not think it may be a good deal, but this is
about the majority, really, and what we are looking at here is about the wider economic benefit.
Let’s not forget the Institute of Directors, with over 300 members. They actually signed it and
wrote to you all to say why they are behind this as well. That is vitally important, because this is
about business confidence. We talked a little bit about that yesterday – how we must build
business confidence. I do not subscribe to this facility being a hotel or a conference centre. We
do have plenty of those already, quite frankly.
Mr Thomas told us he is a neighbour and he is a past employee of the IBS, and I appreciate
him being up front about that. I know he talked then about should the building be registered
going through the planning process. Well, I am sure any good neighbour would want to see that
registered, but that is another matter. His amendment I do not support, I am afraid. He did ask,
with regard to the yellow land, which I know Mr Hall wanted some identification on with regard
to… rather the whole site. But I would point out that the yellow land is a five-year option and
that is about potential expansion for a campus. We are talking about students, we are talking
about academic staff and non-academic staff, and very importantly for me, I believe, the
potential to create an incubator innovation centre and accelerator. And what are those for?
When you have an educational facility of this level, you want to encourage what they call ‘spinouts’. That is where you actually take the intellectual property that is generated from this type
of industry and maximise the financial benefit – and that can be right here on the Isle of Man. So
they have vision that they do want to grow, and that is why I believe that needs to remain part
of it.
Mr Thomas also said we should slow the process, and he mentioned the buyback option. I do
not know how many years this has been ongoing, but can we slow this any further? We will just
absolutely grind to a halt if we do that, so I really believe we have come to a point where we
really do need to make a decision.
He does talk about the parallels once more with regard to the IBS and the hope and the
expectation. For me, that is what this really is. It is about a hope and expectation, but this is not
about putting your finger in the air and ‘let’s hope’. This has actually got a very solid base of a
business plan behind it, and as I mentioned to you, with the strength of those MoUs behind it I
think it is very strong. He also touched on the maintenance and whether that is being covered in
leases.
He also talked about the reputation, I think, and the validity of the people involved, and I am
delighted he said that, because they are putting their names, their necks, on the line publicly
here to go behind this particular venture, and I applaud them for that and all the other
businesses. Let’s not forget the 20 businesses that are behind the MEF in the original business
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plan. That is one thing that has not changed here: the operating model is still exactly the same.
We do want a hope, we do want a dream and we do want to make that happen, and I think he
pointed that out. He also asked with regard to a footbridge and I really cannot get into the detail
of that, but that might be a neighbourly issue for him to pick up separately.
Mr Wild, thank you very much for that support. I appreciate that. You highlight, I think,
particularly the point about joined-up Government, as a Member both in DED and Education –
this is where the benefit is.
Other Members have touched on Hills Meadow and the work that we have done with
engineering. That really strikes another point. As I said yesterday, this is about vocational
training, not so much always about the academics – vocational opportunities that we want to
create for our young people. One of the criteria that the business model is predicated on is
aptitude. You will have an opportunity to take advantage of this skill, this education based on
that aptitude. How many people have failed in the past just because they did not have the
academics, but they really had a strong desire and they had the aptitude? So that will create
new opportunities.
I do want to thank Mr Turner for his support too. With regard to the saving, I think he said
when he was a Member of the Department of Education it was costing somewhere in the region
of £250,000. So that is a saving now that the Department of Education will actually receive. He
pointed out why this is at Tynwald: because it is not the norm. And he also highlighted the
safeguards, which as I have said we spent an awful lot of time to actually detail and put in these
heads of terms to give you the opportunity to review and scrutinise. It is about being open and
transparent.
Mr Quayle, thank you very much for your support; very helpful input there, as I would expect.
He highlighted the risk issue, and I think one or two others have pointed that out. That was
really coming back to what we said, yet again yesterday, about the risk and how we do need to
be more business-friendly in our outlook. And it is about creating the right environment for jobs
to flourish.
Mr Robertshaw, thank you very much for your support too, because that highlights exactly
how the scrutiny does work with regard to the Tynwald process – and I have been through the
mill with Mr Robertshaw, and previous to me I know Mr Shimmin has too – and it is through that
process and through that education that he has actually come round to openly support this, and
I thank you very much for that.
I do thank Mr Cannan for his support too, and I have to say I do thank him for the opportunity
to be put before the PAC as well if things do not quite work out – I appreciate that.
Mr Corkish, thank you too. A lot of questions and issues that you have had and I appreciate
you have known what this issue has been from the very start. You have been a Member in DED
and you know exactly what it is all about. This has been a changing… [Inaudible] and a phrase
you state yourself about being fleet of foot, and that is exactly what has happened here. It has
evolved, it is innovation, and that is what we have here today. He has been reassured, I think,
about that business model being strengthened and also listening to the business community
speaking, which is vitally important.
Equally, Mr Braidwood was supportive. He had issues with regard to inflation – I fully accept
that, part of negotiation I would suggest, but the big issue here is inflation will pale if this
actually… Every year this is in operation, every year they are spending money here, investing in
this particular project, we will see the benefit and you will see it particularly in Treasury. So I
would reassure you that we have got our overage secured and safeguards are in place.
Mr Cretney talked about jobs, skills, opportunity – absolutely nailed and I fully accept that,
and that is what this is very much about for our young people here as well, not just bringing
business into the Island.
Mr Speaker knows the long history as a former Education Minister and he highlights that
there has been a lot of bashing with regard to the IBS, but he highlighted the important point
about the academic success. There have been many successful people who have gone through
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there, gained their qualification and gone on to fruitful and meaningful employment, and it has
been a benefit for them. It has been a financial drain, I would point out, but it has been an
academic success and it was a very different model as well. But he also highlighted the risk issue,
something that we in Economic Development have to consider always with regard to business.
He drew a parallel with regard to e-gaming, how we took a risk in that particular industry all
those years ago – all those years ago; it was only a decade or so ago – and look at it now. So we
do have to maintain that appetite.
Mr Downie, thank you very much for pointing out asset v liability – absolutely crucial point,
very important – and it will create capital inward investment. That is what we want, capital
inward investment, because that generates jobs. He also highlighted the issue with regard to
putting your neck on the line, your reputation, and the people who are involved with this. Yes,
they have and we all want to see that succeed. He also highlighted how there are other facilities
or services that are used there: the Space Institute, the marine engineers. Yes, there are
separate agreements that will be put in place so they will be retained. They key point is… and I
actually attended the marine superintendent course, the last one, about a month or so ago, and
there was a roomful of people there from all over the world and they had been coming here
twice a year for this training. It is not just the quality of the training – they come because it is the
Nunnery, the history, the heritage. And you know the educational facilities there are all over the
world that have that, and that is something that is special about this and that is something I
believe that will be retained.
Thank you to Mr Singer, my seconder, for his words of support. He talked about a facility of
excellence – very much want we want a driver for. That is what we do on the Isle of Man. We are
involved in niche markets, high-value, high service, and again this is something we believe we
can achieve and it is, as he said, a win-win situation.
Mr Hall – is it… [Inaudible] Is it the entire estate sold? No, it is what you actually see on the
paper in front of you, and it is with regard to… the red land is what is being sold and there is the
option of the yellow land as stated. He was concerned with regard to the experience. They do
have experience and I think it is the partnerships that are absolutely vital here, inasmuch that
once more the MoUs are already in place. These are not just educationalists, this is business
driven, and that is one of the reasons… If we want to look at success… and if I come back to
drawing parallels to the IBS versus this particular offer, Government-IBS driven – was that a
success? I will let you all be the judge of that. ICT driven by private enterprise – will that be a
success? I think it has got more chance of being a success, to be quite frank with you.
He also asked about to the water-meadow and I think that is covered with regard to the
security in the leases that are in the contract. He also asked about the funds – are they there?
That comes into the due diligence, to be honest with you, and we have already conducted that
and will conduct further to the satisfaction of not just my Department but the Treasury
Department when and if we move to the legal agreement.
Mr Hall highlights another point: competition. We touched on that yesterday. He said Ireland
is driving forward, as are many other jurisdictions who would just love to have this opportunity.
And that is exactly why we must seize this. This is an opportunity for the Isle of Man and not… it
will be… [Inaudible] and an opportunity missed.
Mr Ronan, thank you very much for your support. I greatly appreciate that. He says history…
we must keep it in the past. He is right, but we do want to learn from history. We always must
learn from history. That is vital and I hope we have done that. I guess that comes back to the
point about due diligence and a question that was asked yesterday. It does make you wonder
what kind of due diligence might have been done in the past. I am not sure, because when I
asked the officers, with the amount of due diligence that we have done here, what have we
done in the Government in the past, and it does make you wonder. However, we have done
absolutely everything we could up to this particular date and I will give you my assurance that
we will continue to do so. Mr Ronan also highlights that this is private sector led, and that is
really important too.
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Student spend, yes, that is important. It is almost industrial tourism, and it is something that
we could avail ourselves of.
Mr Quirk, thank you very much for your support and I do believe we have got that covered
with regard to the… and I appreciate the point with regard to your knowledge there with regard
to the river and sewerage Acts.
Mr Coleman, lastly, I just want to say thank you very much for endorsing what it is that we
have here that is so special, and that is Tynwald. I know you have been a sceptic – you have been
a sceptic all along – and as a member of the British Computer Society and with your experience,
that has concerned me, to be quite frank, but what has happened is there is a process here and
you have actually listened to what this debate is all about. You have listened to what the people
have to say and you have now arrived at a decision that you clearly feel comfortable with. I
thank you very much for your effort in taking that journey and I thank you very much for the
privilege here of Tynwald.
If I may just finish, what we are being asked here to do is to vote for a motion that is about
inward investment. We are asked here to support economic growth and a wider economic
benefit. We are being asked to support jobs, employment, opportunities for our young people
and for those who come to the Isle of Man – and this is not just an academic benefit but an
economic benefit and we know we have got the business behind this. So I hope that we will get
the support. This is not just about the highest bidder; this is about the greatest value for the Isle
of Man.
With that, I beg to move, Madam President.
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The President: Hon. Members, the motion before the Court is set out at Item 7 on your main
Order Paper. You have voted to have the three parts voted upon separately. Because these all
tie in, in the final paragraph, to the heads of terms, I would just ask the learned Acting Attorney
General to make some comment – he would like to do so.
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The Acting Attorney General: Thank you, Madam President and Hon. Members.
As Madam President has pointed out, you have made the decision to vote on the three limbs
of what is one motion separately, which is rather unusual because the effect of the motion, as
Madam President has pointed out to you again, is that it is all in the context of the heads of
terms which is being entered into between ICT Ltd and the Department of Education and
Children and the Department of Infrastructure.
Of course, it is Hon. Members’ privilege to vote down or to amend each limb of the motion.
However, in so doing, I need to caution now that it could have the effect of, in practice,
defeating the motion, because of course as far as the heads of terms are concerned, the three
limbs – that is those three items which need approval – are inseparable, so we would in fact be
sending the Department back to negotiate in total with ICT. I just point it out to you.
The President: I hope the consequences of your actions are all clear, Hon. Members. I would
not like anybody to come along afterwards and say they did not understand.
I have to the motion two amendments, Hon. Members: one in the name of the Hon.
Member, Mr Karran, and one in the name of the Hon. Member, Mr Thomas.
I will take Mr Karran’s amendment first, which amongst other things seeks to refer it to the
Public Accounts Committee. If that amendment is successful, it becomes the substantive motion
and the other amendment will therefore become redundant. I put to you Mr Karran’s
amendment to the motion, Hon. Members. Those in favour of that amendment, please say aye;
against, no. The noes have it.
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A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 6, Noes 18
FOR
Mrs Beecroft
Mrs Cannell
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Karran
Mr Thomas

AGAINST
Mr Anderson
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Houghton
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 6 votes for and 18 against.
In the Council – Ayes 0, Noes 8
FOR
None
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AGAINST
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

The President: In the Council, no votes for and 8 against. The amendment therefore fails to
carry, Hon. Members.
I now move to the three separate parts of the main motion. We have, to the first part, an
amendment in the name of Mr Thomas. I propose to put to you that amendment, Hon.
Members. Those in favour of the amendment in the name of Mr Thomas, please say aye;
against, no. The noes have it. The noes have it.
I now put to you part (ii) of the motion. Those in favour, please say aye… Sorry, I beg your
pardon. I need to put to you part (i) as it stands. I put to you part (i) of the motion as it is printed,
Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 21, Noes 3
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mrs Cannell
Mr Karran
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Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson

The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 21 for and 3 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 for and no votes against. Part (i) is accepted, Hon. Members.
I put to you part (ii) of the motion. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have
2200

it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 19, Noes 5
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mrs Cannell
Mr Hall
Mr Karran
Mr Thomas
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The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 19 for and 5 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

2205

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 votes for and no votes against. Part (ii) therefore passes.
I put to you part (iii) of the motion, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say aye; against,
no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 19, Noes 5
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mrs Cannell
Mr Hall
Mr Karran
Mr Thomas

The Speaker: Madam President, 19 for and 5 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 votes for and no votes against. Part (iii) therefore passes.
I now put to you the whole motion as printed, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
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A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 19, Noes 5
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mrs Cannell
Mr Hall
Mr Karran
Mr Thomas

The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 19 for and 5 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

2210

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 for and no votes against. The motion therefore passes, Hon.
Members.

Urgent Question
POST OFFICE
Douglas and Ramsey post offices –
Closure
The Hon. Member for South Douglas (Mrs Beecroft) to ask the Chairman of the Post Office:
What the reasons are for the proposed closure of post offices in Douglas and Ramsey; why the
opportunity to provide sub-post offices did not go out to tender; and if he will make a
statement?
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The President: I gave an indication to the Court earlier that I had had submitted to me an
Urgent Question which I have allowed, and indicated that I would take it at this point.
Can I make it clear before we start, Hon. Members, that this is not a debate, it is a Question,
and the rules pertaining to Questions and supplementaries will be applied.
I call on the Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.
Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I ask the Question in my name.

2220

2225

2230

2235

2240

2245

2250

2255

2260

The President: I call on the Chairman of the Post Office to reply.
The Chairman of the Post Office (Mr Cregeen): Thank you, Madam President.
I would like to thank the Member for asking the Question – I did speak to her last night – and
it gives me the opportunity to clarify some points.
Firstly, it is not the closure of post offices in Douglas and Ramsey; it is conversion to sub-post
offices. There will be post offices within a short distance of the present ones and there will be no
loss of service being provided to the public.
Mannin Retail have advised that they would like to take on all the current staff who are
currently employed in the offices at this moment. Isle of Man Post Office also has a number of
internal vacancies, so there are opportunities for redeployment.
We are operating in difficult circumstances at the moment. Core business is dropping, we are
against larger companies throughout the UK operating in the Isle of Man and we are operating
with fixed costs through Royal Mail, so any operating on the Isle of Man is in difficult trading
circumstances. If I give you an example, we were advised by Royal Mail earlier this year that they
were going to increase the cost of the mail plane by £170,000 and it was a case of take it or
leave it.
On the backdrop of trying to preserve all our rural services through the sub-post offices,
another example is that the two offices, both in Ramsey and in Douglas, lose the Post Office
approximately £500,000 a year. Transferring this operation over to Mannin Retail will save the
post office £300,000 in the first year and it should rise to about £350,000 in 2016.
We are very much aware of the way the announcement was made, and part of that was that
we wanted to give our staff some certainty because the process we went through was a closed
tender process, which was approved by Treasury. We had a number of parties who were
interested in running these post offices with significant retail experience. Unfortunately, with
the type of business, we were left with only one company that submitted a tender, which was
Mannin Retail.
We were looking to actually make sure that our staff did not have the worry over a longer
period of time – going to tender, how long their jobs would be there. We are very much aware
that this was a shock to them, but I think most people knew that the two offices involved were
making substantial losses and that as part of the Government’s rebalancing the Post Office is
committed to giving £2 million a year to Treasury. That is whether we make a profit or not, as in
this year we have had to go into reserves to make that £2 million commitment to the
rebalancing of the Government budgets.
I would just like to say we are not closing them, we are repositioning them. Mannin Retail
have committed to a major refurbishment of these stores. The floor area that will be provided to
the customers will be virtually the same as it is now. If people would like to go onto our website,
we actually have a walk-through where you can see what will be happening in the new shops.
I hope that will assist the Member in her Question.
The President: Supplementary question, Mrs Beecroft.
Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President. I have got a couple, if I may.
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2265

The Minister just said that the two post offices were losing £500,000, I think he said, a year. I
am just wondering if he has the split of that to hand and what else he looked at to try and
reduce this loss to prevent this happening; why he chose a closed tender; and is the deal actually
finalised – is it signed off with Mannin Retail, is it a done deal, or is there anything else that
could be done even at this late stage?
The President: Chairman.

2270

2275

2280

2285

The Chairman: Thank you, Madam President.
I thought I had explained why we had gone down the closed tender… to try and give the staff
some security about how the operation would be going ahead. (Mr Quirk: The future.) It is
about the future for our staff. We are aware that it is a distressing time for them. We have put
resources into all the offices to try and talk them through and give them their options in the
system as well as we can. Like I said, Mannin Retail have given a commitment to offer positions
to our staff, so those positions are there.
As in whether we looked at other alternatives, the Post Office is trying to make the sub-post
office network as profitable as possible. If I give you an example of today, I understand Royal
Mail has announced losses of £70 million and has now received a 10% fall in their share price –
and this is from a recently privatised company, so if a company like Royal Mail, who have gone
through sub-post office closures throughout the rest of the UK… And if you look at the sub-post
office network, the reason why post offices are still there is because they are alongside other
trading companies, which is a benefit to the Post Office.
I must reiterate: we are not losing the post offices. They will be in the centre of the town.
They will be there as dedicated areas. There will be the same number of counters, both in Strand
Street and in Ramsey, as there are in the current offices. The space is exactly the same, nearly.
Sorry, I am contradicting myself – exactly, nearly. It is nearly the same as it is now.
So, if the Member has got any further questions…

2290

The President: Supplementary, Mr Cretney.

2295

2300

Mr Cretney: Thank you.
I would like to thank the Chairman for coming back to me and, I am sure, other Hon.
Members with regard to a number of questions we have had in the last 24 hours, because
obviously this is a concerning matter for many people.
Does he regret the manner in which it was announced, inasmuch as people came to the
conclusion right away that the stores in which the post offices were going to be located were as
they presently are, and people could not understand for one moment how they could get a post
office in there with adequate space, given how busy the Crown offices in Ramsey and Douglas
presently are? Does he regret that?
The President: Chairman.

2305

2310

The Chairman: Thank you, Madam President.
When we were looking through the communications plan for how we were going to deal with
this… You have been with it for some time and yes, you can overlook something. Our
communications team thought they had covered everything off. We have now, through… I
would hope today we have actually got walk-throughs at all our sub-post offices so you can see
it on screen. We have got layouts at the venues. Spar have said they will go out and purchase
some TVs to go and put the layouts through. They are committed.
What the Post Office will be doing is monitoring these on the takeover to ensure that the
quality of service that is being carried out with the new operator is there. It is not just the case
that we will hand it over to them and let it run. There will be a lot of monitoring going on and I
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2315

can assure Members that we will do our utmost to ensure that people are not disadvantaged by
the new locations.
The President: Supplementary, Mrs Beecroft.

2320

2325

Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
If I could just repeat a couple of my previous supplementaries, because I did not get answers
– I am sure it was just an oversight: it was a split of the £500,000 loss between the two; and also
was it actually finalised, was the deal signed off?
Could the Chairman just clarify that when this closed tender… Who decided to have a closed
tender? And when it was left with one entity, did he not think about then going out to a public
tender? Would this not have been a better route?
The President: Chairman.

2330

2335

2340

2345

The Chairman: Thank you, Madam President.
I am sorry, I do not have the split between the two offices. I can get them from the officers.
What we said is that we were concerned regarding our staff and their concern regarding
when they were going to get their notice. If we had gone out to an open tender process, it
would have put insecurity there with them. They would not have known where they were going
to be and who was going to take over. We were advised that it would be better to actually give
some surety to our staff, rather than leave them hanging for months and months about what
was going to happen.
We are trying to run a network. We are trying to ensure that… We have 23-plus sub-post
offices that we have to run. They do come at a cost, and as the Hon. Member will know, people
are cutting back on what they are spending, so the profitability of the Post Office… There is email and people are using other courier companies, so we are in a difficult trading circumstance.
With the number of people who are showing concern regarding the loss of their post office, it
is heartening to the business to know that people are concerned regarding it, but we would like
to say that we are doing our best to ensure that the services will be there.
I did talk to the Members from the areas concerned beforehand to try and give them a brief
so they had an idea of what was going to happen. I am more than happy to have the Members
come round if they have got any further concerns.
Mrs Beecroft: Is it finalised?

2350

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
The Chairman: Sorry, Madam President, I forgot: the deal has been agreed with Mannin
Retail.
2355

Mrs Beecroft: Signed off?
The Chairman: Yes.
2360

2365

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, would the Caairliagh, the Chairman, not agree that everyone in this
Court would appreciate there must be difficult times with the way things are done now as far as
the Post Office is concerned? But how does he reconcile a closed tender (A Member: Hear,
hear.) with the freedom to flourish for all?
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Can the Chairman also clarify how do we reconcile, when people outside talk about issues
such as mates’ rates, when we see a situation where their two prime post offices are not even
put out to open tender, especially allowing for the previous debate on the…? [Inaudible] How
does he reconcile that as a person who is supposed to believe in transparency?
2370

The President: Chairman to reply.

2375

2380

2385

2390

The Chairman: Thank you, Madam President.
I thought I had clarified that why we had gone to the closed tender was because we were
aware of the circumstances with our staff and we wanted to give them some certainty about
what was going to happen to the business.
I wish the Member would actually clarify what he means by ‘mates’ rates’. (Mr Quirk: Hear,
hear.) It is very nice and it is headline-grabbing, and –
Mr Karran: I’m banned from the media, aren’t I, so… [Inaudible]
The Chairman: Madam President, the Hon. Member can clarify his position about ‘mates’
rates’, what he means, because we are not gagged by the media in this place, so I would ask the
Member to clarify his position.
We have tried to think about the best way to deal with this. We are trying to run a business,
we are trying to ensure that services are going out there to the public. I would like to remind the
Hon. Court that apparently we had two other Crown offices on the Isle of Man. It must have
been when I was very young. One was in Castletown and one was in Peel.
Mr Gawne: You are very young!
A Member: Sub-offices.

2395

The Chairman: I think the Hon. Member for Castletown will remember it was a very
successful sub-post office run in Castletown in… is it Arbory Street?... and when it was moved to
the Co-op it was surprising how moving the sub-post office from one end of the street to the
other raised a similar issue, even though that was a sub-post office.
I would like the Hon. Member to explain what ‘mates’ rates’ is so we can answer his question
properly.

2400

The President: Do you want to comment, Hon. Member?
Mr Karran: Would the Chairman not agree that –
2405

The President: Hon. Member –
Mr Karran: – when we talk about mates’ rates –
The President: Hon. Member!

2410

Mr Karran: I am asking a question.
The President: No, I am asking you for an explanation.
2415

Mr Karran: As far as mates’ rates are concerned?
The President: Indeed.
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2420

Mr Karran: When you do not have an open and transparent tendering system… What do you
think people outside this Hon. Court feel when we hear the contradictions of the likes of the
Member behind me talking about business sense, when you do not put stuff out to public tender
through a transparent system that gives everyone freedom to flourish?
The President: Hon. Member, let us now continue with questions.
The Hon. Member, Mr Butt.

2425

2430

Mr Butt: Thank you, Madam President.
I wonder if the Chairman could explain to this Court what the future is of the two fine
buildings in Ramsey and Douglas which house the post offices currently? In particular, Douglas
sometimes used to contain hundreds of thousands of pounds overnight in security and safe
deposits specially built in the building. How will that be accommodated in these shops in the
main streets?
The President: Chairman.

2435

2440

2445

The Chairman: Thank you, Madam President.
If I can explain that the building in Ramsey is actually owned by the Department of Home
Affairs and we have a break in the lease in 2016. I am aware there is already interest in that
building. That is from a private company. I understand from Ramsey Commissioners’ comments
on Manx Radio this morning that they had plans for it in their original regeneration scheme, so
those moves may come forward.
As for Regent Street, a lot of the security stuff that we have with money being held there is
no longer held there. That is through a third party, so we are covered off on the money. As to
the building, that is in the ownership of the Post Office and we will be looking to see in what way
we can move forward. There have been expressions of interest that people would like to
redevelop it, so we either have the opportunity to have redevelopment or for the building to go
for sale as part of any developments in the Douglas area. (Interjection)
The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Cannell.

2450

2455

2460

Mrs Cannell: Thank you, Madam President.
Can I ask the Chairman: when he says that the board is committed to giving to Treasury,
every year, £2 million, is it for this reason that he is having to make such sacrifices? Has the
demand from Treasury for finance each year increased overall to £2 million?
The President: Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Madam President.
Unfortunately, we are between a rock and a hard place here because we are all being told
that we should be leaner and we should be running smarter and we should be giving stuff over
to the private sector rather than having Government run it. We are handing this sort of work
over to the private sector, and yet we are getting criticised for handing it over to the private
sector. We are trying –
Mrs Cannell: I am asking a pertinent question.

2465

Mr Cregeen: We are trying to be leaner and save money, and there are still questions
regarding… What we are trying to do is protect the services we have now if we are losing money,
and this is giving us the opportunity to save £300,000 a year to protect the services that we
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2470

have. I think, as long as the services that are provided to the public are the same, this is good for
the business.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.

2475

2480

Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I think the Chairman is taking it a bit hard. I have not actually heard any criticism here today; I
have heard questions, and that is what we are after – we are trying to understand, so maybe he
could… Going back to this closed tender… and I understand that he is trying to protect his staff
and give them certainty, but if you have open tender you can put in conditions and say ‘you have
to take on so many of the existing staff,’ or ‘you have to take them all on.’ You decide what
terms you want to put in that tender document. So I cannot really see why that could not have
been done – which would have given the staff the same certainty.
The President: Do you have a question, Hon. Member?

2485

Mrs Beecroft: I do have a question, Madam President.
I am just wondering have Mannin Retail, who were the only ones left in this closed tender
process, actually guaranteed… because I think he said they were prepared to, but I do not think I
heard the word ‘guarantee’, but maybe I missed it. Have they actually signed to say that they
guarantee to take on the staff?

2490

The President: Chairman.

2495

The Chairman: Thank you, Madam President.
It is very difficult to get a guarantee out of companies to say that they will take all the staff
on. (Interjection by Mrs Beecroft) The guarantee… They will be looking to run a business. They
have given us an undertaking that there will be opportunities for all the staff to be re-employed
in those sub-post offices.
The President: Mr Cannan.

2500

2505

2510

2515

2520

Mr Cannan: Thank you, Madam President.
Could the Chairman explain a couple of things to me? In the Business Review document that I
have received today, could he explain how the Post Office has gone from a profit, after the
contribution to the Isle of Man Government, of £842,000 last year to a loss of £29,676 this year?
Why such a sudden drop in the space of 12 months? Could he also explain why the reserves,
according to this document, have gone from £14 million to £17 million in the space of
12 months? And could he also explain to me what the corporate social responsibility policy is of
the Post Office?
The President: This rather strays, to a degree, from the Question. Chairman, you may or may
not be able to give answers.
The Chairman: Thank you, Madam President.
I think we have gone way past the bounds of the Question there. I am more than happy for
the Member for Michael to come into the Post Office and we will discuss this with him.
What this is actually doing is trying to protect the rural network. We have offices in the
Member’s constituency, as well as every other Member here, which we are trying to protect.
This all comes at a cost: £750,000 is the total of what it costs the Post Office to run the sub-post
office network. It is not a profit, it is what it costs, so by doing this we are actually helping to
protect the rest of the network.
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We have a responsibility to our staff, we are trying to be fair to them and we are trying to
actually make sure that the services we provide are there to the public.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
2525

2530

2535

Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, would the Caairliagh not agree that… I do not think people are
complaining about the issue of the private sector; it is the closed tender. What opportunities
would the staff have if they had wanted to have a management buyout? What would the
situation, as far as this company that has taken over… Are they taking over their pension
liabilities as far as this buyout is concerned?
Does the Chairman not agree that it is quite schizophrenic to talk about the freedom to
flourish for all when we see our two Crown post offices not going out to open tender? How does
he reconcile that when we hear people in here ranting on about business sense, when
companies outside this Hon. Court would put things out to open tender to everyone for the best
deal for their shareholders – as we should be doing for our taxpayers?
The President: Chairman.

2540

2545

The Chairman: Thank you, Madam President.
There was a criteria set out for where the post office should be: it should be within a certain
distance of the existing premises. We did approach a number of retailers who had premises
within that area and they declined to tender. One of the issues is that, as in a staff buyout, I
think it would be very difficult for an individual to actually go down Strand Street, purchase the
property and then be able to make a profit on it. You would have to run it alongside another
business – and we had that set criteria.
It is very difficult when you are trying to balance out a responsibility to your staff, a
responsibility to the customer to ensure that the post offices are in a central location, which
they are used to, and then trying to ask, ‘Will you please go out and purchase a property which
may not work.’ We have that responsibility.

2550

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Cretney.

2555

2560

Mr Cretney: Yes, thank you.
Could I just ask the Chairman again, because it appears to be different information coming
out today, or being interpreted differently than the information I have got from him and his
Chief Executive Officer over the last 24 hours… Can he confirm that it was not a closed tender,
that there were nine well-established locally based businesses that were contacted to see if they
would be interested in participating, that five expressed an interest in taking part in a structured
tender process, and that the final successful tenderer is the one we are referring to here?
The second point I would like to ask him, if I can, is in relation to the staff. I am sure we are all
concerned about making sure the staff have the best arrangements out of what is a sad
situation. He referred to members of staff hopefully being taken on by this organisation. Can he
confirm that the figure I understand it to be is eight and that there are also vacancies within the
Post Office which may take a number of the others?

2565

The President: Chairman.

2570

The Chairman: Thank you, Madam President.
I would like to thank the Member for clarifying the point. It is nine and it was reduced to…
and they were well established retail businesses. There is the opportunity of a number of
redeployment positions within the Post Office, and there is the opportunity for all staff who are
interested to go and work for Mannin Retail to take up positions there.
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The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Cannan.
The Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.
2575

2580

2585

Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I am just getting a bit confused, really, with my colleague, Mr Cretney, saying it was not a
closed tender – because we clearly heard that it was a closed tender. But even if it is only nine in
it, if it is a closed tender to those nine it is still a closed tender. It did not go out to an open
public tender, which is what I was asking for – the rationale. So if he could just confirm it was
indeed a closed tender, regardless of what has just been said.
Wouldn’t the Chairman actually agree that he is saying that they did this because of giving
the staff certainty, but now they have only got the opportunity to apply for any positions? They
have got an opportunity to be taken on by the successful bidder, Mannin Retail, but had it gone
out to a proper open tender that could have been put as one of the criteria and that would have
given the staff actually more certainty than under this current closed tender scheme that has
been used.
The President: Chairman, we are getting into something of repetition now.

2590

2595

2600

The Chairman: Yes, Madam President.
I am sorry, I am not being contradictory. I did say it was a closed tender process. There is no
ambiguity there. I did say there were nine companies who were in that vicinity who were asked
to see if they would like to tender for it.
As to our staff, yes, there were set criteria for any companies which were wishing to carry out
the retail network for us. Part of that criteria was the ability for our staff to be re-employed with
the successful company. Mannin Retail has given an undertaking that they will take on as many
of the staff as they can. They cannot guarantee it. We have never asked for an guarantee
because it is a private company.
If I clarify one of the other points from the Hon. Member for Onchan, Mr Karran, when he
said about the pension liability, the Isle of Man Post Office scheme has made an allowance for
the pension contributions. They will not be carrying on the pension contributions into the new
employer, but their pensions will be dealt with from Isle of Man Post Office to where they are
now.

2605

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Thomas.

2610

Mr Thomas: Thank you very much, Madam President.
The first question is just to clear it up on the procurement. Now the procurement is finished,
can the Chair confirm that details of the procurement will be published in the normal way, as for
instance we are doing with TETRA now that has been concluded?
The second point is about the pension fund. What percentage of the staff of the Post Office is
represented by these 19 people and what impact might it have on the Post Office pension fund,
given the pension fund has been covered?

2615

The President: It may be detail you do not have, Hon. Member, but Chairman to reply.

2620

The Chairman: I am sorry, I do not know about the detail on the publishing of the tender
documents.
The Post Office pension scheme is fully funded and we had an excess this year so we were
running to a positive and an allowance was made within the pension scheme to account for the
position we are in now, so the pension scheme is covered for this.
The President: Final supplementary, Mr Singer.
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2625

2630

2635

2640

2645

2650

Mr Singer: Thank you, Madam President.
Could I ask the Chairman of the Post Office… He said that after the post office was reopened
the Post Office would have influence over arrangements within the premises – if they did not
like something or if something was not working, they could get them to change it. For example,
if it is felt that the disabled access is not working, can Mannin be influenced to change the layout
of the shop? For example… [Inaudible] so people do not have to walk through alcohol shelves? Is
there a position, for example… the Commissioners believe that planning may be needed – they
may need to get a change in planning before they can open the shop? What influence has the
Post Office got over the actual layout of the shop if it is found not to be successful?
The President: Chairman.
The Chairman: Thank you, Madam President.
The question regarding alcohol: there are regulations regarding the code of practice
regarding alcohol, so they will be abiding by that.
Mannin Retail will be a partner with the Post Office. They are very keen to make this
successful. It is no use for them if this is not successful, so they will be doing their utmost to
ensure that any transfer of the business is as successful as possible. We do have that influence
and the Hon. Member has every opportunity to help assist in the influence in how we can
actually move these things forward. I would appreciate, if Members have got any concerns, if
they have any ideas how they think that the Isle of Man Post Office can be more profitable… If
there are any ideas, we are more than welcome to listen to any Members. The Hon. Member
from the Manx Utilities is very nice because he actually lets us post all his bills.
We are trying to assist people. We are trying to listen to the public to try and allay their fears.
If you go onto our website and see the walkthrough, it will dispel the idea that this is going to be
a post office stuck to the side of a Spar, where you get your cigarettes and your stamp at the
same time. They are dedicated areas for the post office.

Main Order Paper
8. Time limits on speeches –
Motion carried
The Hon. Member for Garff (Mr Speaker) to move on behalf of the Standing Orders Committee:
That Tynwald takes note of the experiment in July setting time limits on speeches; and
concludes that there is at present insufficient evidence to change Standing Orders.
The President: We now turn back to our Order Paper, Hon. Members, at Item 8, time limits
on speeches.
I call on the Hon. Member for Garff, Mr Speaker.
2655

2660

The Speaker: Thank you, Madam President.
As Hon. Members will know, the Standing Orders Committee was asked to report on the
experiment of the July sitting of this Court in relation to limiting speaking time. To remind the
Court, there was a resolution passed in March to the effect that the July Tynwald should
experiment with the time limits, which were as follows: making a statement or moving a report,
20 minutes; moving any other motion, 15 minutes; speaking to a motion or amendment, which
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2665

2670

2675

2680

2685

2690

2695

2700

included moving an amendment or adjournment, and replying to a debate, 10 minutes; and
answering a tabled Question, supplementary question, or question on a statement, five minutes.
The Committee noted the resolution and examined the Hansard of the July sitting, and we
concluded that the experiment did not seem to affect the length of speeches much, or indeed at
all. It is the case that none of the time limits were breached, and it is arguable whether they
would have been breached had there been no time limits imposed. That is a matter of opinion.
The Committee therefore agreed that there was insufficient evidence at present to warrant any
change to Standing Orders; and, but for the direction of the Court that we report in November,
we would not in fact have reported on this matter.
Madam President, I put the question: were we, toying with the notion of time limits, trying to
solve a problem that does not exist? Is this question about time limits a matter about quantity of
speech or the quality of speech?
If quantity is the issue and the argument is that business is not getting through as a result of
over-lengthy speeches, then it may be of interest to the Court to note how often Tynwald has
sat for extended periods in the last five years. Up to and including last October there were 51
sittings of Tynwald over five years, and in that time Tynwald has sat for two days on 17
occasions – that is exactly one in three occasions Tynwald has gone into a second day – and for
three full days on only four occasions in the last five years. On only one occasion in the last five
years has Tynwald sat past 8.00 p.m. on the third day, although one further sitting did finish at
7.58 p.m. on the third day. This does not amount to evidence that the length of speeches is an
obstacle to the Court completing its business.
Therefore, is it the quality of speeches that is the issue in seeking to impose time limits? Well,
I put it, and I think it is the view of the Committee, that it is up to Members themselves to selfregulate, and it is my personal view, expressed in the March debate and still my view, that
Members should have the time that they require under our system of politics to make their case
as they see fit. (Mrs Cannell: Hear, hear.) It is also my view that if they are wise in seeking to get
the argument across, they will make that speech shorter rather than long and tedious, but it is
entirely a matter for the Member and it would be wrong, in my view, for the Court in Standing
Orders to determine how long the Member should take to make their case.
So, Madam President, the Committee has considered these matters and proposes that
Tynwald simply take note of the July experiment and conclude that there is insufficient evidence
or need to change Standing Orders.
I would just, in concluding, mention that the Committee is going to be bringing to December
Tynwald a report dealing with the issue of Question Time. Members may recall that their views
were canvassed on a number of issues relating to the conduct of Question Time, including the
time taken for answering Questions. This particular aspect of time limits will be reported on in
that report next month, along with a number of other issues relating to Questions that will be, I
am sure, of interest to the Court. On this particular question the Committee will, of course, be
quite happy to consider representations from Members about the operation of Standing Orders
in connection with this subject, but on the basis of the evidence we see no need and are not
recommending any change to Standing Orders.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Braidwood.

2705

Mr Braidwood: I beg to second, Madam President, and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Watterson.
2710

Mr Watterson: Thank you, Madam President.
I am going to stick my neck out a bit here, Madam President, (A Member: Again!) and go as
far as to say that the motion on the Order Paper is a lazy one. There has been no canvass of
Members’ views, so no evidence has been sought. What we have is an observation of, at most,
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2715

2720

2725

2730

2735

2740

2745

five people. So I am very disappointed in the motion that is put down, on the basis that it is all
about a lack of evidence. Well, you are not going to find what you do not go looking for. There is
no report, there is no weighing of arguments, and if Council of Ministers proceeded in such a
way we would be rightly excoriated. I do not accept that this is a reasonable way forward.
I think it worked well, irrespective of whose idea it is – and I do not want to get into all that. If
the Speaker is concerned about the lack of evidence on this issue then he should have asked for
some – and none was sought, so I will provide some.
I have had the opportunity to look at the membership of the Standing Orders Committee and
it is all becoming rather clear as to why there is no time limit, but maybe this is about quality of
speeches and providing those inside this Court and outside with some light at the end of the
tunnel that when some Members stand up and go on about their repetitive stock speeches on
certain issues there is at least an end coming in 20 minutes! I might as well go out there and say
it, because that is exactly how I feel about some of this.
So my amendment to the motion is that we replace everything after ‘speeches’ but I am
recommending that the experiment be continued – we have, after all, only had one sitting
where we have tried this, so it could be continued for the remainder of the parliamentary
session until the July of next year, and if nobody runs up against the time limits then nobody
runs up against the time limits but at least then we may have a body of evidence to look at this
rather than just one single sitting. And then, after that, ‘the Standing Orders Committee shall
seek views on the experiment’s operation and report’ in October next year – and that would
obviously, in my view, not just be about seeking the views of Members as to whether it has
worked or not, but maybe those further afield.
The public have not really had much of a say on that, and it never ceases to amaze me how
many people come up to me after Tynwald and say, ‘Oh, I heard about this, I heard about that; I
listen to Tynwald on the radio.’ It amazes me how many people are actually out there and listen
to these debates, and it is really encouraging. I think there is a place for their voice in this
decision as well, as to whether they think it hampers or assists the quality of debate by having
Members focus themselves on time.
I do accept that the views of the Bishop, in terms of when he put his original motion down,
are arbitrary and it may be that there is an opportunity to reconsider those – they may be too
long, they may be too short – but at the moment just to dismiss the exercise out of hand on the
basis of one sitting where there is no report, no views sought, no views expressed, I think is
inadequate to make a fair judgement as to whether this is the way that we should go to regulate
our proceedings in this Court.
I therefore beg to move the amendment standing in my name:
To leave out all the words after ‘speeches;’ and add ‘and recommends that the experiment be
continued until the conclusion of the July 2015 sitting, after which the Standing Orders
Committee shall seek views on the experiment’s operation and report to Tynwald in October
2015’.

2750

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Gawne.

2755

2760

Mr Gawne: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
I am always happy to second my hon. colleague when he wishes to stick his neck out
(Laughter), and surprisingly I find myself agreeing pretty much with everything that he has said
in this regard.
I think it is important that we all have the opportunity to make good speeches in Tynwald
Court, and I think it is also important for us all to remember that you can make a good speech in
a reasonably short period of time. In fact, the longer you talk, the less likely it is that you are
going to have any impact whatsoever (A Member: Hear, hear.) on your colleagues.
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(Interjections). Not so! I will finish at that point (Laughter) and say I am very happy to second my
colleague.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Henderson.
2765

Mr Henderson: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
I was going to second, but suffice to say that I support Mr Watterson’s initiative. It makes
eminent sense.
2770

2775

2780

2785

The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.
Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I am actually totally opposed to it. I support the Speaker and what he said 100%.
Mr Watterson has said he has not had evidence. I heard evidence from the Speaker: he has
gone back over the years and looked to see what evidence there is to change it, and he has not
found any. I think he said there were… was it four occasions where we went into three days? (A
Member: Yes!) Did we run out of time in those three days? I would be grateful if he could just
clarify that bit when he is summing up. Did we actually run out of time? Was there an issue that
we all spoke too long for three days?
I was under the impression that we all actually had to set aside three days for Tynwald Court
– that was our job. (A Member: Yes.) People voted us to come in here and debate these things,
not to have somebody decide whether our speeches are good or bad, or pertinent or whatever.
That is up for voters to decide, Madam President, not for us. I would not be so rude to say that
somebody else’s speech was rubbish and it went on too long and I did not want to hear it! That
is not my job; that is not what I am here for.
So no, I will be backing the Speaker 100% in what he says and the evidence that he has
presented for his remarks in the first place.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Cannell.

2790

2795

2800

2805

2810

Mrs Cannell: Thank you, Madam President.
If anyone was guilty of wasting parliamentary Court time it is the Hon. Member for Rushen –
or the two for Rushen, (Laughter) Mr Watterson and his seconder – for even attempting to try
and do this.
If there is a problem, the reason why we have long debates on particular issues… and we
have had a number of them today because we have had some very serious and some
controversial issues that we have had to reach a decision on. It is not so much the length of
individual particular speeches; it is the process of parliamentary scrutiny that takes the time. If
you have one, two, three or four amendments, that gives every Member, under Standing
Orders, the opportunity to speak again in the debate about the amendment. So the actual
debate can be lengthened by the process that we have, but the process we have is a fair one and
it is a democratic one and it should stay.
I think it would be a waste of time to continue this experiment. The experiment was for just
July; it was held in July. I thought it was a waste of time, but there you are. It did not work. It was
a genuine try, I suppose, to try and cut sessions short; but as I say, even if you did go along this
way and you decided that each Member and each Minister in replying could speak no longer
than say three or five minutes, it would not shorten the length of sittings if we have got a lot of
business on the agenda, and it certainly would not interfere with the process that we have
adopted. What it would infringe is the right to free speech in here, which is our right as elected
Members.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Singer.
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Mr Singer: Madam President, I did not really think there was a problem in the first place, and
did not really –
2815

Mrs Cannell: No, there was not.

2820

Mr Singer: – see the point of the proposal, which I voted for, by Mr Speaker.
When I was here – the first session I was here – we did regularly go into three days. In fact,
the majority were three days –
Mrs Cannell: Sometimes until midnight.

2825

2830

2835

2840

Mr Singer: – and some of those people who were there then were the people who spoke for
an extra-long time, and are still doing so. (Laughter) Mind you, even though we are doing one
and two days I think we are still finding people who are speaking too long, but I think they are
entitled to do so as long as they are keeping to the point. I do not see anything wrong with just
carrying on as we are, and maybe sometimes we will do three days.
The President: Mr Speaker… Sorry, Mr Quirk.
Mr Quirk: Sorry, Madam President, and as one who usually waffles on a little bit, (A Member:
Hear, hear!) I will probably… (Laughter)
I welcome the Speaker’s future comments regarding Question Time, because I think that is
very valid for the future and I am looking forward to that.
Hon. Members, I think sometimes we need to reflect on how we respect the Chair and this
particular Court (A Member: Hear, hear.) in here as well, because that is definitely drifting away
–
The President: I wonder why and with whom? (Laughter)
Mr Quirk: – and it is not nice, but I will sit down! (Laughter)
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Anderson.

2845

2850

2855

Mr Anderson: I too would like to congratulate the Hon. Member for Rushen for sticking his
neck out, because I am one of those who think this experiment was very useful. I think it actually
concentrated the mind in July, (A Member: Hear, hear.) if people can cast their memories back
to that, because people were keeping one eye on the clock as well, and I think it was a useful
experiment.
Yes, maybe it would not have made much difference to the debate that is taking place today,
especially the one on the Nunnery. I think it was a very good debate and we had some very good
contributions, and people would have been within the time limits that were trialled last July.
However, I do believe the Hon. Member for Rushen has got a good point in that we need to
keep ourselves focused when we make a contribution, and I am in support of continuing the
experiment and giving it a fair trial.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Hall.

2860

Mr Hall: Thank you, Madam President.
I too rise to support the amendment moved by the Hon. Member for Rushen, Mr Watterson.
I think that, certainly when we were doing the experiment in the July sitting, it was just one
sitting of Tynwald, and I do think that if we were trying to gather evidence it was always going to
have some shortcomings because it was just based on one sitting alone. I think it is reasonable
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2865

2870

2875

that it should be more sittings in order to establish whether or not it is actually going to be a
worthwhile exercise. So I do support it continuing for more sittings.
I think it is a good thing and I do not think we should consider it… I think some comments
that are made are as if this is something that is not done in parliamentary representative
democracies; but of course it is, and in many representative parliamentary democracies it is
standard practice. In some cases the time limits are more restrictive than what we had as an
experiment, so we should not be taking the view that this is something that is completely
abnormal when it actually is fairly normal practice.
So on that basis I will support the amendment, and I do think I am of the view that we should
have a number of sittings and take the evidence from that, and then make a judgement. With
that, Madam President… that is all I have to say.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Crookall.

2880

2885

Mr Crookall: Thank you, Madam President.
The system has worked well, I believe, for years and years. We agreed to try it in July, we
tried it, it was not necessary to implement it at any time.
I had actually forgotten – nobody has mentioned yet – we had an officer sitting there for
three days, or two days as it was at the time, literally watching the clock. The waste of money of
that July… Okay, we had agreed to it, but I would hate to see it done again up until next July.
I would support Mr Speaker, Madam President, (Several Members: Hear, hear.) and urge
Members to do so.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Cannan.

2890

2895

2900

Mr Cannan: Thank you.
I too will be supporting Mr Speaker. I do not think the Court has any right to curtail people’s
democratically elected right to free speech, (Two Members: Hear, hear.) and the voters will
ultimately judge whether anybody is full of waffle or has actually got any relevant points to
make. Plus the fact that the experiment that took place in July proved actually that most people
did speak within the time limits. There was very little evidence in that debate that it was needed.
I have seen no evidence, and I feel it would be reducing ourselves to some sort of pub quiz game
where we have all got to speak within the limits. This is a serious democratic process. I have no
intention of declining a person’s right to speak.
Mrs Cannell: Hear, hear.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Robertshaw.

2905

2910

Mr Robertshaw: Thank you, Madam President.
I intend to support the Speaker in his motion, but I hope in his reply he will want to reassure
us absolutely that it coincides with the Synod and the Bishop’s absence just by complete
coincidence. (Laughter)
But to give the Lord Bishop, in his absence, some encouragement in this matter, I think it
would be interesting to look back on the record, in that before the Bishop put this forward I
tended to speak for long periods of time, and since this trial came forward I have managed to
curtail my speeches to quite short periods. I put it to the Speaker: is this a miracle? It only takes
three miracles to canonise into sainthood, and perhaps the Bishop therefore should be
encouraged even if this motion succeeds.
Thank you.

2915

The President: Mr Speaker to reply.
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2925

2930

2935

2940

The Speaker: Thank you, Madam President, and I thank Members for their contributions.
I am sorry in a way too that the Bishop is not here, I think his input and our conclusions about
his initiative would have been very interesting to hear. It might have been a different take on it.
It is an interesting point that Mr Robertshaw raises: the issue having been raised quite
forcibly and publicly in this way, has it concentrated minds? Did some of us need our minds
concentrating? Those who have not been in here as long perhaps took a lead and reflected on
what was said in that respect, but we shall probably never know. We are certainly all now
aware, I think, of the benefits of keeping remarks short and persuasive and to the point.
We have been criticised as a Committee for not producing a report or canvassing opinion
from Members. Actually, Hon. Members, we carried out the resolution entirely. We were asked
to review the experiment and to report. We reviewed the experiment and there was no
conclusion to be drawn because nobody breached the time limits. Had that happened on one or
more occasions there would have been some clear avenues of discussion opened up, but there
was no evidence and we have reported as such.
Hon. Members, it is entirely up to you. If you do believe that there is a problem that needs to
be solved, then by all means support the amendment to enable further evidence to be gathered.
As one Member has pointed out – Mr Crookall – it will involve an officer sitting with a clock for
potentially up to three days for the next seven or eight sittings, if that is what is considered to be
a sensible way forward. If you do not think there is a problem at the moment which seriously
affects the ability of this Court to do its job, then may I suggest you support the motion that is
on the Order Paper.
Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The motion before the Court is set out at Item 8, Hon. Members.
To that, we have the amendment in the name of Mr Watterson. I put the amendment first.
Those in favour of the amendment, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 9, Noes 14
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Cregeen
Mr Gawne
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Quirk
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Karran
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
The Speaker
Mr Thomas

The Speaker: Madam President, 9 votes for the amendment, 14 against.
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In the Council – Ayes 0, Noes 8
FOR
None

2945

AGAINST
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

The President: No votes for in the Council, 8 against. The amendment therefore fails to carry.
I now put the motion as printed, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no.
The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 18, Noes 5
FOR
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Karran
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas

AGAINST
Mr Anderson
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Quirk
Mr Watterson

The Speaker: Madam President, 18 votes for, 5 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 votes for, no votes against. The motion therefore carries.
2950
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9. Countryside Care Scheme –
Combined vote under Standing Order 3.19(1) –
Amended motion carried
Extract from the October 2014 Votes and Proceedings
Motion made –
That the Report of the Environment and Infrastructure Policy Review Committee Second
Report for the Session 2013-2014 The Countryside Care Scheme [PP No 2014/0014] be
received and that the following recommendations be approved –
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The Countryside Care Scheme does not favour smaller intensive farming methods and this
needs to be addressed given the size of the Isle of Man and the Department should consider
including traditional farms of between 12 and 20 acres in the Countryside Care Scheme.
2. The Department should consider capping Countryside Care Scheme payments (the
Committee would suggest a figure of £50,000 maximum per annum) so that any money saved
should be better used for support of agricultural diversification; strengthening agricultural
education and backing sound agricultural business plans.
3. New agricultural production business ideas, including artisan food producers, which
produce a full and sound business plan should be supported in terms of advice and finance by
relevant Government Departments and to ensure success the whole business plan should be
supported and not just part of it.
4. The Department should consider using the German model for acreage payments, which has
a sliding scale per acre for financial support.
5. To ensure throughput at the Isle of Man Meat Plant is maintained or increased the
Department should find a means of disincentivising the export of live animals.
6. The Industry Advisory Committee should be re-established.
7. The Isle of Man Government should lead by example by purchasing local food and should
consider identifying key products required for food security and produce a large central
contract, possibly using shared services, to purchase Manx produce centrally as security of the
Island’s food supply is key to policy.
8. The Department should investigate the feasibility of moving from the current two tier land
type payment to a three tier land type for acreage payment.
9. The Department should undertake a full review of the Countryside Care Scheme by an
independent body one year after the move to acreage payments.
Mr Butt
Amendment moved –
That Recommendations 3, 4, and 5, be left out and the following Recommendations 3, 4, and
5 be inserted in their place and that new Recommendations 10, 11 and 12 be added:
Recommendation 3
“New Agricultural production business ideas, including artisan food producers, which produce
a full and sound business plan, should be supported by relevant Government Departments
and a designated Rural and Agricultural Development Fund.”
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Recommendation 4
“The Department should now consider utilising the Scottish model for coupled support to
Beef, Sheep and Cereal Producers but that such support should be no more than 50% of the
farm support payment.”
Recommendation 5
“That price equivalency with the UK is maintained at the Meat Plant”.
Recommendation 10
“That the Countryside Care Scheme be renamed the Rural and Agricultural Development
Programme”.
Recommendation 11
“That a new fund of £250,000.00 be established to support up to 33% of the cost of new
business ventures related to agriculture up to a maximum cost of £25,000.00”.
Recommendation 12
“That the Department reassess rules and regulations in respect of qualification for the
scheme, studying the current initiatives in Scotland and Northern Ireland to ensure that funds
are directed to active farmers and that the basic scheme should apply if a minimum of three
hectares of eligible land is farmed, specified agricultural activity is carried out, land is
maintained in good agricultural and environmental condition and comprehensive and
accurate records are kept”.
Mr Cannan
[…]
Amendment moved –
That after the words “be received and that the following” to leave out the rest of the motion
and add
“recommendation be approved –
The Department of Environment, Food and Agriculture should formally consult with the
industry and wider community on the Environment and Infrastructure Policy Review
Committee recommendations and the recommendations tabled by Mr Cannan in his
amendment; and following the consultation and discussion by the reconvened Industry
Advisory Committee, the Department should propose any appropriate changes to Tynwald for
approval with effect from the April 2015 Scheme year.”
Mr Cregeen
Court divided.
Amendment lost.
The Branches being in disagreement, Mr Cregeen gave notice under Standing Order 3.19(1)
that he wished to move the amendment for a combined vote at the November sitting.
2955

2960

The President: Item 9, Hon. Members, the combined vote under Standing Order 3.19(1) in
relation to the Countryside Care Scheme amendment in the name of Mr Cregeen.
Hon. Members, under that Standing Order this vote should be taken orally, the Keys vote
being taken first.
If this vote succeeds, Hon. Members, the other amendment that we have in the name of
Mr Cannan will become redundant and this amendment will become the substantive motion.
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However, if this one fails I will then move to the amendment in the name of Mr Cannan. Are we
clear?
First of all, we have to vote together on this amendment – a combined vote, taken orally. I
call upon the Clerk to take the vote.
2965

[The Clerk proceeded to call the vote.]
The President: Hon. Members, are you clear? You are voting on the amendment in the name
of Mr Cregeen. It is printed on your Order Paper.
2970

The Clerk: I will start again.
Madam President: Would you like us to start again? (Laughter)
2975

A Member: I think that would be wise!
The President: Hon. Member, Mrs Cannell.

2980

2985

Mrs Cannell: I think, for those who are losing a little bit of focus this evening, it may well be
useful, Madam, if you or the Clerk would read out what the precise wording (Interjection and
laughter) of that amendment is, please.
The President: Indeed, I can read out the amendment, Hon. Members. It is printed on your
Order Paper, but the amendment to the main motion, which is also printed there, reads as
follows:
‘That after the words “be received and that the following” to leave out the rest of the motion and add
“recommendation be approved –
The Department of Environment, Food and Agriculture should formally consult with the industry and wider
community on the Environment and Infrastructure Policy Review Committee recommendations and the
recommendations tabled by Mr Cannan in his amendment; and following the consultation and discussion by the
reconvened Industry Advisory Committee, the Department should propose any appropriate changes to Tynwald
for approval with effect from the April 2015 Scheme year.”’

Is that clear, Hon. Members? It does invite them also to look at Mr Cannan’s proposals.
Let’s start again with the oral vote being taken.
Voting resulted as follows:
In Tynwald – Ayes 31, Noes 1
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Cannan
Mr Teare
Mr Quayle
Mr Ronan
Mr Watterson
Mr Skelly
Mr Gawne
Mr Houghton
Mr Henderson
Mr Cretney
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Robertshaw
Mrs Cannell

AGAINST
Mr Butt
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Mr Thomas
Mr Shimmin
Mr Crookall
Mr Bell
Mr Singer
Mr Karran
Mr Hall
Mr Quirk
Mr Cregeen
The Speaker
Mr Turner
Mr Braidwood
Mr Coleman
Mr Downie
Mr Crowe
Mr Wild
Mr Corkish

2990

The President: Hon. Members, I think there is a clear majority there, one vote being cast
against. I give you the full result, which is 31 votes in favour and 1 vote against.
I now put to you that amendment as the substantive motion, Hon. Members. We vote in the
conventional way on this one. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
Mrs Cannell: Divide!

2995

The President: Division called. We move to an electronic vote this time.
Electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 24, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Karran
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
None

The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys 24 for, no votes against.
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In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 votes for, no votes against. The motion therefore carries,
Hon. Members.

10. Public Accounts Committee –
Expenditure on Consultancy for a Review of Social Security Etc –
Debate commenced
The Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee (Mr Cannan) to move:
That the Public Accounts Committee Second Report for the Session 2013-14 – Expenditure on
Consultancy for a Review of Social Security Etc [PP No 2014/0100] be received and that the
following recommendations be approved –
Recommendation 1
That the Treasury should bring forward legislation at the earliest opportunity to prevent funds
being transferred out of the National Insurance Fund in respect of novel or significant
administrative expenses without the express prior approval of Tynwald.
Recommendation 2
That the Council of Ministers should consider possible mechanisms to ensure that the
Treasury’s own expenditure is subject to the same financial standards as are expected of
other Government Departments; and should report to Tynwald with recommendations by
June 2015.
The President: We turn now to Item 10.
I call on the Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee, Mr Cannan.
3000

3005

3010

The Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee (Mr Cannan): Madam President, it is my
duty this afternoon, as Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee, to lay before the Court the
Public Accounts Committee Report into the expenditure incurred by what was the Social
Security Division in the Department of Social Care, which is now, of course, incorporated within
Treasury.
It is our duty to consider any items of public expenditure as may seem fit to the Committee
or indeed to consider such matters as the Committee may think fit, in order to scrutinise the
efficiency and the effectiveness of the implementation of capital expenditure.
By the very nature of the work that we do, it does of course mean that we are dealing mostly
in hindsight – in other words, after the expenditure has taken place – nevertheless, our goal
ultimately is to ensure that value for money, economy and efficiency are or have been applied to
matters of public expenditure. In that respect, we do not as a general rule consider the merits of
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3020

3025

3030

3035

3040

3045

Government policy, our key role being to ensure accountability and transparency and that the
taxpayer receives value for money.
In that respect, we must make it clear to the Hon. Court today that, in bringing forward this
Report, the Public Accounts Committee were purely focused on matters surrounding the
expenditure incurred when the consultancy firm Ci65 were appointed to undertake a significant
review of the National Insurance Fund and associated welfare spending. We were not focused
on the rights or wrongs of adopting that policy, but purely on whether the sizeable expenditure
had been undertaken in the correct manner and by following correct procedures and that the
funds in the National Insurance account were being used appropriately.
I should remind Members, or rather refer Members to the timeline of events that we have
published on page 19 of this Report; and it may be helpful to refresh memories a little further
that our attention was first alerted to this matter and the potential expenditure exceeding
£700,000 by a Question raised by the Hon. Member for West Douglas, Mr Thomas, in the House
of Keys in November 2013. From that reply, there appeared to be many unanswered questions
that required investigation, the outcomes of which we have presented to Members in this
Report today.
The first major question that is dealt with in this Report is the question of whether the
expenditure for Ci65 was a legitimate use of the National Insurance Fund, and Hon. Members
will note that the Committee has concluded that the legislation surrounding this matter appears
to be confusing, or at least lacking in clarity.
On the one hand, it appears clear that Tynwald must authorise administrative expenses
withdrawn from the Fund – a process which is normally carried out as part of the Budget; yet on
the other hand, the Treasury arguments that it can withdraw administrative expenses without
Tynwald approval also appear to carry weight. One thing is certain: we are clear that Tynwald
did not knowingly authorise this expenditure in the budgetary process, and I will come on to that
in a minute.
Given the vires issue was a contentious one, Hon. Members may query as to why the Public
Accounts Committee did not seek independent legal advice. I can inform Members that we did
discuss seeking such advice, but in the end we felt that the cost of doing so, particularly in the
current financial circumstances, was unlikely to be productive in helping progress matters.
In the end, of course, that issue was somewhat resolved as we now have legal opinion from
the Acting Attorney General. I think this is best summarised in paragraphs 28 and 29 of his note
of advice to Tynwald dated 9th October. In those paragraphs he says:
‘As I have confirmed above, the existing legislation does not require the approval of Tynwald to effect the transfer
of monies from the NI Fund to General Revenue made under a Treasury direction...’

At paragraph 29:
‘Tynwald approval is already required in respect of the payment of what might be considered “novel or significant
expenses”… So it follows, if the Budget process had not identified administrative expenses which then arose after
or outside the Budget process, then approval of Tynwald would be required.’
3050

In other words, the learned Acting Attorney General appears to have clearly concluded that
the legislation allows Treasury to remove funds from the National Insurance Fund for
administrative expenses without Tynwald approval, but he then clarifies that further by stating:
‘if the Budget process had not identified administrative expense which then arose after or outside the Budget
process, then approval of Tynwald would be required.’

The Acting Attorney General goes on to further clarify matters in paragraph 30 of his note of
advice:
3055
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‘The reimbursement of administrative expenses from the NI Fund to General Revenue is mandatory and should
therefore, in my view, be seen as an accounting function and control to be performed with, as I mentioned above,
scrutiny by Treasury as to the nature and extent of the expenditure occurring from the General Revenue.’

3060

So we can conclude that the Treasury can take money from the National Insurance Fund and
transfer it to general revenue for the purposes of paying administrative expenses, but it is
Tynwald which authorises those expenses via the budgetary process.
Therefore, the question arises: was the figure spent on the consultants included in the
Budget delivered to this Hon. Court last year? The answer is that it is unclear whether or not this
figure was budgeted for, and you can clearly see why that is on pages 6 and 7 of our Report.
In paragraph 17, we report that, in oral evidence to us, the Treasury Minister said:
‘It was not in the Budget, but in our opinion – my opinion – it was not required to be in the Budget… Because we
have the vires under section 165.’

3065

Then at paragraph 19 on page 6 you will see Mrs Mellor, the Chief Executive at the time,
report to us in oral evidence:
‘Treasury concurrence is not required as the Department of Social Care has paid for it out of its allocated
administration expenses, which are agreed as part of the Budget.’

3070

So we are unclear as to whether it was budgeted for or not. On the one hand, the Treasury
Minister says it was not; and on the other, the Chief Executive told us that it was.
I do not intend to draw further on the legal nuances. The opportunity exists for Hon.
Members to discuss any items they may wish to in respect of vires, but the Public Accounts
Committee therefore has recommended that… its first recommendation:
‘… the Treasury should bring forward legislation at the earliest opportunity to prevent funds being transferred out
of the National Insurance Fund in respect of novel or significant administrative expenses without the express prior
approval of Tynwald.’

3075

3080

3085

3090

The Acting Attorney General, it seems, does not believe this legislation is warranted and
states so again in his note of advice; however, the Public Accounts Committee disagrees. We
believe that the legislation lacks clarity and thus there are loopholes that may allow the National
Insurance Fund to be used for purposes that Tynwald was unaware of and has not authorised.
The additional legislation, therefore, will go some way to tightening up the rules and we would
ask that Tynwald concur with our judgement in that respect.
Moving on to the procedures and procurement actions that resulted in the appointment of
Ci65, the situation becomes much clearer. I should, firstly, remind Members that in appointing a
consultancy firm to undertake a scoping and planning exercise in respect of the National
Insurance Fund in 2013, the actions that the Council of Ministers followed were both
transparent and fully in line with process and procedures. In other words, the first phase of this
review was in line with financial regulations and followed public sector procurement policies.
Why, therefore, Ministers then decided to act with such haste in commissioning phase 2 is a
mystery, particularly given RSM-Tenon, the firm who undertook phase 1, had gone into
administration, and also given the sums of money involved. This was a poor judgement and we
have included that Ministers, in effect, were playing fast and loose with financial regulations.
The Acting Attorney General writes, at paragraph 51 in his note of advice to Tynwald:
‘Although specific confirmation is not given in the PAC Report, it appears that the DSC did not receive an FD8
waiver before they became contractually bound in autumn 2013 and in this instance it would therefore seem
unlikely that they had sought such an FD8 waiver or completed an FD8 waiver request. On this basis the DSC
would appear to have breached the provisions of FD8.’
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3095

The Acting Attorney General further summarises on page 17 of his note of advice to Tynwald.
In his summary he states:
‘i. On balance I believe that the DSC acted substantively intra vires in entering into the contract with the
Contractor (Ci65) for the purposes they did;
ii. On the basis of the information that I have seen and as presented to the PAC, it would appear that the DSC
breached FD8 [financial direction 8] at the point that they entered into the contract with Ci65;
iii. The auditor has powers under the Audit Act 1996 to take certain action against a body who has breached the
provisions of the Treasury Act 1985 and Financial Directions and Tynwald is also able to require an extraordinary
audit of the accounts if they believe this is desirable in the public interest;
iv. In considering the public interest,’

– he concludes –
‘… Tynwald may have regard to whether they consider the failing in relation to FD8 was essentially a procedural
failure and also have regard to the scrutiny which has also taken place by the work of the PAC in their detailed
Report.’
3100

3105

3110

3115

It is clear to the Public Accounts Committee that financial directions were breached, that the
appointment of Ci65 was indecently rushed and that best practice was not followed. It is
disappointing that Treasury themselves appear to have been party to the breaches of their own
regulations and that Social Care and Treasury have acted in such a manner to have ignored
proper and due process. In doing so, Ministers and senior officers may have potentially left
themselves exposed to allegations of misconduct and potentially exposed Government to
unquantifiable losses.
In paragraph 64 of our Report we conclude that, in their extreme haste to commission
phase 2 of the review, Ministers may have exposed the Treasury and the National Insurance
Fund to unquantified risks.
As I said at the start, the outcomes of this process are, and have been, irrelevant to the Public
Accounts Committee. Our remit is to protect taxpayers’ money and to ensure that the taxpayer
receives full value for money. Key to that are the process and procedures that are followed in
public sector expenditure matters. That is why we have financial regulations, why we have
clearly worded processes and why procurement processes nowadays are fully transparent.
We are clear, therefore, in our recommendations:
‘Recommendation 1
That the Treasury should bring forward legislation at the earliest opportunity to prevent funds being transferred
out of the National Insurance Fund in respect of novel or significant administrative expenses without express prior
approval…’

– and –
‘Recommendation 2
That the Council of Ministers should consider possible mechanisms to ensure that the Treasury's own expenditure
is subject to the same financial standards as are expected of other Government Departments; and should report
to Tynwald with recommendations by June 2015.’

3120

3125

Madam President, I think it is fair to say that the Public Accounts Committee felt that the
appointment of Ci65 fell a long way short of the standards that are expected and are set out in
financial directions and regulations. Perhaps, with hindsight, one debate was all that was
required to sort matters out, but in the very least I hope that Tynwald will concur today that
financial regulations should be adhered to at all times and by all Ministers and by all
Departments.
Mrs Cannell: Hear, hear.
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The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Corkish.
Mr Corkish: Madam President, I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
3130

3135

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Teare.
The Minister for the Treasury (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
Hon. Members will be aware that I have circulated an amendment to recommendation 1 of
the Public Accounts Committee’s Report of the appointment of Ci65, asking consultants to
review the National Insurance benefit scheme.
Recommendation 1 of the Report is:
‘That the Treasury should bring forward legislation at the earliest opportunity to prevent funds being transferred
out of the National Insurance Fund in respect of novel or significant administrative expenses without express prior
approval of Tynwald.’

3140

3145

3150

3155

I note that the Committee elsewhere in its Report accepts that statutory powers are provided
by the Social Security Administration Act 1992 for the Treasury to charge administrative
expenses to the Manx National Insurance Fund. However, the Committee’s recommendation
that express prior approval of Tynwald should be sought before such expenditure is incurred is
not one which I can support, and that is why I am moving the amendment.
Treasury does not view the National Insurance Fund as a pot of money which can be dipped
into whenever we need to. As has been made clear in Answers to parliamentary Questions in
recent months, only expenses which are attributable to the operation of the contributory
benefits system are drawn from the Fund. It is not practical to seek approval of Tynwald every
time money is drawn from the Fund, even if that approval relates to ‘novel or significant
administrative expenses’ – however that term would be defined. There may be some instances
where officers have to make quick one-off decisions – for example, to repair computer systems
in order to ensure that benefits can be paid. I would not want to delay such expenditure in order
to obtain Tynwald approval.
In the view of the Treasury, supported by advice from the Acting Attorney General which I
have circulated to Hon. Members, that additional legislation is not required. However, the Acting
Attorney General concurs with the Committee to the extent that confusion clearly does exist
within Government as to the nature and extent of parliamentary control and Social Security
administrative expenditure, because of what has occurred in this case.
As a consequence, my proposed amendment reads as follows, that Treasury:
‘… should at the earliest opportunity report to Tynwald with its recommendations for introducing a transparent
policy in respect of the drawing down of administrative expenses from the National Insurance Fund.’

3160

3165

3170

I am content to support recommendation 2 of the Committee’s Report.
I would like to finish by saying that, notwithstanding some of the comments made by the PAC
in this Report, which may have caused concern among Hon. Members, the quality of the work
produced by our consultants is very high.
I… [Inaudible] that this Hon. Court will agree with me that the debate which we need to have
about our welfare system is critical and that we must stay focused on bequeathing to future
generations a sustainable and fair Social Security system.
Just before I resume my seat and formally move the amendment, I would like to thank the
Committee for their work – it is a very long and voluminous Report – and the diligence with
which they have completed their investigations.
Madam President, I beg to move the amendment standing in my name:
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That all words after ‘That the Treasury’ be deleted and replaced with, ‘should at the earliest
opportunity report to Tynwald with its recommendations for introducing a transparent policy
in respect of the drawing down of administrative expenses from the National Insurance Fund.’
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Henderson.
3175

Mr Henderson: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
I beg to second.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.

3180

3185

Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I would like to congratulate the Committee on their excellent Report. They have done a huge
amount of work and they have not been frightened to say things as they actually are. They have
stated exactly what they have found and they have stated the recommendations.
My only slight criticism is that I actually did not think the recommendations went far enough,
which is why I have tabled the amendment so that there is a third recommendation, and that
reads:
To add at the end the words:
‘Recommendation 3
That Tynwald notes with disapproval the actions of Ministers in commissioning further work
by Ci65 outside proper financial procedure; and recommends that all Ministers be reminded
that they must follow appropriate financial guidelines’.

3190

3195

You would not actually think that Ministers should need reminding of that, particularly when
the Treasury Minister is involved. This is why we have a Treasury, so that setbacks stop there, so
it is really disappointing when you find out that proper financial regulations have not been
complied with.
I do have some other comments that I would just be grateful for some clarification on as well.
In the Acting Attorney General’s advice, it says that the actions were substantially intra vires.
I am wondering, does ‘substantially’ actually mean completely intra vires? How is ‘substantially’
interpreted in a legal framework? That is possibly something that could be clarified for us.
That the Treasury should bring forward legislation at the earliest opportunity to prevent funds being transferred
out of the National Insurance Fund in respect of novel or significant administrative expenses without express prior
approval…’

The Treasury Minister has said that he does not feel it would be practical every time for them
to come to Tynwald, but then recommendation 1 says:
‘That the Treasury should bring forward legislation at the earliest opportunity…’

3200

– so it is up to Treasury to frame that legislation, Madam President. It is something that we can
live with, with the exceptions that they feel that they need to safeguard the position of the
computers going down etc. That is what is being asked for in recommendation 1 – that Treasury
‘bring forward legislation’ – so why would they bring forward legislation that actually did not fit
their requirements and satisfy this Court and the concerns that have been raised in this Report?
I cannot imagine why they cannot find a way round that.
The Treasury Minister said that the quality of the Ci65 report is high. That is actually
immaterial; that is not what we are discussing today. It is not the quality of the report, it is not
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3210
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the content of the Ci65 report that we are debating today. It is the method of how that company
– which had only been formed three days before they were awarded the contract – had been
awarded the contract, what procedures had been followed, whether the correct procedures had
been followed and, as the Chairman has pointed out, whether it was value for money.
Before moving on, I would just like to dwell on the value for money side, if I may for a
minute, Madam President, because I do not know whether actually it is value for money,
regardless of the content, because – and it is not in the Public Accounts Committee Report, so
maybe they were not aware of it, and it is something that has only recently been brought to my
attention – the Government’s own Actuary’s department produced a report for the Isle of Man
Government in 2002 and they recommended that the Fund should have a surplus of twice
annual expenditure. That is double the annual cost each year. That was the recommendation of
the actuaries in 2002, but no formal policy was put in place for that recommendation. I do not
know why. There is no record of why it was not. But on 31st March 2014 the overall value of the
Fund was five times the annual benefit expenditure. So I am not quite sure why all of a sudden,
at five times, it was suddenly so urgent to have a report produced that cost £¾ million out of a
Fund that is decreasing. It is the value for money aspect of that that really concerns me – that
the recommendation is twice annual expenditure; we have five times that amount and yet we
spend £¾ million in total on a report.
I am not commenting on the report today – its value, or otherwise the content of that report.
As I have said, Ci65 were only formed for three days before the second phase of the contract
was awarded to them. We have been told that they have qualifications and experience, and
maybe the principals do. I did ask for, and I have not been given, details of the principals and
their qualifications and experience. But regardless of that, the contract is with the company, not
the individual principals. Any of the principals can walk away from a company at any time. There
is no legal reason why they should not do so. So it is almost that their qualifications and
experience in a contractual manner are almost irrelevant because it is the company that the
contract is with. That company had no track record in three days. You could not have even taken
a banker’s reference on it. They could not have even opened a bank account. I do worry. When I
looked at their website there were actually testimonials on it but they were going back two
years. The company had not even been formed then and it did not say that these testimonials
were for one of the principals in particular. I find it very concerning and I do wonder exactly
what due diligence was done.
If I could just return to the Acting Attorney General’s advice, his letter to us all, there are a
couple more points that I really would like clarifying. Paragraph 50.1 says:
‘The DSC entered into a contract for Phase II with Ci65 (either expressly in written form or by means of
performance) at some time in the autumn of 2013.’

And 50.2 says:
‘This contract was subsequently renegotiated or more advantageous terms with Ci65 (by means of a termination
and re-grant) in or around February 2014.’
3240

3245

I just find it curious that there is no date. We have got two instances and there is no date
given. It is ‘at some time in the autumn’, ‘in or around February 2014’. Was there no date on
these documents? Perhaps the Acting Attorney General can clarify that. He has, in paragraph 51,
clarified that the DSC would appear to have breached the provisions of FD8. I do not think there
is any argument about that really. I did not see how there can be because, even in the evidence
that was given by the Treasury’s Chief Financial Adviser, he is saying:
‘… we could not really give a retrospective FD8 waiver because effectively the actions had already been taken.’
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3250

3255
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3265

3270

3275

That is on page 64 of the Report and it is generally admitted over and over again. The
Committee were very diligent in asking about the process and clarifying that issue. There was no
FD8 waiver granted correctly, so they have not complied with financial regulations. There was no
paper trail.
The Acting Attorney General has said that Tynwald, if it wishes, can ask for an audit of this,
but what are you going to audit when there is no paper trail? Surely, we do not have to have
financial regulations that say you have to have a paper trail. That really is just so basic that it
should not need saying.
There is confusion about when Ci65 were actually appointed, because on 12th September
Ci65 gave a presentation to the Council of Ministers and it is stated that the Council of Ministers
decided to award them the second phase without going out to public tender; and the Treasury
Minister was there, so it was taken as Treasury concurrence. You cannot have that. Council of
Ministers cannot make that decision and you cannot assume, just because the Treasury Minister
is present at something, that he concurs with the actions, because we know from the evidence
in the Sefton report that he did not concur with what happened there but he supported it
afterwards. So his presence does not mean that there was Treasury concurrence in this at all.
I think really, Madam President, I am not going to be repetitive and I am not going to go over
some old ground that I actually do not think we are going to get to the bottom of. We are not
going to get the answers to some of the details that have been raised, that I raised, over this
issue; but I do think that the amendment that I have tabled should be supported because it is
quite clear that Ministers did not comply with financial regulations and it is quite clear that they
should have; and I think we should give all Ministers a timely reminder that they actually have
to.
Thank you, Madam President.
The President: I think at that point, Hon. Members, we will take a break and we will return to
the Court at twenty to six by the Court clock.
The Court adjourned at 5.13 p.m. and resumed its sitting at 5.40 p.m.

Public Accounts Committee –
Expenditure on Consultancy for a Review of Social Security etc –
Debate continued; amended motion carried
The President: Please be seated, Hon. Members.
I would ask the learned Acting Attorney General if he would like to respond, please, to the
points raised by the Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.
3280

3285

3290

The Acting Attorney General: Yes, thank you, Madam President, if I could just deal briefly
with the points of clarification which the Hon. Mrs Beecroft has raised.
What I would like to do briefly is to remind Hon. Members of my brief in respect of this
matter, which was to provide the advice note, which I did, with a view to informing Tynwald
Members as to the legal issues regarding the Report published in June 2014 by the Public
Accounts Committee, and that is the Report which we are considering now. What I was not
asked to do and I did not do was carry out my own separate investigation, as what I was content
to do was to rely on the Public Accounts Committee and its detailed consideration of this matter
in a Report which I would not seek in any way to comment adversely about. I found it a very
thorough and detailed investigation and it certainly identified in no uncertain terms the legal
issues which I felt necessary to address. So I have not strayed from my brief.
The Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft, referred to paragraph 50 –
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Mr Karran: Hon. Member, can you just speak up a bit so we can hear?

3295

The Acting Attorney General: I beg your pardon.
The Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft, referred to paragraph 50 of my report and sought
clarification with reference to two references which I made in paragraph 50.2… and I will refer to
paragraph 50.1:
‘The DSC entered into a contract for Phase II with Ci65 (either expressly in written form or by means of
performance) at some time in the autumn of 2013.’

And in paragraph 50.2:
‘This contract was subsequently renegotiated on more advantageous terms with Ci65 (by means of a termination
and re-grant) in or around February 2014.’

3300

3305

3310

Reference was made to the fact that I have not made reference there to the date of either
the contract for phase II or its subsequent renegotiation in February 2014. All I can say is it was
not in the papers. I am not playing that lightly, but it had no relevance whatsoever to what I had
to address, which was the legal issues, by simply painting the background or the backcloth to the
matters which led me then into the legal issues which I then had to address.
The Hon. Member then sought clarification with reference to the point I made at paragraph
17 of my report, when I concluded on balance that I believed that the DSC acted substantially
intra vires in entering into the contract with the contractor Ci65 for the purposes that they did.
Over the short break I have briefly looked at the report and I can take Hon. Members, if they
wish, to paragraphs 35, 36 and 37 on pages 10 and 11, and indeed to page 6 when I specifically
address the basis upon which I concluded that the Department had acted intra vires. So I did
actually specifically deal with that matter in my advice note.
I hope that is of some assistance to you.
The President: We continue with the debate, Hon. Members.
The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.

3315

Mr Karran: Can the Hon. learned Attorney General, when he talks about intra vires and ultra
vires… I think it is important that you clarify that point, especially when we should be able to ask
that question of the Attorney General, Eaghtyrane, when we are talking about a company that
only existed for three days.
3320

The Acting Attorney General: I can briefly again try and help Hon. Members with that: intra
vires, put simply, means they had the power to do so; ultra vires means they did not have the
power to do so.
3325

3330

3335

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, I find it very interesting, this debate. We have the disgraceful
situation where £120,000 as paid out legitimately, then the other £600,000 of the contract to a
company that existed for three days. Where is the openness and transparency? How do you
think people outside this Court…? I know we saw with the previous one, wanting to limit
people’s speeches in here, and fortunately most of you are honourable Members and supported
the thing of the free speech of this Court, but the situation is how do we justify this? We have
got the Member for Middle talking to us about business ethics in this Court. He has come in
here, he is a businessman, the Hon. Member for Middle, and here we are giving a company that
has been in existence for three days a £600,000 contract. I am sorry, Hon. Members, you might
not like what I say, but I am afraid the people outside this Court will see that as nothing but an
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3340

3345

3350

3355

absolute disgrace, especially when some of the parties had worked for Government in the past, I
believe, with the Meat Plant. I think honestly you do bring it on yourselves when you allow
yourselves to act on that basis, and I would wonder whether, if you were directors of a
company… The learned Attorney General, as the legal advice for the Crown and executive
Government, has given us that advice, but I would be interested to know how, if you were in
company law and you were doing these sort of practices and you were not following good
business practice, you would be almost certainly opening yourselves up as a director of a
company for taking such actions… to give a contract out for £600,000 to a three-day company
with no track record. I think you would find yourselves in a very dangerous position as a director
of a company, and I just feel –
Mr Quayle: Madam President, can I just raise an objection under Standing Order 3.33?
When the Hon. Member referred to me by name and mentioned the contract, which I had
nothing whatsoever to do with… but he is inferring that I sanctioned it or did it. I would just like
him to clarify what he means exactly by mentioning me in the same line.
Mr Karran: What I mentioned the Hon. Member for is I get very tired of hearing in this Hon.
Court the talk… People do the talk but they do not do the walk. They talk about business ethics,
they talk about company and we are a plc –
The President: Hon. Member, would you simply clarify why you referred by name to the Hon.
Member?

3360

Mr Karran: Because the Hon. Member is always saying how we need to do things how it is
done in the private sector, and here we have a classic example –
The President: But are you saying that the Hon. Member was in some way involved in this
decision?

3365

Mr Karran: No-one has said that the Hon. Member was involved in this decision.
The President: Well, you –
3370

Mr Karran: What I said was –
The President: No –

3375

Mr Karran: – that we hear… and this is a classic case of a situation where we have the… Hon.
Members talk about ‘we want to be like a plc, but we don’t want to work like a plc’. This would
not –
The President: Can we say, Hon. Member, you have now clarified that you are not alluding to
the Hon. Member as being involved?

3380

Mr Karran: Absolutely.
The President: Would you now revert to your contribution to the debate, please?
3385

Mr Karran: Yes. I have not said he is involved. What I have said is there are too many in this
Court who talk about the idea of being a plc and company law, and that was what I was on
about, Eaghtyrane.
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The President: We have heard that before. Let’s carry on with the debate, please.
3390
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Mr Karran: And what we see is, once again, the double standards in this Court when it comes
to executive Government.
As far as the amendment from Mr Teare is concerned, I would like to know if he could clarify
what is the difference between that and the original recommendation 1, because to be perfectly
honest with you, it is semantics as far as somebody who has been in here for 30 years. It is yet
again… once again, we know they will put the bulldozers on and they will push this through as if
it is somehow their…
They have been shamed today by the Public Accounts Committee and I think this Public
Accounts Committee is starting to get into a situation where we might start seeing a Public
Accounts Committee that actually holds them to account, like it has not done in the past.
A Member: Even when you were on it?
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Mr Karran: Now we come on to the amendment by my colleague, the Hon. Member for
South Douglas. I am happy to second this because where else would you see a situation called
‘good governance’, called ‘responsible government’, called ‘openness and transparency’, where
you have a company that has three days’ existence, no track record, getting a £600,000
contract? A £600,000 contract! We have seen this in Item after Item today, where we have seen
the way it has not been open and transparent. It goes back to the old adage of ‘it’s not what you
know, it’s who you know’ and that is the problem that many people outside this Hon. Court have
been worried about over the years. I actually think that my hon. colleague for South Douglas is
being very reserved on what should be put down here for the disgraceful way this whole affair
has been effected, and I hope Hon. Members will see this as a compromise as far as
recommendation 3 is concerned.
I understand the Council of Ministers will have to defend the indefensible, but you are
supposed to be independent of the Council of Ministers and I hope to see how much
independence we will see today, because the procedures as far as this is concerned, the way this
has gone about is nothing better than a banana republic as far as the appointment of this. This is
what you would expect in a West African republic, not in a modern democracy that talks the talk
but does not walk the walk about business ethics, about transparency.
Hon. Members, if this Hon. Member had done this, I would be surcharged. That is the bottom
line of the double standards in this Hon. Court. I do not want to see anyone surcharged, but
what I do want to see is people held to account and not being able to rely on the Attorney
General’s fluffing at the edges as far as what is right and what is wrong on a legal basis.
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The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Thomas.
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Mr Thomas: Thank you, Madam President.
There have always been, for 12 months, three issues in this situation. The first issue is the
one about the administrative expenses and the deduction from the National Insurance Fund of
administrative expenses, and substantial amounts of administrative expenses are taken from the
National Insurance Fund for actuaries, for fund management and for other operational expenses
like that. Recommendation 1 of the Public Accounts Committee clearly deals with this issue and I
fully support recommendation 1 to put this whole situation on a firmer footing.
The second issue is the one about procurement, budgeting and the procedures for dealing
with administration, and in this situation, as the Public Accounts Committee has revealed, we
have not operated by international standards, which is the stated intention of Treasury. We
have fallen down and recommendation 2 of the Public Accounts Committee deals with that
situation. I think differently from Mr Karran. Mr Teare’s recommendation is actually profoundly
different from the recommendation of the Public Accounts Committee because there is no time
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limit on it and also transparency could be after the event rather than before the event, and what
we are looking for is international standard procedures to be applied for expending money from
the National Insurance Fund and also for procurement.
The third issue has always been – and this is the reason why I asked my Question in
November, and this issue is becoming more alive – about the aging population and to what
extent it is an issue, and that debate is coming up. It might be that we needed to spend nearly
£1 million on this report before we had had a debate. I do not believe so. I think it would have
been better to have it the other way round, but that debate is still to happen and I look forward
to contributing to that debate.
Even more profound is the whole basis and nature of the National Insurance Fund. The
National Insurance Fund does not belong to Treasury; it belongs to the contributors and to the
future pensioners, and to all of the people of this Isle of Man. (A Member: Hear, hear.) That is a
profound issue that we are going to have to address in coming months and I hope I can
contribute to that.
I will be supporting the two Public Accounts Committee recommendations, but I will not
actually be supporting Mr Teare’s amendment; nor in fact – given that we have a stated
intention to operate to international standards, and Ministers should be abiding with
international standards in any case – can I, unfortunately, support Liberal Vannin’s amendment.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Cannell.
Mrs Cannell: Thank you, Madam President.
I rise as a member of the Public Accounts Committee just to say that we have done an
incredible piece of work. It may not all be reflected within the Report but it has taken us some
time – many hours of deliberation and investigation. I just hope that Hon. Members have taken
the time to read the Hansard contained within this Report, because it is very revealing.
As mentioned by the previous speaker, Mr Thomas, he had a Question in the House of Keys
to the then Minister for Social Care, Mr Robertshaw, and that was on 26th November 2013,
about the National Insurance and social policy. I asked a supplementary question to that and it
went like this:
‘Can the Minister advise the House on who the consultants are that the Department has appointed, what their
remit is, how long they are to be engaged, and what the costs are to the public purse, please?’
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What followed was every Member received a letter from Minister Robertshaw outlining what
was going on and outlining the fact that £750,000 was being expended to pay for the
consultants.
That set the alarm bells ringing in the first instance with the Public Accounts Committee
because nobody knew that that amount of money was being spent on a consultancy to do a
review of our National Insurance Fund and related items. Then, of course, the questions began:
should this not have come before Tynwald? This is a huge undertaking, but the fact that it is
being financed by the Manx National Insurance Fund gave us cause for concern and we began to
investigate.
It was ironic, during deliberations and when taking evidence in public, that neither Minister
Robertshaw or his then Chief Executive were aware of the fact that there should have been an
obligation to Tynwald Court in terms of at least advising of Tynwald Court what they were
embarking upon, the cost of it and where the money was coming from, given the constraints on
our finances at present. Somewhere in Hansard you will… The question was put several times
and Minister Robertshaw said, ‘To be honest, it never occurred to me.’
When we took evidence from the Treasury Minister and his Chief Financial Officer, it was
quite clear that the Chief Financial Officer felt, when you looked at the body language,
uncomfortable and compromised because he knew that an FD8 waiver should have been
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approved to continue with the main person in a new company to continue the contract, the
review, when in fact it was a second contract with a new named company but the principal
person was still involved.
Under financial procedures and regulations there was a requirement for an FD8 waiver, but
there was an assumption, it would appear when looking at the Council of Ministers’ minutes… a
presumption that was taken that, because the Treasury Minister was present during the
discussion of the matter to continue to engage the principal person in the newly named
company, Ci65, everything would be fine – the Council of Ministers had agreed ‘so we’ll just
crack on and the new company can be formed and the principal person we have become
involved with can continue with this project’. It was some time later that Treasury advised the
Department of Social Care, ‘By the way, you need an FD8 waiver approval for this.’ Well, of
course, that came too late because everything had been signed and sealed and the agreement
and the arrangement had been approved.
When asked of the Chief Financial Officer was this unusual, he said yes, it was highly unusual
and he was clearly uncomfortable. I felt very sorry for the civil servants involved in this sorry
tale, because I am sure they felt compromised. They are there to advise their Ministers. They are
there to advise the Department in terms of their knowledge and expertise.
What did come out was that the Chief Financial Officer did say that there was not the same
level of understanding throughout Government of financial regulation obligations. That was also
a big concern, to think that all the head finance officers across Government within the
Departments were not all aware of their obligations under the law in terms of matters like this,
and so the interpretation was different. To my mind, that should give the Chief Secretary cause
for concern to ensure that in fact there is uniformity of knowledge across the board with all
Departments in terms of their responsibilities for financial regulations and for conforming with
the law.
That did not happen in this situation. The Acting Chief Executive to Social Care at the time
was not aware there was an obligation to apply for an FD8 waiver. The Minister clearly was not
aware, nor was he aware that he should have come to Tynwald. I think in hindsight the Minister
for the Treasury was aware but assumed it was being done, but nobody seemed to check so it
was just left in mid-air, so it did not happen. Eventually, a paper was prepared seeking an FD8
waiver, but as I said before, it came in, it was too late, the deal had been done and dusted, so it
just sat on a shelf. That is the crucial part of this: the fact that Tynwald had no idea, the House of
Keys had no idea, and that the information was born from a Question and a supplementary
question and then a letter followed, which advised us all of what was going in.
Minister Teare did say in cross-examination that in hindsight he should have come to
Tynwald, or Minister Robertshaw should have come to Tynwald, and I would say yes, they
should have come to Tynwald. I am very concerned that, unless Members absolutely support
wholeheartedly our Report and our two recommendations, this situation could happen again. It
has happened once – it could happen again, so I think we have to be very wary of that.
Turning to the amendment moved by the Treasury Minister, I think it is quite ridiculous that
our Report was suggesting that any drawing down of administrative expenses from the National
Insurance Fund should be reported to Tynwald. We are not saying that. The National Insurance
Fund is used to finance the pensions, the benefits, the administration of that, and that is about
it, really. That is all it is. When you look at the legislation, that is all it is built for. It is not built for
going into and dipping into to finance novel or significant administrative expenses, and I would
class this report and the engagement of this consultancy to do this review as significant –
£¾ million, £750,000 is significant.
It was a novel idea, I think, of the Minister for Social Care to actually review it, because there
was doubt that the projections which were provided from the actuarial report some years
previous were in fact on target. I can understand all of that. I can understand the concern that it
might not be as accurate as they thought it would be and the idea of looking at it again, but
actuarial reviews are carried out regularly as part of the administration of the National Insurance
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Fund. I remember, Madam President, when you were Health Minister you took great regard to
the actuarial reviews and I can remember you presenting one to Members of Tynwald in terms
of what the projections were going to be, and it really brought home to us at that time the
shortcomings in our financial planning of keeping this fund sound. And so we took action in
those days to do a number of measures to further strengthen that fund. Those days of openness
and discussion with Members are sadly over. They have not happened for quite a number of
years and so things do happen that we suddenly become aware of, and quite rightly with this
one we were extremely concerned because of the amounts of money involved.
So what the recommendation is saying is that there should be legislation quite clearly which
would not interfere with the administration of the fund or Treasury’s workings, but the
legislation would make it clear that if anything novel or significant in terms of cost was required
to be undertaken using money from the NI Fund, the provisions of law would provide for it. It
would also provide safeguards. It would also provide a mechanism for Members of Tynwald to
know that it was going to happen. As I say, had it been presented to Tynwald – we have a
concern, this is what we are planning to do and we are going to do it – even by way of a
statement from one of the Ministers, it would have been better than nothing. And we received
nothing. It was quite by accident that this thing was discovered.
The Treasury Minister’s amendment is absolutely ridiculous:
‘That the Treasury… should at the earliest opportunity report to Tynwald with its recommendations for
introducing a transparent policy in respect of the drawing down of administrative expenses from the National
Insurance Fund.’
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We don’t want to be bothered with that! We do trust Treasury that when they draw down
money from the NI Fund they are doing it for administrative expenses and for the delivery of
pensions and benefits. There is a trust there that that is what they are using it for, but quite
clearly something else was used by the NI Fund, something quite different, and there was no…
That is where the trust has been lost a little, shall we say, because of what has happened. With
legislation in place the trust will be regained and we will strengthen the integrity of the Fund,
and also of course Ministers will be clear about what they can and cannot do in terms of dipping
into this Fund.
The second recommendation is quite an easy one. I do not think anybody could quibble with
that. We do expect that Treasury should come under the same standards as across
Government, but there is a grey area here where a little bit more education is required across
Government in terms of their responsibilities under financial regulations. So there is training
that needs to be done.
As for Mrs Beecroft’s new recommendation 3, personally I have no problem with that. We
did, in Public Accounts, discuss whether or not we should build in a sanction, but what we
wanted more than anything was that we got the unanimous support of Tynwald Court and also
the respect for the integrity of the investigation and what we have uncovered and for it to be
taken seriously so that we can prevent it from happening ever again. But I am quite happy with
recommendation 3 because it says that Tynwald notes with disapproval the actions and that all
Ministers must be reminded. I would say yes, they do: they must be reminded, and they in turn
must remind their staff of their financial regulation obligations to be wary, be knowledgeable
and be able to properly and better advise their Ministers before actions like this are taken again.
So I too ask the Court to support the Report.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Bell, Chief Minister.

3585

The Chief Minister (Mr Bell): Thank you, Madam President. Just a couple of quick points that
I want to make.
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First of all, I just want to reassure Hon. Members that the Council of Ministers do listen to the
Public Accounts Committee and their recommendations... [Inaudible]
All Ministers of the Council of Ministers work with the best of intentions. Sometimes not
everything turns out the way we anticipated, and that is the nature of life – these things happen.
So it is important, I think, from time to time… and this is one instance where the Public Accounts
Committee perhaps clarifying certain situations to those in Council is quite helpful. I am quite
happy to accept the general tenet of the Report itself: we have to ensure that all Ministers work
within accepted guidelines.
I would urge that some of the language which has been used is not repeated or sustainable in
the sense that I do not believe for a moment that my Ministers will play fast and loose with
financial regulations. That does not happen.
I would also comment on the statement Mr Thomas made, the Hon. Member for West
Douglas, about the need for the review in the first place, that we should have the debate before
we actually then take up the review. That is, to my mind, completely the wrong way round. We
need the facts, we need the statistics, we need to know exactly what we are starting from here
before we get into the detail, because then we know what parameters we are actually working
with. That debate will come. It is something I feel passionately about. I totally agree with my two
Ministers, with the action they have taken; but I accept that, as has been evidenced, there may
be a need to review actions in this area.
So I support recommendation 2, but I would support the Treasury amendment on
recommendation 1.
It may surprise Members, Madam President, but I also support recommendation 3. It is
important that the Council of Ministers are reminded on occasions that they have to work within
appropriate financial guidelines. These financial guidelines are there for everyone to follow –
and it is for all Members to follow as well as for Ministers, because there are times when
Members in different areas of responsibility are also brought into this decision-making process.
So, surprised as Mrs Beecroft might be, I am quite happy to support this because it does fire a
shot across Council’s bow, it does make us aware that these guidelines are there for us to follow.
I am happy to assure that Council does its very best to ensure that that does happen, but I do
accept on occasions there may be oversights and I think perhaps this is one of them. We will
learn from this and hopefully we can move on.
I thank the Public Accounts Committee… [Inaudible]
The President: The Hon. Member for Onchan, Mr Quirk.
Mr Quirk: Thank you, Madam President.
I will be brief, but I just wanted to congratulate the Public Accounts Committee. I will be
supporting the recommendations as listed. My concern is… I was not too happy to support
recommendation 3 because it does not name the Ministers – it includes all the Ministers in there
and we know quite clearly some of the Ministers were not involved at that particular time in
that.
I wonder if the Chairman, who is coming back to us, would say… What about the accounting
officers? What about those civil servants who give advice, who are financially responsible to the
Ministers for the accounts and accuracy in their Departments? Nothing has happened there at
all. No sanction, no issues, no warnings, nothing at all. With the Minister’s responsibility… comes
into the accounting officer’s, and we do not have confidence that the accounting officer can
actually say to his Minister, ‘Sorry, you have got it wrong,’ or ‘there is a warning here,’ or a little
note that is put down somewhere. There is something missing. That is what I just wanted to say
to the Public Accounts Chairman on that, because at the end of the day all of us can make
mistakes but we have those mechanisms in there to try and protect us all as we go down.
I do not see it as a small amount that was taken out, it was a large amount, and I do have
concerns where… although there were some synergies moving to the other company, as our
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colleague says from Onchan, if the company existed for three days there must have been some
little concerns.
The President: The Chairman to reply.
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The Chairman: Thank you, Madam President, and I thank the contributors.
I do not intend to go over every speech that has been made. A lot has been said and I think
enough has probably been said. I will move to discuss the amendments and just briefly I will try
and answer one or two points that have arisen from the speeches.
As far as the amendment from the Treasury Minister goes, I and the Public Accounts
Committee will not be supporting that recommendation. I think that Mrs Cannell used the words
‘strengthen the integrity of the fund’. I think that is our objective, to make sure that the integrity
of that fund is completely retained. I do not feel that the reasoning given by the Treasury
Minister was strong enough. I think that appropriate legislation can be built in to make sure that
Tynwald is aware of these novel or significant administration expenses. It is pretty clear to me
that the process has worked seemingly reasonably well up until now, and that in the budget
process Tynwald is given a good idea of what those administration expenses are. We do need to
know. Because of the nature of the fund, because this is made up of public contributions we do
need to know if there is extra or novel or significant expenditure. So I will be asking this Court to
support the Public Accounts Committee’s original recommendation and to reject the
amendment.
The amendment from Mrs Beecroft we will be supporting, and I think the Chief Minister has
adequately summed up the reasoning for that.
Just to answer one or two of the questions, the issue of the Ci65 report itself came up in one
or two speeches. Again, I would say to this Hon. Court that we were not focused on the
outcomes; we were merely focused on the process around the appointment of the consultants
and the way the money was contracted.
Mrs Beecroft was seeking clarification, I think, around the timescales. On page 13 of our
Report we conclude:
‘that following the Council of Ministers meeting on 12th September 2013 the Treasury and the Department of
Social Care commissioned Phase II of the Review…’
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and of course we have had clarification that whatever was entered into at that point had to be
renegotiated in February 2014. I hope that provides the Hon. Member with some clarification.
Obviously there was some support, some people speaking against.
Just to deal with Mr Quirk’s final point, he was asking about the officers and I think, in answer
to that, again I would refer him to the paragraph that we have just stated in terms of the
conclusion that this decision was made following a Council of Ministers meeting on
12th September 2013. Quite simply, I think it is fair to say that we just did not have enough firm
evidence as to how the officers had advised Ministers and whether they did or did not, so I do
not think we have enough firm evidence whether… to pass judgement completely on the
officers’ role in all this.
With that, Madam President, I would ask the Hon. Court to support our recommendations 1
and 2, and clearly we will be giving Mrs Beecroft support for her amendment. I beg to move.
The President: The motion before the Court is set out at Item 10 on your main Order Paper,
Hon. Members. To that motion we have amendments in the name of the Hon. Member,
Mr Teare, and the Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.
I will put to you the amendment in the name of Mr Teare first. Those in favour of that
amendment, please say aye; against, no. The noes have it.
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A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 13, Noes 11
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Bell
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Henderson
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Cregeen
Mr Hall
Mr Houghton
Mr Karran
Mr Quirk
Mr Singer
The Speaker
Mr Thomas

The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 13 for and 11 against.
In the Council – Ayes 4, Noes 4
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Wild
3685

AGAINST
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Turner

The President: In the Council, 4 votes for and 4 votes against. I cast my vote in line with the
decision of the Keys. Therefore, it passes in the Council. The amendment therefore carries, Hon.
Members.
We move now to the amendment in the name of the Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft. Those in
favour of that amendment, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 22, Noes 2
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Karran
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mr Quirk
Mr Thomas
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The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 22 for and 2 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild
3690
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AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 votes for and no votes against. That amendment therefore
carries.
I now put to you the motion as amended as the substantive motion, Hon. Members. Those in
favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.
A Member: Divide!
The President: Too late. You must call after the first ‘aye’.

11. Select Committee on Towed Caravans –
Debate commenced
The Chairman of the Select Committee on Towed Caravans (Mr Downie) to move:
That the Report of the Select Committee on Towed Caravans [PP No 2014/0132] be received
and the following recommendations approved:
Recommendation 1
That the Department of Infrastructure should make regulations under the Road Traffic
Regulation Act 1985 restricting the routes on which caravans may be towed.
Recommendation 2
That the Department of Infrastructure should legislate for a towed caravan permit scheme.
Recommendation 3
That consideration should be given to the introduction of a central licensing authority with
responsibility for administering a single all-Island standard for camping sites.
Recommendation 4
That Tynwald would accept a temporary Traffic Restriction Order as an interim measure to
prevent towed caravans being brought to the Island until the new permit scheme is in place.
Recommendation 5
That the towed caravan permit scheme should be developed in co-operation with the
Department of Economic Development so as to maximise the potential economic benefit of
promoting the Island as a destination for toured caravans.
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The President: The next Item before us is Item 11, the Select Committee on Towed Caravans
Report. I call on the Chairman, the Hon. Member, Mr Downie.
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The Chairman of the Select Committee on Towed Caravans (Mr Downie): Thank you,
Madam President.
The subject of towed caravans was last debated in this Hon. Court on 17th June. At that time,
I said we appear to have no legislation at all to control caravans, we have been putting off this
issue for a number of years, lots of Manx residents have bought caravans, and there is a
significant untapped market here for visitors with caravans. Having gone through the Select
Committee process, I find myself saying pretty much the same thing. The evidence collected by
the Select Committee has confirmed what I thought before.
Having considered the evidence, the Committee has been able to map out a clear way
forward. We need to look first at the situation on the ground today. There is no doubt that the
number of towed caravans in the Island is increasing. If Members do not believe this, they
should look at the graph on page 2 of the Report. This shows the number of applications for
caravan letters. In the past six years, under the so-called ‘gentleman’s agreement’, in 2010 there
were 55 and in 2012 there were more than 100; in 2013 there were 238. The number of
applications is not the same as the number of caravans actually in the Island, but we do have
official figures on the numbers of caravans which are here. What we do know is that virtually
everyone who asks for a caravan letter gets one. The Committee also learnt that even if you do
not have a caravan letter, the Steam Packet will not turn you away and neither will anyone in
Government. That is why we say in our conclusion that the agreement may in the past have
deterred some people from bringing a caravan into the Island, but any deterrent effect of the
agreement on caravanners is quite clearly on the wane. The Committee feel that the cat is out of
the bag. Long before this Select Committee was formed, people were clearly cottoning on to the
fact that if you want to bring a caravan onto the Isle of Man you can.
So, Madam President, the next question is: what are we going to do about it? Should we
leave things as they are and just hope for the best, should we just close the whole Island to
caravans and have done with it, or should we look for something more – a middle-of-the-road
option?
In our recommendations we have proposed a three-stage approach. As our first stage, if the
publicity surrounding this Report leads to a massive influx of caravans, we could impose a
temporary ban. The Department of Infrastructure could implement this under existing highways
legislation. Further down the road, we could leave it at that and convert the temporary ban into
a permanent one. Personally, I think this would be a mistake.
Instead, what we have said is that, as a second stage, the Department of Infrastructure
should legislate for a new towed caravan permit scheme. Quite a lot of the things people do not
like about caravans are already against the law, but some of them are not. By bringing in new
primary legislation we could plug the remaining loopholes. This is the subject of our key
recommendation, which is recommendation 2. Whether you are for caravans or against them,
recommendation 2 is crucial. With a permit scheme, we could either crack down on caravans or
encourage them. Without a permit scheme, we cannot sensibly do either.
As our third stage, Madam President, once we have a permit scheme, it would be possible to
promote the Island, with the Department of Economic Development’s assistance, as a
destination for visiting caravanners. We did have 91 people write in to the Select Committee
saying they did not want this to happen. We need to take their concerns seriously, but we also
had 13 people writing in support of the idea, together with the Steam Packet Company, the
Chamber of Commerce – whom we heard a lot of from an earlier debate – and, in a half-hearted
sort of way, the Department of Economic Development.
Personally, as I said in June, I think this could be an untapped market. I think the objections of
the 91 people can be addressed – for example, we could have designated routes for caravans so
that the caravans do not clog up our roads. But we do not have to decide everything now. As far
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as tourism is concerned, all we are saying in our recommendations is that when it comes down
to the new legislation, it should be drafted in co-operation with the Department of Economic
Development so that we could exploit the market in future if we wanted to. I hope Hon.
Members will see this as a modicum of common sense.
In closing, Madam President, I would like to thank my fellow Tynwald Members on the
Committee – Mr Corkish and Mr Quirk – for all their hard work, and also our exceptionally
efficient and hardworking Clerk, Jonathan King, who has produced what I think is an excellent
Report for Members’ perusal.
Madam President, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
The President: Hon. Member, Mr Corkish.
Mr Corkish: Madam President, I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Anderson.
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Mr Anderson: Thank you, Madam President.
I rise to move an amendment in respect of recommendation 3:
To leave out the words ‘camping sites’ in recommendation 3 and insert in their place ‘those
accommodating towed caravans’.
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It makes reference to a single all-Island standard for camping sites in recommendation 3 and I
think we need to narrow this down to sites accommodating towed caravans, as that is what the
Report is all about. It widens it out in the recommendation to all camping sites, of which, as we
know, very many have sprung up for the TT and the Festival of Motorsport, and it would
encompass all sorts of Brownies’ and Guides’ and all sorts of camps. So, if we could narrow it
down just to those accommodating towed caravans, I think it would be a bit clearer.
I would like to congratulate the Select Committee on their Report. When the Hon. Member of
Council moved to have a Select Committee, he was roundly criticised. I do not think most people
understood what he was trying to do. Quite clearly, there is a need for regulations in this area,
and currently we have unregulated towed caravans on the Island. In my own constituency, in
St John’s, we have several that are causing a problem. Some of them are causing a problem.
They do not pay anything towards rates and my belief is that some of them have been lived in
right round the year. I am pleased to see that the DoI do intend to regulise that situation by
introducing byelaws for that particular car park. (Mr Henderson: Hear, hear.)
Coming back to the issue of whether we should be attracting visiting towed caravans, I think
there is a potential for attracting tourists that… this is their choice of holiday, and as long as we
can regulise this by introducing things that should give comfort to those who have written in to
the Committee saying they are not in favour of it – and we could do that by the means that the
hon. mover mentioned in his opening remarks, where permits could be given to those coming
off the boat to specific licensed caravan parks, which would have to have gone through the
planning approval process and which would be well screened from the public – I would have no
problems with that. But the caravans themselves would have to reside in that car park for the
duration of their stay on the Isle of Man and the permit would cover them for their return
journey to the destination, which would be back to the boat again. So it would be important that
the caravan parks themselves are regulated and they go through the planning process.
I believe that there would be a significant attraction for certain people who do not come to
the Isle of Man because they cannot at the moment, through this process. I do not believe it will
detract from those who come to self-catering accommodation at present – and I declare an
interest in that I and my wife do have a holiday self-catering cottage. I believe that the people
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who are attracted to this means of holiday generally would not go on a self-catering holiday,
because they like their choice of holidaying in a caravan.
In conclusion, I congratulate the Committee on their work to date. As the mover has said, this
is only the start of a process as I see it, but I welcome regulising this activity and I think it can
only do good for the Island by doing that and having designated parks with designated licences
for movement between the boat and those parks not to be used in any other part of the holiday
duration. So I congratulate the Committee and I hope the Court supports the recommendations.
The President: The Hon. Member for Malew and Santon.
Mr Cregeen: Thank you, Madam President.
I am happy to second the amendment from the Member.
I have concerns that even in my own constituency people are actually just dumping their
caravans in fields and they are left there. There is electricity going through to them, we do not
know where the sewage is going out… I think one of the main concerns is possibly during TT
week when you see them dotted around the Isle of Man and you see people lifting up the
roadside grids to empty their tanks into the roadside drains. That is a concern for both the
health and safety of the people in the area and for polluting into the rivers and the sea.
I think what we need to do is be very careful that to allow these caravans here it is to go
directly to a named site, because the last thing I think most people want to do is to be driving
around the Isle of Man stuck behind a caravan looking where they are going to go next.
I think the sooner the legislation is actually brought in the better. I do not know where the
priority list is for the Department of Infrastructure to bring this legislation in if this is approved,
and I would be looking for the Minister to give some advice on how much of a priority this would
be, and I would like to see it actually discouraged until we have got proper legislation brought in.
So I am happy to second.
The President: The Hon. Member for Garff, Mr Speaker.
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The Speaker: Madam President, I suppose there are two ways to view the issue of towed
caravans in the Isle of Man: are they a growing menace on the roads to be curtailed, or an
economic opportunity to be exploited? As far as I am concerned, it is not the latter. (A Member:
Hear, hear.) However, between those two polarised views I do acknowledge the Committee’s
work in identifying the options available, and a very good Report on the whole has been
produced.
Short of outright prohibition, such as Guernsey – and I would have been interested in reading
a bit more about the arguments for or against an outright ban – the Committee, I think, have got
it 80% right. They have got five recommendations, four of which recommend, in effect, a policy
of managed toleration with the emphasis on discouragement, not encouragement.
The fifth recommendation, of course, is the one I will not be accepting, which is one of
encouragement. I do not think there should be any encouragement, even with the very worthy
objective of diversifying the visitor economy. If that is the claim, I do not believe that that will
actually happen. I think quite the reverse: that if we allowed towed caravans in for the economic
benefit they were thought to bring, we would be discouraging many others who come to the Isle
of Man to enjoy the beauty and the caravan-free, uncluttered roads that currently exist here.
But I do acknowledge that the Committee have identified and set out that there are caravans
here already, and perhaps an outright ban would miss the boat on that one, so it is a policy of
managed toleration at best. As for developing the fifth recommendation of the scheme
maximising the potential economic benefit, the words ‘thin ends’ and ‘wedges’ come to mind
there.
I particularly welcome their identification of the permit system requiring a return ticket under
a new regulatory regime – that will go a long way – and indeed the temporary Traffic Restriction
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Order as well for those with an outbound boat ticket. I think it was well worth flagging that up
and I do hope the legislation that hopefully will come forward will have that as a major
component.
So I will be supporting the first four recommendations and I thank the Committee.
The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Corkish.
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Mr Corkish: Thank you, Madam President.
The point of this issue is that, with regard to our small Island, there is no regulation relating
to caravans coming here – no law, no regulation.
When I brought this motion to Tynwald you may remember that Mr Speaker, in a most
entertaining offering, referred to the many aspects of on-Island caravanning being detrimental
to our Island, and that was and is exactly my point. I do not want to see our roads and Island
highways, byways and beauty spots or our quality of life damaged in this way – and that was the
risk and is the risk I see. I think it is one of our roles to look ahead in this place and foresee the
likely problems that may beset us, so my motion specifically said to look at the advantages and
disadvantages of encouraging towed caravans on the Island.
Madam President and Hon. Members, it may be that this Hon. Court decides that the answer
is to simply say no, in which case there will be a matter to resolve with regard to caravans
already here owned by local residents; or, in these hard times, that we see opportunities where
we did not before and we all need to look at new areas of wealth creation.
One of our contributors, the Chairman of the Tourism Committee of the Chamber of
Commerce, at the inquiry stated that, in her opinion and that of her members, the introduction
of caravans to our Island would have no risk to the existing hotel business – just to address that
part of the argument – and indeed the Chamber of Commerce saw advantages as well.
So, whether or not you like the subject matter, I believe that before it overtakes us we should
consider what I think are the problematic consequences attached to it all. If we say yes, with
regulations and a sensible attitude we could be opening up opportunities for the visitor
economy – not turning round the economy in one fell swoop, of course, but adding to our
diverse wealth-generating economy. If we say no, we preserve and keep what our forefathers
thought was worth doing: keeping caravans out at any expense or possible benefit.
I had no preconceived thought on this matter when I introduced the motion, only to address
what I perceive to be a problem for the future if allowed to carry on unchecked. When I had
responsibility for tourism, indeed I requested that we should explore the issue as part of our
tourism portfolio, but I think the issue is now driving us. I think it is our duty to examine this
issue before a future Tynwald Court has to grapple with the problem of a proliferation of
caravans on our streets, waste ground, beauty spots etc.
I will again endeavoured to make it clear that the point of my motion to Tynwald was to
highlight the fact that the gentleman’s agreement between the Steam Packet Company and the
Isle of Man Government is no longer being honoured and that because of there being no
legislation or regulation, caravans are now coming to this Island unfettered. Sadly, this point was
misinterpreted and dramatised by sections of the media, I have to say, skewing it to appear that
Tynwald was seeking to encourage caravans onto the Island. That was inaccurate. Caravans are
here.
There are indeed many pressing problems assailing us at present and this issue may appear
not as important perhaps as others on the national agenda in this place. However, ponder it
carefully, Hon. Members – we guard our land and quality of life jealously – and be aware of the
issues that can and will threaten both, and I believe will. I read in the report that we debated
this morning – ‘Securing a Sustainable Future for our Island’, on page 12, under ‘The National
Outcomes’, which some of us went through – that one of the top items we value and enjoy is:
‘our natural environment and protect it and enhance it for future generations’.
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We are guardians for the time being whilst we are here in this place, serving the public on
matters great and small, but all need to be given consideration. I hear this morning on the radio
concerns via the media of the risk of the travelling community in relation to caravans coming to
the Isle of Man. Well, they can do that now. There is nothing to stop them. This was another
background reason for my introducing the motion.
So, what do we want to do about it? Nothing? Or something? And if so, preferably to our
advantage. Look at the opportunities that present themselves.
Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The Hon. Member for Middle, Mr Quayle.
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Mr Quayle: Thank you, Madam President.
I would like to congratulate the Member of Council, Mr Corkish, for bringing to our attention
the problems surrounding the towing of caravans, the bringing of them to the Island and the fact
that there is no legislation. I thank the Committee for their work – and I suppose that is as far as
I will go on the… thank you very much. (A Member: Thank you!)
I am happy to support recommendations 2 and 4 because, as Mr Downie –

Standing Order 3.12(2) suspended
to enable separate voting on recommendations
The President: Can I stop you there, Hon. Member? No-one has sought to have these
recommendations moved separately, so they are one item. It is one motion.

3920

Mr Quayle: Thank you, Madam President.
Could I propose to move them separately?
The President: You will have to suspend Standing Orders, because you missed the
opportunity, which should be straight after seconding. (Mr Braidwood: Yes.) If you seek to
suspend Standing Orders –

3925

Mr Quayle: Can I suspend Standing Orders, please, Madam President?
Mr Crowe: I would second Mr Quayle’s move to suspend Standing Orders.
3930

3935

The President: Hon. Members, there is a motion that when we come to the vote we suspend
Standing Orders so that you can have these voted on separately. Is that agreed? (Members:
Agreed.)
I think I have to remind you every time we have a sitting, Hon. Members. Would you please
try and recall what Standing Orders say on this issue?
Right, carry on, Hon. Member.

Select Committee on Towed Caravans –
Debate concluded –
Amended motion carried
Mr Quayle: Thank you, Madam President – a suitably chastised Member for Middle.
If I could go back to my thoughts: recommendation 2, that the Department of Infrastructure
should legislate for a towed caravan permit scheme – I am more than happy to support that
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measure; and also recommendation 4, that Tynwald would accept a temporary Traffic
Restriction Order as an interim measure to prevent towed caravans being brought to the Island
until the new permit scheme is in place. The reason why I am more than happy to support those
two recommendations of the Committee is that they do clearly show that there is a loophole in
the law and that we do need to do something about it; but my support would be that we come
up with a scheme that stops them coming onto the Island, and that is the only reason why I am
supporting them.
I would like to declare that there may be a perceived conflict of interest here, which I will
explain, as I do have a business that rents out self-catering tourist accommodation. However, I
do not think caravan users are going to use my self-catering tourist accommodation now, and I
certainly do not think, after listening to this speech, they will be using it after (A Member: Too
expensive!) – because they will have a caravan. So, whilst I am declaring a potentially perceived
conflict, I think it is pretty limited on the capacity of increasing my revenue.
So why am I anti-this? I suppose, having observed them… I cannot say I have got one, so I am
not passing myself off as an expert on it, but if I was towing a caravan to the Isle of Man I would
fill up with fuel at the petrol station at Heysham, I would go into the supermarket which is only
about a mile away from the boat and I would stock up with my week or two’s supply of food,
and then I would merrily come over to the Isle of Man and not use any of our local restaurants
and (Interjection) not use any fuel. What am I going to be contributing to the economy of the Isle
of Man, other than helping the Steam Packet, who quite interestingly have put in their
submission, on page 143:
‘Congestion will be non existent/minimal.’
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I am quite interested to see how they have managed to come up with that in their
conclusions.
I think it is quite interesting that 97 members of the public have bothered to respond to say
no, and they have been quite explicit in that no, not a ‘possible’ or ‘maybe’. Fourteen for – and I
can understand… I have got friends with motorhomes. They use them when they go away with
cycling events or whatever. I can understand that, but the public have made the effort to let us
know: a big resounding fat ‘no’ to this one.
Another thing I would like to bring to your attention is: who is going to police this? It is okay
saying, ‘Well, we’re going to have a site, maybe on Mr Anderson’s farm or whatever, for them to
park there.’ (Interjections) However, what happens if they decide they might go down to the
Sound and park there? Who is going to police it? That is going to be more cost involved. We
have got a report from the Police on page 115. They say:
‘There are regularly complaints registered with the parking of motor homes in and around built up areas on the
Island.’

That is a big enough problem. They then go on to say:
‘more complaints will be received by the Police in relation to the inappropriate parking of these vehicles’

3975

3980

– meaning towed caravans.
I just think when you come on holiday to this beautiful Island, a selling point more might be
able to be made of the fact that we do not have cluttered roads. We have beautiful countryside
and if…
I will wait to see if there is another Member who can give me a good argument that the vast
amount of money… that the caravans being allowed on this Island will compensate for any
potential benefits.
Madam President, I will be supporting recommendations 2 and 4, but will not be supporting
any of the others. Thank you.
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The Minister for Infrastructure (Mr Gawne): Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
I was very interested, actually, to hear the Hon. Member of Council, Mr Corkish’s
intervention, particularly bearing in mind that I sat here – was it July when this was moved –
whenever it was and listened to him and I could have sworn he was saying we should be
bringing caravans into the Isle of Man, that this was all about an economic opportunity.
Mr Corkish: Read it again in Hansard.
Mr Gawne: Yes, maybe I was not listening as carefully as I should have done, so it is really
helpful to have the explanation that actually this is about stopping them coming in. Wouldn’t
you have thought, if that was the reason, you would have come down to the Department and
said, ‘Look, Phil, we’ve got a problem here – we need to get this stopped before you broadcast
to the world that actually we have got a problem’? I would have thought that would have been a
better way to do it, but the Hon. Member of Council is entirely welcome to treat this matter in
the way that he chooses.
The Hon. Member for Malew and Santon wanted to know where this lies in my list of
priorities. Sadly, he is not here to hear from me where it is on my list of priorities, but quite
frankly it is an important issue and we need to get it resolved – no doubt about that.
I should though, and I will, thank the Committee for its work on this long-running matter. My
Department and its predecessors have worked for many years to provide a consistent approach
to the issue of towed caravans such that, in brief, we have allowed them for competitors at TT
and MGP but have discouraged them at all other times. Whilst the Committee has referred to
that as a gentleman’s agreement, it has been an approach that has worked well over many years
at almost no cost to the taxpayer. In restricting the number of caravans coming here in this way
it has reduced the costs faced not only in respect of enforcing road traffic rules but also in
inspection and enforcement.
I have no difficulty with recommendation 4, because to my mind it simply provides for the
status quo to continue, albeit with slightly more formality. The Department could easily and
simply impose temporary restrictions on the movement of caravans. As each road would require
a separate Order, I would advise this Court that the Department would restrict the movement of
towed caravans on the road immediately beyond all possible ports of entry.
This would, of course, mean that those caravans already here can still be moved around. My
Department is bringing forward a new Road Traffic Bill and I can confirm that it will make
provision for a system of restricting the movement of towed caravans to certain routes or other
defined situations. To that end, I am happy to support recommendation 1, but with the caveat
that I am advised that this change to primary legislation is required before the regulations
proposed can be brought into effect.
Recommendation 2 to me depends upon recommendation 5, in that if there is no support for
towed caravans as an economic opportunity, then I cannot see the sense in bringing in a permit
system to support this. The evidence to the Committee of those charged with tourism matters
does not to me seem to represent overwhelming support for this, but that may not matter.
What does matter is that my Department – and as far as I know, the other Departments which
will be responding to these recommendations if they are supported by this Hon. Court – have
few resources but many challenges. My officers have a long list of DED priorities to support, and
I am pleased to say that they accept and deliver these priorities as best they can because DED
priorities, Government priorities and DoI priorities are one and the same thing, whatever might
be said about silo government.
Towed caravans may indeed contribute to the future success of our Island, but what matters
is how work on this is to be prioritised. Is this work more important than the efforts that are to
be put into offshore renewable energy or pressing on with the area plan for the east? Is it more
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important than repairing the promenade or adapting to climate change? I would be surprised if
towed caravans were anywhere near the top of the list of priorities and would be interested to
hear from the mover what priority the recommendations of his Committee should warrant.
While the Committee has presented limited evidence and opinion on the value to our
economy of allowing towed caravans to become a regular feature on our roads, I think the
evidence is far from convincing. Bearing in mind the somewhat shaky economic case for
caravans here, I would be very reluctant to offer much support to the development of a permit
scheme that will surely not be cheap to develop or operate. I have no idea how such a scheme
would be enforced – and again I would echo the comments of my hon. friend, the Member for
Middle, Mr Quayle. Am I to ask my officers to impound caravans that do not have a permit
sticker? We would probably have to take them to an approved caravan site anyway. I am sure
the Committee will have considered all of this, so I do look forward to being gently persuaded by
the Chairman of the merits of his case when he sums up.
Hon. Members, I recognise that it makes sense to move from a gentleman’s agreement to an
enforceable ban on bringing caravans to the Isle of Man, I recognise the benefit in moving to a
more permanent system of road restrictions so we can limit the movement of any towed
caravans already here, so I am happy to support recommendations 1 and 4.
As I have said, I am yet to be convinced that the case to support the other recommendations
merits any further consideration unless those responsible for economic development in general
and tourism in particular identify those who tow caravans as having the potential to significantly
benefit our economy. I look forward to hearing a more compelling case from the Chairman when
he sums up – and who knows, he might just persuade me to reconsider.
The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Turner.
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Mr Turner: Thank you, Madam President.
I do not think the mover will actually persuade me.
I think what is interesting is when we go out to public consultation on the raft of things that
come before this Hon. Court, the response is usually quite low and I am surprised that, given the
number of respondents who were against this, there was not more weight placed onto the fact
that during the public consultation a huge number of responses were garnered against the
proposal of having caravans on the Island. So I am quite surprised at the level of… Well, I am not
surprised, actually, at the level of opposition; I am surprised at how many people have actually
taken the time to contribute. It is interesting that some of those contributions against the
introduction – well, I say introduction; we know they are already here, but against encouraging
them – are actually from people who have caravans themselves. One chap says, ‘I am a
caravanner and have been towing for 20 years.’ (Interjection) Yes, maybe he’s on the ring-road!
But he is actually saying don’t go down this route, and all the rest of the submissions are there.
Like previous speakers, I think that they should be discouraged and I will be supporting
recommendations 1 and 4.
I do not think the argument has been made. The case for this great economic benefit is very
weak and I suppose this is one instance where I would actually congratulate the Steam Packet on
having such high fares, because it has put people off bringing them here. That is again in the
submissions that people have made, so we will not be, on this occasion, too quick to moan
about the high fares of the Steam Packet.
I will be supporting a couple of the recommendations, but I will just leave Members… If they
are in a quandary over what to do with these caravans, then maybe they should just Google ‘Top
Gear and caravans’ and see what that TV programme had as a solution to them.
The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas East, Mrs Cannell.
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Mrs Cannell: Thank you, Madam President.
I shall be brief. I am totally opposed to towed caravans coming into the Isle of Man. Good
gracious me! We already have a problem at the moment with motorhomes and camper vans
that come in during race periods. We manage them, we tolerate them, because it is a special
time – it is motor-biking festival time – but in my constituency of Douglas East there is a prolif…
It’s getting late!
A Member: Proliferation.
Mr Corkish: It’s easy for you to say!

4095

Mrs Cannell: A profil…
Mr Corkish: Spit it out!
4100

A Member: Sit down!
A Member: There’s a lot of them!

4105

Mrs Cannell: It is late, it is seven o’clock. I am not going to take my seat, no.
They are scattered all the way along the promenade (Laughter) on the seaward side, and
people who bring them over and stay in them live in them. They live in them, often to the
detriment of the hotels opposite, which might not be full. They might have some bed spaces left,
and it is like rubbing salt into a wound during that time: they watch these people sleeping,
cooking, toileting –
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Mr Corkish: Not a pretty sight!
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Mrs Cannell: – right opposite them in their caravans while they have got empty bed spaces.
We tolerate it because it is festival time and it is for a limited time, and then they go.
Yes, we have locals who have campervans and motorhomes. I have seen very few of these
types of caravans though, to be honest with you. They are usually on private land or private
driveways.
The gentleman’s agreement that Minister Gawne was referring to in fact extends further
than just accommodating the race periods. If a resident, a local, wants to bring a caravan or
campervan over, they have to, under planning – and it was the case when I was Chairman of
Planning – enquire about whether or not they need planning consent, and the arrangement in
those days was that the planners would say to the individual, ‘Provided you can give us an
address where you are going to park this vehicle we may well agree to you bringing it over.’ The
Steam Packet would just be in the middle: if the person got permission, then they would bring
them over; if the person did not, then they did not, and that is the way it worked. So yes, it is
perhaps a little bit loose, but I would rather go for an outright ban, to be quite honest with you.
(A Member: Hear, hear.)
As a child, we went on camping holidays. We hired a caravan and we would go to camping
facilities and campervan and caravan facilities, in Wales very often. They were always in an area
of high scenic value but they were always hidden. They were hidden from the main
thoroughfare. They were hidden from sight because the local authority was very conscious of
the fact that they are a blot on the landscape. They can be a blot on the landscape, particularly if
they are not well maintained and are scruffy things. Of course, you have also got problems in the
United Kingdom in places with the travellers, and that is the last thing we want to attract – the
problem with the travellers. They should be banned.
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I was interested in the Report, to be honest, because you did not take enough evidence. You
had lots of letters and lots of public response – which is fabulous, to get such a public response –
but you only took evidence from the Member for South Douglas, Mr Cretney, and an officer
from Tourism, and you only took evidence from the Chamber of Commerce. You did not take
evidence from any of the people who wrote in, the public. You did not take evidence from them.
You had some written evidence, but in my mind you did not take enough cross examination.
It is interesting that on page 53, at line 920, when speaking to Miss Dellar from the Chamber
of Commerce, she says:
‘I think it is reasonable to say the Chamber is not pushing for this.’

Mr Turner: I wonder why!
4145

4150

4155

Mrs Cannell: So, when the Hon. Member of the Legislative Council, Mr Corkish, said, ‘Oh,
they’re all for it and they are supportive of it,’ well, actually, that is being a bit tongue in cheek,
is it not, because when you read it she said, ‘We are not pushing for this; however, if
Government wants to do it we will work with them.’ Well, of course she is going to say that,
because of course the Chamber want to work with Government and they want a good working
relationship because they represent the business sector – but they said they were not pushing
for it.
The Police have got concerns and they are right to flag that up because there are lots of
complaints. We get it, who represent Douglas East, on a regular basis.
It is interesting, isn’t it, that the Committee have come forward and said, ‘This needs
regulation, so let’s regulate it,’ but the presumption is that a permit system will be delivered to
enable it to happen. That is the presumption, and I do not like the presumption.
There are a number of Members who have said they will support recommendation 1:
‘That the Department… should make regulations… restricting the routes on which caravans may be towed.’

4160

Well, that is a per se thing. I do not mind that, because even caravans that are owned and
operated by the locals should be restricted in what routes they can take, but they do not present
a problem to us now so I wonder why we have got recommendation 1.
And then:
‘That the Department… should legislate for a towed caravan permit scheme.’

4165

There is a presumption in favour of there being allowed towed caravans on the Island if you
support that one.
Recommendation 3: there should be a centralised licensing authority, an all-Island standard
for camping sites. Well, I should assume camper sites for towed caravans. It does not say that.
Then we have got the amendment.
Then we have got recommendation 4, about there being:
‘a temporary Traffic Restriction Order as an interim measure to prevent towed caravans being brought to the
Island…’

If it ended there, I would say yes, I will support it, but then it goes on to say:
‘until the new permit scheme is in place.’

4170

Again, another presumption that it will happen.
Then, recommendation 5 is just a waste of time. I do not think this is an opportunity. What is
an opportunity though for tourism is if the Isle of Man becomes dog friendly. That is a big
opportunity for tourism in the Isle of Man. When you look at the Lake District and you look at
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Scotland (A Member: Hear, hear.) and the amount of dog-friendly places there are in terms of
hotels, bed and breakfasts, eateries, public houses –
4175

Mr Corkish: Barking up the wrong tree!

4180

4185

Mrs Cannell: Places where owners are welcome with their well-behaved healthy dogs, (A
Member: Hear, hear.) very friendly places. We miss out there. If any Member would like to
google ‘Trip Advisor’ and put in ‘dog-friendly Isle of Man’, you will find a heck of a lot of criticism
about the old-fashioned bigoted attitude that we have against people who like animals and have
well-behaved healthy dogs. (Interjection) Forget your towed caravans. Go for a dog-friendly
Island and then you will see the numbers going off and then you will see money being spent in
the economy, because they will have somewhere local to stay where they will pay. They will visit
places –
The President: Could we come back to the motion? (Laughter)
Several Members: Hear, hear.

4190

Mrs Cannell: Madam President, I am on my feet. I must say that I feel (Interjections) in my
head and heart that that is a missed opportunity.
A Member: Are we still in the ‘brief’ period?
4195

Mrs Cannell: Mr Corkish said we are missing an opportunity to boost tourism. We are not
missing anything. What we are missing is what would be a huge nightmare. I would ask
Members to reject the report.
4200

Mr Corkish: For clarification, Madam President, I said we may… possible.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Singer.

4205

Mr Singer: Thank you, Madam President.
I think the whole Report and recommendations are a little bit confusing. I am of the opinion
that we should not allow visitors to bring caravans onto the Island, but it is accepted that people
on the Island have caravans. There is nothing in here to stop more local people bringing more
caravans onto the Island. Whether it is a local person’s caravan or a visitor’s caravan it is still the
same nuisance.

4210

Mr Downie: It would if Mr Gawne brings a restriction in. Read the Report.

4215

4220

Mr Singer: The other thing is that a lot of people are saying they do not want caravans. A lot
of Members here are saying they do not want caravans but will support recommendation 1.
Perhaps the mover would like to explain to me if someone on the Island has a caravan and does
not live on a restricted route, what do they do with that caravan? They cannot leave it anywhere
on the restricted route. Do they have to leave it in a caravan park that is approved, or do they
actually break the law and go off that route?
Mr Downie: They should have planning permission… [Inaudible]
Mr Corkish: That’s right. That answers that.
Mr Turner: Bring Top Gear.
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4230

4235

4240

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, I am not going to talk about dogs and I am not going to talk about
Mr Quayle, but I would like to talk about the points that the Hon. Member, the Minister… I think
they are good points and I do think they need to be clarified by the Chairman. I know there is a
bit of tit-for-tat but they actually are very valid points coming up from the Minister and it is very
sensible input into this debate about priorities. So I have to say I think we do…
I think the other thing that we need to have clarified by the Chairman is that, as far as I know,
under planning a caravan can only be used on the curtilage of a residential property.
(Interjections) As far as I am aware, that is the case. Consequently, if they are not on the
curtilage of a residential property, they are actually breaking the planning law anyway, so maybe
the Steam Packet need to know that to inform the owners.
The point that the Hon. Member for Ramsey brought up about the number of residents who
have a caravan on the Island… It will be interesting to see what the observations are.
Obviously, I have taken too much time on such a pressing issue that is here before us, but
most of us do not want to see caravans on the Island. I actually think this Select Committee has
been counterproductive on that point.
The President: The Hon. Member for Castletown, Mr Ronan.

4245

4250

4255

4260

4265

4270

4275

Mr Ronan: Thank you, Madam President.
I can see here that I am going to be paddling upstream a little bit here, I think, with my
thoughts on this.
I know this has been a very sensitive issue with many Members of this Hon. Court, but I have
to drive us back to the original debate. I am slightly going off tack here but I have to mention the
contribution in the original debate from the Speaker, and I must admit – it is just worth one
more mention – it was the highlight of my time here. (Laughter) It was absolutely priceless. I
disagreed with him, but I wish we had more debates like that because I smiled for a week.
That said, given the sensitivity surrounding the Island allowing towed caravans, I feel as a
nation we should be receptive and encourage the growth of our indigenous industries, including
tourism, which, as we know, is showing solid signs of growth. I feel this motion would provide an
excellent opportunity to attract new visitors to the Island and make a welcome contribution to
our economy and our tourism offer.
There have been some negative, made-up things here about everyone going to Asda in
Lancaster and buying their food. Have you ever seen the size of a fridge in a caravan? (A
Member: Yes!) (A Member: Hear, hear.) (Laughter) Unless they use the things they put on Star
Trek, or something like that, and stick it in a capsule and it grows three times… Get real, please!
Drawing back – I do apologise – this could provide a foundation for a system that ensures
that caravan sites are developed and managed in sympathy with our agriculture, ecology and
environment, (Interjection) an issue which is potentially important as the sites are likely to be
more popular in areas of natural and scientific significance.
This motion could also facilitate a central approach, which it mentions, to regulation and
licensing, which would ensure consistency of standards across the Island. I must admit I disagree
with your amendment, because I think there is a broader picture here to look at, and certainly in
the industry of camping and caravanning I think there is an opportunity to be had there. A
properly regulated towed caravan policy I feel would have no adverse effect on our Island’s
roads because, as it mentions in the Report, they are already here. We have to remember this is
an ever-growing tourist market and I genuinely feel we should be in it.
Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The Hon. Member for Rushen, Mr Skelly.
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The Minister for Economic Development (Mr Skelly): Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
It has been an interesting debate, I have to say, and there have been quite a variety of
different views – particularly just listening to my hon. colleague from Castletown then, being
supportive.
Asda, picking up food in Lancaster… In the future, that might be Manx produce, we hope, do
we? (Several Members: Hear, hear.) Yes, anyway…
A Member: I will make them small.

4285

4290

4295

4300

4305

4310

4315

Mr Skelly: I do think that the work done by the Committee has been very helpful. It is
needed. There has been the so-called gentleman’s agreement and we are concerned about that.
I think it is also encouraging to hear the level of response that they had from the public, and that
is really important to me. We have obviously taken note of that.
I know Mr Corkish said we should look at this – absolutely, we should take a look at this. It
could be an uncapped market – we really do not know, and it is only when you test the public’s
view, the professionals’ view, that we get to the point where we need to understand what we
need to do if there is a potential benefit.
Economic development, tourism – is there a real economic benefit? The reality on the
evidence that we have: very, very limited benefit. We know that there is going to be no real risk
to the hotel trade because this is a different market. So that is an issue.
If I pick up from my hon. colleague, Mr Gawne, the DoI Minister, there is a priority with
regard to legislation, and that is the key point for me as to what level of support we would want
to ask another colleague, another Department… to put the pressure on to pursue this legislation.
I think there is a good argument, however, for an interim measure. There is a very good
argument for that.
The point on recommendation 3… In DED we already have a Tourism Act which requires
compulsory registration for all accommodation, so that we are already doing. (Mr Quirk:
Vehicles there.)
Obviously, recommendation 5, about DED working to develop… We will be happy to work
and develop if we think there is a case for it, but as it stands it appears there is very limited
evidence. There is clearly a lot of public reaction to this that would say no.
Mr Quayle made a good point about our uncluttered roads. Well, many of us would think
that they are cluttered at the moment. It is an attraction on the Isle of Man, our open space and
our roads, and we do need to take that into account, I must say.
I thank Mrs Cannell for raising the dog-friendly issue. It is something that we do need to look
at. There is a market, quite frankly, and we think that there is some opportunity there. But it
again requires some legislation that we do need to look at and we have to talk to other
departments – for example, in DEFA – on that case.
In closing, I would say, from an economic development point of view, very limited benefit,
and in terms of the public it is quite clear what they want.
Gura mie eu.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Quirk.

4320

4325

Mr Quirk: Thank you, Madam President.
I just want to refer some issues to Members and actually make them aware of the
photographs that we received from all round the Island. The majority of them are on DoI
premises. They just sit there doing nothing, month after month, year after year. I wonder, while
they are there at the minute, what the Minister is actually doing about it.
Can I say also to the Minister – sorry, Madam President, I should look at you; I am reminding
myself all the time (Interjection) – that we did have the officers in from the Department and it
was quite interesting. One of the revelations I got when I was Chairman of Planning… When I
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4340

4345

4350

4355

became Chairman of Planning, I met the officers for the first time and they sat me down and
said, ‘I don’t respond to any of these letters any more, Mr Quirk, from the Steam Packet; I have
just cancelled it.’ They never gave me any reason why. They just said, ‘We are not doing it
anymore.’ So we actually do not do anything at all when towed caravans come to the Isle of
Man. They can come here now. We can get one when we go across to Liverpool, buy them for
£4,000 or £5,000 a head, bring them over here, set them up in the countryside – in St John’s, the
Curraghs, Glen Mooar, all over the place. I do not think there is one in Birch Hill, but I am
winking at somebody!
I just say to Hon. Members here tonight that we need to address this particular issue, and if
we are going to address it and the answer is no, I for one would be happy with it, but we have to
put something in place with the towed caravans we have already got in the Island. There are
people going into fields… There are people who have towed caravans here, who have left them
here all year round. They come back TT week and come back Grand Prix week. (A Member: Yes.)
(Mr Corkish: Correct.) I do not know what is going to happen in the future if we have an accident
with one of them on the highway or the road, or if one of them… they have gas cylinders
attached to them… if they are not maintained properly and, God forbid, somebody kills
themselves. We should be doing something about it. We just cannot turn a blind eye to these
issues.
This Committee is just saying to this Court and to the people of the Isle of Man that it is
happening here now. Before it gets out of hand we need to regulate it, and that is what we
should be doing. Arms of Government can regulate it. Local authorities have byelaw officers. We
could do this. We have a Police Force. (Interjection) But at the end of the day, make sure that
vehicles are on the road… and the DoI… we have a vehicle testing centre there too… and
members of the public. It would be a duty of all of us to see if somebody’s towed caravans,
never mind the motorised caravans… I remember at least three years ago, near Onchan Park,
where one of these – it was not a towed caravan, it was an ordinary caravan – actually blew up.
It ripped the side out of a vehicle and we were lucky that nobody was killed.
A Member: What about bendy buses?

4360

4365

Mr Quirk: It was towed away in the end, off the Island.
Can I say to Hon. Members I am not being flippant in here tonight. I just want us to do
something positive, and if that positive move from this Court is to say that we put some law in…
If the Minister does not have the time, we could do a Private Member’s Bill and push it through,
but if we are going to regulate this we need to do it properly. The issue is, to me, what we do
with the vehicles we have already got here before something happens.
I would say to Hon. Members it may be a bit of a package, there may be opportunities in it,
but I think we will be remiss if we do not explore those opportunities and put some good
legislation in while we have got the opportunity.
The President: The Chairman to reply.

4370

Several Members: Hear, hear.

4375

4380

Mr Downie: Thank you, Madam President.
Could I start by thanking Members for their contributions. It has been a very lively Committee
and it has been a very useful debate here in Tynwald tonight, and I take on board lots of the
issues that were raised. I will try and cover them as best I can.
Could I first of all thank my Committee colleague, Geoff Corkish, for seconding the motion
this evening.
The first Member to speak was the Hon. Member, Mr Anderson, who moved an amendment
regarding recommendation 3. I would ask you, Hon. Members, to have a good look at
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4430

recommendation 3, because if this was carried in the Report this would encourage caravans
being dragged all over the Isle of Man to various sites other than one or two designated sites.
What is apparent from the Report is that there are lots of areas where caravans go. Some are
controlled by local authorities, some are controlled by private means, but at the end of the day
there is no common policy and this is why, at the present time, it is becoming very hard to
determine, because we have got caravans all over the place now.
I should also remind Hon. Members, if you look at the local authority byelaws for different
areas, they quite clearly say there are no caravans to be kept on the curtilage of the property or
alongside a house. It is against the byelaws to live in some of these places on driveways. And
then, when they do get moved into the fields and so on, they are only allowed to be there for 30
days and then they require planning consent. So these are the areas where we are already
identifying that we have a problem.
Can I say from the outset that the whole idea of having this Committee was to give the whole
matter a fair airing and I do not think any of us on the Committee would mind if you did not
want to have the economic opportunity of caravans progressed. If that is your wish, fine, drop it,
but I think what we all have to agree on tonight, whether we like it or not, is we have caravans
here which are unregulated. There are 280-odd of them – maybe more now. They are still
coming into the Island unfettered. In the next season they will be appearing at beauty spots and
they will become a nuisance. The planning office – do they really need to be bothering about
this? The best way of controlling them is to control them at the ports and make access
prohibited to anybody coming in, unless at certain times like TT when you can bring them up to
the Grandstand – you know they are going to a designated area and they know they have got a
return ticket.
Dealing, first of all, with Mr Anderson, he is quite right: the public do not realise what the
Committee’s aims and objectives were. He lives in St John’s. The last time I went through
St John’s and through his patch, and Patrick, I counted 23 caravans. There are probably more
than that now. Last time I went to feed the chickens, on Saturday, I noticed there were another
two that had appeared and we have got some now down opposite Poortown Quarry in the
fields. So they are a problem and they are a problem we have got to address. I would ask Hon.
Members, if you are serious about this, do not go for the amendment. Stick to what we have got
down here for you, or do not vote for some of the elements in it if you are concerned about the
development of the business side.
Mr Cregeen seconded Mr Anderson’s amendment. He said people are dumping caravans in
Peel. He is concerned about health and safety, pollution. We are concerned about it too,
because what is going on is totally unregulated and totally unacceptable. There are byelaws
which exist in Peel which prevent caravans and other the contraptions being used in a certain
manner and we have got to get the local authorities to start to accept their responsibility.
(Mr Gawne: Hear, hear.)
Could I say that, from the Department’s point of view, we had nothing but co-operation and
common sense from the Chief Executive of the Department of Infrastructure, who felt like we
did – he was frustrated… that the Department knew this problem was… aware. They have had
other things to do, but they knew at some stage they were going to have to roll their sleeves up
and deal with it. I would take my hat off to that office. I would not want to put them under
undue pressure, (A Member: Hear, hear.) but I think, Hon. Members, the time is now. We
cannot afford to let this go for any longer, so we have got to make our minds up what we are
going to do about them.
Mr Speaker said it was a good Report, the options were fairly good and fairly clear; he
supports a ban or discouragement and he cannot support encouragement, traffic restrictions,
Steam Packet return tickets, all the rest of it – but let’s put a stop on it and controls in place.
What can we do by way of income generation? I think that was the key that came out. But I
think the most important message was that we have got to try and control what is here. He does
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not agree with them being in the countryside. We accept that and I benefit greatly from his
input in the debate tonight.
Mr Corkish said we might say no, this problematic issue needs to be addressed, we need to
take control, the gentleman’s agreement is no longer honoured, caravans are here – let’s do
something about it. So let’s get together, Hon. Members, and do something about it.
Mr Quayle thanked the Committee for their work. He does not like caravans. He supports
recommendation 2 and he is very iffy about some of the other things. I think what he should do
is… I get the feeling that most Members want to go for recommendations 1, 2 and 4, and then
what we can do is put a stop in place. It will give us an opportunity then to bring some regulation
forward and then, after, when time permits, we might look at exploring the economic option.
But we have got to get our house in order first of all. If we are going to stop them, let’s stop
them for the right reasons and let’s have a regime in place where we can deal with the ones we
have got here – because who knows where they are going to finish up? You might go to the
point of Ayre next Easter bank holiday weekend and find there are three or four of them stuck
down there and you cannot do anything about it at the present time – only ask them to submit
an application for planning after they have been there 30 days. Isn’t that lovely! They are the
challenges we have got and we have got to deal with it.
He also asked who will police it. We have got to devise a way of policing things, but if we did
have a tourist-related scheme it would actually be self-policing because we were trying get
somebody like the Caravan Club to run it so that when caravans came they went in convoy to a
designated area. They would all have return tickets. But that is something for further discussion.
That is just one of the things that was pushed around this Committee.
The roads would not be cluttered up, because you have a Department of Infrastructure which
can apply various Orders on roads. You could actually do that now at the roundabout at the Sea
Terminal and you could stop all travel on the roads of caravans anywhere from the Sea Terminal
if you wanted to, and you would not be long finding that the Steam Packet would be telling
anybody bringing a caravan, ‘You cannot bring it in until you get the job sorted out.’
Mr Turner: Not if they are on a trailer.
Mr Downie: I listened very carefully to Mr Gawne and he asked… to come to the Department
to get this resolved. I know he is a man who is very passionate about the Isle of Man and the
countryside and I know how much pressure he is under, but I think he knows himself that there
is a problem there. I know he is under-resourced in some areas but we have had this problem
for a few years now and, as we say, you have only got to look at the graph at the start of the
Report and see the number of caravans that have come in. They are here now – we have got to
do something about them.
I am very pleased to hear that he is progressing a new Road Traffic Bill, but from what
Mr Black told our Committee, most of the restrictions we were seeking could be dealt with by
secondary legislation anyway. They have the power to do that. It is a fairly straightforward thing
to do.
He was not supportive of the tourism element, but I think if we put a stop on first of all and
we control what is here we can put the tourism aspect to one side. The main thing is dealing
with the inherent problem that we have got.
I share his concerns about his priorities. He is being asked to do far too much with far too
little. He has got my sympathy there.
He has no idea how a permit scheme would work. I would suggest here that a permit scheme
would work in a very similar way, where a person who had a caravan would have to get a disc
from the Department at a cost. You would know who owned it and have a contact number for
the person. They would also have regulations given to them about where they could keep it and
so on, but at least you would have something there to identify a caravan, because my big fear is
when we were going out looking at caravans left around the Isle of Man, taking evidence for the
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Committee, we found them all over the place but nobody could tell you who owned them. They
all belonged to Mr Nobody and we thought that was a failure because even if they were allowed
on the Claddaghs you would not know because there was nothing stuck there to say… People
are taking liberties and I think we have got to deal with that. I am hoping I have done enough to
persuade him.
Also, I know he has got responsibility for the local authorities, but the local authorities could
do more because lots of people have put them in their driveway now and they are on the
curtilage of the property and so on, and quite clearly they are contrary to the local byelaw.
Mr Turner was surprised by the level of opposition.
The President: Hon. Member, can I just make the point that it is not absolutely essential to
refer to every contribution.
Mrs Cannell: Hear, hear.
A Member: No time limit!

4500

Mr Downie: I am nearly done, Madam President.
Mr Crowe: Time limit.
4505

A Member: No time limit.
A Member: Vote!

4510

4515

4520

Mr Downie: He was surprised at the level of opposition. We were actually surprised
(Mr Corkish: Free speech.) how little opposition there was. We thought we might have got a bit
more.
Moving on to Mrs Cannell, all of the issues that Mrs Cannell has raised tonight – mobile
homes, the TT time, scattered all along the promenade, people living in them and so on – are
issues that can be dealt with by the local authority. They are all contrary to the byelaws of the
town. We do not allow people to live in vans, and in fact there is an Order in place within
Infrastructure that says vans over a certain size are not allowed to be parked overnight on the
promenade. That is another area where the system really is letting us down.
I totally agree with her on dogs. I do think we are missing a trick and I would support… I think
there is nothing nicer than to go abroad, to the Continent, and go into a bar or a cafe or
somewhere and see somebody in there having a drink or a glass of wine with their dog with
them. I think we are missing a big trick there. I do not support the smoking, but I will go for the
dogs!
Mr Singer said it was confusing why we need permits. We need permits, otherwise they will
be a nuisance.

4525

Mr Singer: I didn’t say that.

4530

4535

Mr Downie: Well, you have got beauty spots now that have caravans put on them.
I did not understand Mr Karran’s question. He mentioned the curtilage of a property, but that
is a planning matter again.
Mr Ronan thought it would attract new visitors. He sees the potential. Good – you will be
able to vote for every part of the recommendations then, Mr Ronan, tonight.
Mr Skelly: encouraging work, take a look at it, but he thinks there is not much economic
benefit. But let’s get the thing tightened up and nailed down, and then it gives us time to look at
it.
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Mr Quirk, finally: we have to do something, Planning is not interested, we cannot turn a blind
eye, we need to regulate it before it gets out of hand.
Hon. Members, I think it has got out of hand and I think we owe it to ourselves and the
people we represent to support the Report. Please do not support Mr Anderson’s amendment,
because that will cause a headache. It will cause those that are here to be able to travel here,
there and anywhere and go on to all sorts of different unregulated sites.
Madam President, I beg to move.
Two Members: Hear, hear.

4545

4550

The President: Hon. Members, the motion before the Court is set out at Item 11 and you
have agreed to the suspensions of Standing Orders so that each recommendation may be taken
separately before we come to the final substantive motion.
I put recommendation 1 to the Court. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes
have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 19, Noes 3
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mrs Cannell
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mr Cannan
Mr Quayle
Mr Singer

The Speaker: Madam President, 19 votes for and 3 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 votes for and no votes against. Recommendation 1 therefore
carries.
Recommendation 2: those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The noes have it.
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A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 12, Noes 10
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly

The Speaker: Madam President, 12 votes for and 10 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

4555

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 votes for and no votes against. Recommendation 2 therefore
carries.
Recommendation 3. To this recommendation we have the amendment in the name of
Mr Anderson. I put to you the amendment in the name of Mr Anderson first. Those in favour,
please say aye; against, no. The noes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 8, Noes 14
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Gawne
Mr Shimmin
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Crookall
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Singer
The Speaker

The Speaker: Madam President, 8 votes for and 14 against.
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In the Council – Ayes 3, Noes 5
FOR
Mr Butt
Mr Crowe
Mr Wild

4560

AGAINST
Mr Braidwood
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Downie
Mr Turner

The President: In the Council, 3 votes for and 5 votes against. The amendment therefore fails
to carry.
I put recommendation 3 as printed, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say aye; against,
no. The noes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 5, Noes 17
FOR
Mr Quirk
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Teare
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mr Anderson
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
The Speaker

The Speaker: Madam President, 5 votes for and 17 against.
In the Council – Ayes 7, Noes 1
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Wild

4565

AGAINST
Mr Turner

The President: In the Council, 7 votes for and 1 vote against. The Branches are in
disagreement. Therefore, the motion fails to carry. Recommendation 3 therefore does not
stand.
Recommendation 4: those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
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A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 17, Noes 5
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Hall
Mr Houghton
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Henderson

The Speaker: Madam President, 17 votes for and 5 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

4570

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 votes for and no votes against. Recommendation 4 therefore
carries.
Finally, recommendation 5: those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The noes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 5, Noes 17
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Cretney
Mr Quirk
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Cregeen
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Singer
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Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

The Speaker: Madam President, 5 votes for and 17 against.
In the Council – Ayes 6, Noes 2
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Wild

4575

AGAINST
Mr Butt
Mr Turner

The President: In the Council, 6 votes for and 2 against. The Branches are in disagreement.
Recommendation 5 therefore fails to carry.
I now put to you the substantive motion, which comprises recommendations 1, 2 and 4.
Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 15, Noes 7
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Bell
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Hall
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Quayle
Mr Singer

The Speaker: Madam President, 15 votes for and 7 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 votes for and no votes against. The motion therefore carries,
Hon. Members.
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12. Isle of Man Post Office –
Mr Singer appointed as Vice-Chairman
The Chief Minister to move:
That Tynwald approves the appointment of Mr L I Singer MHK as Vice-Chairman of the Isle of
Man Post Office.
The President: We now move on to Item 12. I call on the Chief Minister.
4580

4585

The Chief Minister (Mr Bell): Madam President, the Council of Ministers recommend that the
Hon. Member for Ramsey, Mr Singer, is appointed as the Vice-Chairman of the Isle of Man Post
Office.
Mr Singer brings with him a broad and considerable range of skills and experience gained
throughout… [Inaudible] invaluable wealth when working alongside the Chairman and the Board
to address the commercial challenges… [Inaudible]
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Teare.

4590

4595

Mr Teare: Thank you, Madam President.
I beg to second.
The President: The motion before the Court is set out at Item 12. This requires a combined
vote. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it. The motion
therefore carries.

13. Public Sector Pensions Act 2011 –
Public Sector Pensions (Admission) Regulations 2014 approved
The Vice-Chairman of the Public Sector Pensions Authority to move:
That the Public
[SD No 2014/0248]

Sector

Pensions

(Admission)

Regulations

2014

be

approved.

The President: Item 13. I call on the Vice-Chairman of the Public Sector Pensions Authority,
Mr Robertshaw.

4600

4605

The Vice-Chairman of the Public Sector Pensions Authority (Mr Robertshaw): Thank you,
Madam President.
I ask this Hon. Court to approve the Public Sector Pensions (Admission) Regulations 2014.
These Regulations amend section 3 of the Public Sector Pensions Act 2011 to allow outsourced
public sector employees to remain pensionable by the PSPA under the Act. This is part of the
Government’s policy which provides, where appropriate, for continued pension provision for
those public sector employees who may move to the private or third sector should the services
they provide, and thereafter their employment, be transferred to an external organisation.
This does not necessarily mean that ongoing membership of a public sector pension scheme
will always be offered to Government workers transferring to the private or third sector, but
rather that the facility should exist for this to be considered along with other terms and
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4610

4615

4620

conditions of employment as part of the overall contract negotiations between Isle of Man
Government, unions and the external employer.
In order to facilitate this framework, the eligibility for public sector schemes membership
needs to be made available to prospective external organisations.
Currently, if workers are transferred to a private sector employer, they would no longer be
public sector employees as defined under section 3 of the Public Sector Pensions Act 2011.
Therefore, in order for such employees to remain superannuable by the PSPA, the PSPA has
drafted the Public Sector (Admission) Regulations 2014 to amend section 3(3) of the Act to apply
to former public service employees who would be employed in the private or third sector.
This Hon. Court should note that both the outsourced contractor and the employees who
remain in the pension scheme would still be subject to any future sustainability changes
introduced by Isle of Man Government and to any future cost-sharing legislation. I therefore
request that this Hon. Court give favourable consideration to this Order.
Madam President, I beg to move that the Public Sector Pensions (Admission) Regulations
2014 be approved.

4625

The President: Hon. Member of Council, Mr Wild.
Mr Wild: Thank you, Madam President.
I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
4630

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Cannan.

4635

4640

4645

4650

4655

4660

Mr Cannan: Thank you, Madam President.
I do have some concerns about this piece of legislation. Clearly, the Hon. Court shares a lot of
concerns overall about the sustainability of public sector pensions, but perhaps the Minister
might just ease some of my concerns.
First of all, it seeks to impose a 20% employer pension contribution on the new contractor, so
anybody taking on Isle of Man former public sector workers will clearly have to budget that in.
So, first of all, I am concerned that the cost to the contractor is going to be such that we are not
really going to see much saving at all in terms of outsourcing the service, given the fact that
clearly a lot of service is employee heavy. I am curious about the consideration on that point in
terms of the impact it will have for potential bidders, if there are any, for outsourced work. Also,
in the implications he said it will improve the income position of the unified scheme in
comparison with the current position, which I can concur with, but it does not necessarily help
us with the longer-term sustainability when that employer finishes their contributions.
The second point that I wanted to raise is this issue of ‘subject to any future sustainability
changes introduced by the Isle of Man Government and to any future cost-sharing legislation’. I
am dubious as to whether any private sector employee/er would be willing to sign up to that
kind of quite wide-ranging agreement in terms of not potentially knowing what their costs would
be when taking on what they might regard as a five-year agreement. So I would be interested in
his comments on that.
In section 3 of the resource implications, it says that if we do not offer an ongoing
comparable scheme it is likely to lead to the provision of some sort of compensation to
transferring employees for the loss of that scheme. I am again curious about that, because in my
previous experience, whilst clearly anybody who has been facing a change of terms or
redundancy is normally offered some form of compensation, that compensation is usually based
on their salary, and I am just curious as to what analysis has been done there.
The final point: it talks about a five-year term here for outsourced employees. If at the end of
that five-year term… were the outsourcing effectively just to be transferred onto a different
basis, i.e. the service was privatised fully, then I would have thought the employee himself or
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4665

4670

herself would be entitled to a large claim to retain their current provision, given they were still
with their existing employer or their new employer. So again I am curious about that.
I will support the Bill, but I do have some reservations about how it is going to work, and
clearly obviously the Minister is going to say this is not necessarily going to apply in every
circumstance, but I do see that it may create some difficulty if and when we come to do this,
both in terms of pressure on an employer who is delivering an outsourced service and the
realities of the sustainability of the pension scheme and just some of the technical issues I have
already outlined.
So perhaps he could just give me a bit more reassurance as to how he and the PSPA have
potentially viewed those issues.
The President: The Minister to reply.

4675

4680

4685

4690

4695

4700

4705

Mr Robertshaw: Thank you, Madam President.
I thank the Hon. Member for Michael for his support, but I am also pleased to have the
opportunity to respond to some of his concerns.
I think in terms of outsourcing there are two parties fundamentally to this – three parties,
Government, but the two main parties are the future employer and the future employee, and
they both have interest in this regard. I think it is important to say that unless the transitional
arrangements are fair and reasonable in the eyes and the perception of the employee being
transferred from within Government to an outside provider, then there will be no appetite
whatsoever for this to happen at all. So, effectively, it closes down the opportunity that we
believe is there to move a number of posts to the private sector. So there is an element of cost
to it, but significantly less, I would argue, in the long term than if we remain where we are.
Talking about the matter of the issue of terms and conditions and redundancy, or the
potential redundancy, and that that only applies to salaries – and I understand that that is often
the case in the private sector – I have to point out to him that the terms and conditions within
the contracts the employees have at the moment include a reference to their pension
arrangements. So, if we were to break those pension arrangements, we would effectively be
breaking the terms and conditions and they become then subject, in the point of moving out, to
redundancy payments.
The issue of the 20%: it has to parallel that which is intended for those staying within the
service, and by having members still within the pension scheme but in outsourced employment
does ensure and encourage increased sustainability of the cashflow for the pension scheme, and
as such that is a terribly important element as we go forward.
He mentioned the issue of five years. The original proposal was that the idea of remaining
with the scheme would cease at the five-year point. This proposal moves us away from that and
effectively is guided by another key criterion, which is that so long as the element of the
employee’s work exceeds 50% of their employment and that sits inside contracts with
Government, then they can remain within the pension scheme. Once that level goes below the
50%, that then puts it into question.
I hope that gives some clarity to the Hon. Member’s questions.
I beg to move, Madam President.
The President: The motion is set out at Item 13. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no.
The ayes have it.
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A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 18, Noes 1
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
Mr Karran
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Cannell

The Speaker: Madam President, 18 votes for and 1 against.
In the Council – Ayes 7, Noes 1
FOR
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

AGAINST
Mr Braidwood

The President: In the Council, 7 for and 1 against. The motion therefore carries.

14. Public Sector Pensions Act 2011 –
Isle of Man Government Unified Scheme (Amendment) Scheme 2014 approved
4710

The Vice-Chairman of the Public Sector Pensions Authority to move:
That the Isle of Man Government Unified Scheme (Amendment) Scheme 2014 be approved.
[SD No 2014/0247]
The President: Item 14. Vice-Chairman of the Public Sector Pensions Authority to move.

4715

The Vice-Chairman of the Public Sector Pensions Authority (Mr Robertshaw): Thank you,
Madam President.
I ask this Hon. Court to approve the Isle of Man Government Unified Scheme (Amendment)
Scheme 2014.
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4720

4725

4730

4735

4740

The Scheme seeks to introduce various changes to the Unified Pension Scheme to allow for
the terms under which affected staff may participate in the Scheme. It also documents the
requirements expected of an external employer.
This piece of legislation is connected with the previous legislation which I have already
described to this Hon. Court. This is part of the Government’s policy which provides, where
appropriate, for continued public sector pensions provision for those public sector employees
who may move to the private or third sector should the service they provide, and thereafter
their employment, be transferred to an external commercial or third-sector organisation.
The previous legislation I describe amended the Public Sector Pensions Act 2011 to allow
outsourced employees to continue to participate in public sector pension schemes if this is
agreed as part of the contract negotiations. This legislation amends the provision of the Unified
Scheme to enable this to happen as follows: it defines the admission agreement under which
continued participation in a public sector scheme will be documented; it revises the definition of
an employee to include those staff whose employment has been transferred to an external
organisation; it amends the definition of ‘employed authority’ to include external providers; it
amends the definition of ‘pensionable service’ to accommodate those staff transferred to an
external provider; and it documents the requirement for external providers to pay employing
authority contributions as stated at a rate of 20% of pay.
I therefore request that this Hon. Court give favourable consideration to the Scheme, Madam
President. I beg to move that the Isle of Man Government Unified Scheme (Amendment)
Scheme 2014 be approved.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Wild.
Mr Wild: Thank you, Madam President.
I beg to second and reserve my remarks.

4745

4750

The President: Hon. Member, Mr Crowe.
Mr Crowe: Thank you, Madam President.
Just on a point of clarification, when the new employer has to contribute 20% to the GUS
pension scheme, what happens when that employee may wish to leave that employer who was
paying the 20% and moves to a new employer? Does the employee still have the right to
contribute without the necessary agreement of the third employer, who refuses to pay the 20%?
I am trying to see… To protect the employee on the first move is clear and absolute, but if he
moves to a third employer, or a second employer in the private sector, what is the position for
the employee in that case?

4755

A Member: They have to have a contract.
The President: Minister to reply.
4760

4765

Mr Robertshaw: Thank you, Madam President.
I think there would be a variety of different options, but clearly the first move, from
Government to the new employer, requires the employer to pay the 20% just so long as 50% of
that person’s employment sits within contracts agreed with Government. The question raised is
if that employee then moves to a second employer. The circumstances there may be entirely
different. For example, if that company had no contracts with Government at all, or it was less
than 50%, then the arrangement would cease and it would be important that the employee
would be aware of that process before they took the decision to move from one employer to
another.
I hope that is a satisfactory answer.
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4770

Mr Crowe: Could I just clarify that? So moving to the second employer, if he could not
contribute to the pension scheme he would become a deferred pension then, presumably?
Mr Robertshaw: Correct, Madam President. That is correct.
I beg to move.

4775

Mr Crowe: Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The motion is set out at Item 14, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

15. Legal Aid Act 1986 –
Legal Aid (Financial Resources) (Amendment) Regulations 2014 approved
The Minister for the Treasury to move:
That the Legal Aid (Financial Resources) (Amendment) Regulations 2014 be approved.
[SD No 2014/0281]
4780

4785

4790

4795

4800

4805

4810

The President: Item 15, the Minister for the Treasury to move.
The Minister for the Treasury (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
Firstly, I would like to give some briefing background information to Hon. Members to the
motions numbered 15 to 19 standing in my name which I would like to move today.
In 2012 a Legal Aid (Amendment) Act was introduced, the main purpose of which was as
follows: to allow legal aid to be made available for mediation prior to court proceedings; to
provide greater recovery of legal aid costs, including the introduction of a statutory charge; to
constitute a Legal Aid Appeals Tribunal to hear appeals from assisted persons, and the
opponents of assisted persons, against any decision by the legal aid certifying officer to either
award, or to refuse to award, or amend, a legal aid certificate; to reconstitute the existing Legal
Aid Committee to a membership of predominantly non-lawyers, and expand its functions to
include the oversight of legal aid administration.
Following the introduction of the Legal Aid Amendment Act the newly constituted Legal Aid
Committee was formed in 2013, following which they considered proposals for amendments for
secondary legislation, which included regulations in relation to the provision of legal aid for
mediation fees and the introduction of regulations in relation to the imposition of a statutory
charge.
The Committee also considered a number of other proposals put before them, which also
require amendment to secondary legislation and, as part of that consideration, draft
amendment regulations have been produced. The Committee put the various sets of regulations
out to full public consultation and the proposals contained within the regulations before this
Hon. Court today were generally supported. As a result of the aforementioned steps, you have
before you today five sets of Orders for approval.
Madam President, I would like to give an overview of the main purpose of each of these sets
of draft regulations.
Turning firstly to Item 15 on the Order Paper: as I have already mentioned, provision was
included within the Legal Aid (Amendment) Act to allow for the greater recovery of costs in
relation to legal aid cases. One of the mechanisms for recovering legal aid costs is the
introduction of what is commonly known as a statutory charge. This process involves imposing a
charge on money or property that is recovered or preserved in the proceedings for which the
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legal aid certificate relates. This means that the costs incurred under the said legal aid certificate
can be recovered and paid back to Government. These regulations set out the criteria and
framework as to when and how a statutory charge should be enforced.
Madam President, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
4815

Mr Downie: I beg to second, Madam President, and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Singer.
4820

4825

4830

4835

4840

4845

Mr Singer: Could I just ask the Treasury Minister: he used the term, the proposals were
‘generally supported’. That seems a very wishy-washy sort of definition.
Could he perhaps tell us whether that does not indicate much enthusiasm on behalf of the
people who commented?
The President: The Minister to reply.
The Minister: I thank the Hon. Member who has just resumed his seat for his question, and
who is quite right. Normally when you ask people or suggest to them that they will have to pay
for something that they have had access to free, as it were, before, they will not be too happy;
but certainly the overwhelming view of the respondents was that it should be supported.
If I could just illustrate it by a couple of experiences that I have had through my constituency
work, Madam President. You have two parties to a dispute, it is normally a divorce dispute, and
they are having a rather heated debate, putting it politely, over the distribution of the assets of
the relationship. One side, because they are on what is called a passported benefit, it might be
income support etc, has automatic access to legal aid. The other side could be self-funding, so
they pay out of their own pocket. The court decides that the assets are going to be split half and
half, but the person who is legally aided gets to keep the entire half, and the taxpayer picks up
the legal fees through the legal aid system. The party who has to fund their own costs has to do
exactly that from their 50% share. So this is to make matters fairer and also, if people think that
they will have to pay from the division of the assets, then they may be more willing to
compromise at an earlier stage of proceedings.
So, with that Madam President, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
The President: The motion before the Court is set out at Item 15. Those in favour please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

Procedural –
Items 30 and 31 on Main Order Paper
and Supplementary Order Paper No. 2 withdrawn

4850

4855

The President: Now, consideration of that Item, Hon. Members, has taken us past eight
o’clock. I need to have your guidance on what you want to do, but before you do decide I would
like to advise you that the Hon. Member, Mr Ronan, will not be moving the Items on the second
Supplementary Order Paper today, and the Hon. Member Mr Cannan is withdrawing Item 30,
Hon. Members.
Mr Karran.
Mr Karran: I move to not move my motion, as I have an agreement with the Minister of
Economic Development and Department of Infrastructure, to have a meeting to discuss my
concerns; and let’s see whether we can resolve it that way.
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Standing Order 1.2(2) suspended
to complete business
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Watterson.

4860

Mr Watterson: Madam President, according to my reading of the Order Paper, we have 11
Orders to move, then have one joint vote; and there is a motion from Mrs Beecroft which, it is
my understanding, Council of Ministers is supporting.
I would therefore like to think that we could conclude the business before the Court this
evening, and I would therefore like to ask that Standing Orders be suspended to allow the
conclusion of business tonight.

4865

The President: Hon. Member, Mr Cregeen.
Mr Cregeen: I beg to second, Madam President.
4870

The President: The motion is, Hon. Members, that we continue to the conclusion of the
business before us. Is that agreed?
Members: Agreed.

16. Legal Aid Act 1986 –
Criminal Legal Aid (Amendment) Regulations 2014 approved
The Minister for the Treasury to move:
That the Criminal Legal Aid (Amendment) Regulations 2014 be approved. [SD No 2014/0282]
The President: Let’s continue then, Hon. Members. Item 16, the Minister for the Treasury.
4875

4880

The Minister for the Treasury (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
These Amendment Regulations prescribe the format for submission of legal aid bills of costs
for assessment in relation to work undertaken under criminal legal aid certificate. This
amendment is merely a tidying-up exercise which will increase clarity and uniformity as to how
claims for costs should be submitted for payment.
Madam President, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
Mr Downie: I beg to second, Madam President, and reserve my remarks.

4885

4890

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, can the Shirveishagh inform us of what the few lawyers that actually
do criminal legal aid work are, as far as this Order is concerned: are they satisfied? Have they got
concerns? Will it discourage more advocates and advocates’ firms, in particular, that will not do
criminal legal aid?
The Minister for Home Affairs (Mr Watterson): Obviously, the Department of Home Affairs is
not directly involved in this, but I can say that I, as Minister for Home Affairs and somebody you
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4895

might expect people would come complaining to, have not had any concerns raised with me as
Minister for Home Affairs.
Mr Karran: I am not interested in you; I am interested in the lawyers.

4900

4905

4910

The President: Well, I am not sure whether there is anything for the Treasury Minister to
reply to, but – (Laughter)
The Minister for the Treasury: Thank you, Madam President.
The Hon. Member, Mr Karran, has actually raised a valid point, and I thank him for that.
Basically this really does not relate to any fees or charges on the part of the legal fraternity, as it
were: that is coming later. This really sets out the framework for which lawyers claim fees for
their legal aid work; and if it is put in a set format then I would suggest it is going to be easier for
the advocates to collate their charges, and it is going to be easier for our legal aid certifying
officers to actually go through and check those bills as well. So it is, hopefully, going to
streamline the process.
So, with that Madam President, I beg to move.
The President: The motion before the Court is at Item 16, Hon. Members. Those in favour
please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

17. Legal Aid Act 1986 –
Legal Aid (General) (Amendment) Regulations 2014 approved
The Minister for the Treasury to move:
That the Legal Aid (General) (Amendment) Regulations 2014 be approved. [SD No 2014/0283]
The President: Item 17, Minister for the Treasury.
4915

4920

4925

4930

The Minister for the Treasury (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
These amendment regulations contain a number of amendments; however, there are three
that are particularly significant.
Regulation 4 introduces new provision in relation to the appointment of the legal aid
certifying officer and the terms and conditions of their appointment. This amendment transfers
the power to appoint the legal aid certifying officer from the Lieutenant Governor to the Legal
Aid Committee. This amendment is in line with the Council of Ministers’ Report to Tynwald on
the functions of the Governor under Acts of Tynwald, which was approved by this Hon. Court in
2011. The recommendations of the Report were for the appointments of certain persons to be
transferred from the Governor to other bodies.
Regulations 5 to 7 are consequential to the establishment of the Legal Aid Appeals Tribunal.
At present, under existing regulations, the remit of the tribunal is limited to considering appeals
from assisted persons in relation to a decision by the legal aid certifying officer to either refuse
to grant a legal aid certificate, or to refuse to extend or amend an existing legal aid certificate.
These amendment regulations extend the remit of the tribunal to allow them to consider
appeals from the opponent of the assisted person, in relation to a decision to award, or continue
to award, legal aid to an assisted person. The amendment regulations also extend the remit of
the tribunal to allow them to consider an appeal from an assisted person in relation to a decision
made by the legal aid certifying officer to discharge a legal aid certificate.
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4935

4940

4945

4950

Madam President, the Hon. Members will recall that the issue of legal aid appeals was
previously considered by the Select Committee of Tynwald on Legal Aid and Family Matters. In
addition to endorsing the creation of the tribunal the Select Committee also recommended that
the remit of the tribunal be extended to include appeals from the opponent of the assisted
person in relation to a decision to grant, or continue to grant, legal aid to an assisted person.
These specific regulations bring into effect the recommendations of the Select Committee.
It should be noted that separate and specific procedural regulations are currently being
progressed in relation to the tribunal.
Regulation 8 introduces a mechanism which will allow the legal aid certifying officer to
stipulate further controls in relation to work authorised under a civil legal aid certificate. This
regulation will allow the legal aid certifying officer to limit the work authorised to a fixed number
of hours and to require the work to be completed by a specified date. This amendment will
provide the legal aid certifying officer with greater control in relation to the progression of legal
aid in civil proceedings.
Regulation 9 introduces a framework in relation to the provision of legal aid for mediation.
Madam President, there has been a perceived lack of clarity within the legal aid legislation as to
the point at which legal aid is available for mediation proceedings. The lack of clarity within
primary legislation was addressed by virtue of the Legal Aid Amendment Act, and this
amendment introduced regulations in support.
Madam President, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.

4955

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Downie.
Mr Downie: I beg to second, Madam President, and reserve my remarks.
4960

4965

4970

4975

4980

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, I am quite happy with this. I was deeply concerned about the other
one, in that anything that creates more bureaucracy will discourage even more from looking
after criminal legal aid. But on this one, I think that the Government has acted in the right way. I
do think that there have been enough complaints over the years about the speed and timescale
of getting your legal aid certificate, as far as that is concerned. I think this should be given all the
support we can give as far as this Item today is on that point.
I would just be interested, as far as who is on the Legal Aid Committee, and how is the
electoral college as far as that Legal Aid Committee, that is supposed to make an account for
these legal aid certificating officers. I think it is important that we do make sure that we
somehow… the present system with the Governor was not suitable. But I am just concerned
about making sure that it can stay robustly independent as part of the separation of power, that
modern democracies want.
Also, I would be interested to know as far as the mediation regulations are concerned… I
think it is something that is long overdue, but I am concerned that where there is an issue of
genuine fear between the parties, about one party over the other, what sort of mechanism is
there so that the individual is not intimidated into silence, and just going away because they do
not want to face the ex-partner, or whatever, as far as making sure that they do not get the
access to justice that they deserve. I do believe that this is one of the areas where, not only
mediation is concerned, but on general legal aid we are going backwards as far as the access to
justice for a large section of our society.
The President: The Minister to reply.

4985

The Minister: I thank the Hon. Member for Onchan, Mr Karran, for his support.
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4990

4995

5000

He asks, who is the Legal Aid Committee? If this Hon. Court will bear with me, I will circulate
that, hopefully, later on this week. I think the Chairman is Mr Andrew Swithinbank, but I cannot
remember the other members of the Committee at the moment, and I apologise for that.
When the Member said people who attend mediation might feel pressurised, that is a valid
point. But I would respectfully suggest that people in a High Court environment will feel more
pressurised. A mediator is a trained individual to actually sit in the middle and discuss the issues,
and try and flesh out what is agreed first; and then after what is agreed, what you do not agree
about, and then try and secure a resolution on those disagreed points.
So I think certainly from what I have heard, and what I have seen, mediation is the way
forward. We need to deal with these issues before we reach entrenched positions, and going to
court is a way of reinforcing entrenched positions – and that is something that I want to avoid.
So, Madam President, with that, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
The President: The motion is set out at Item 17, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

18. Legal Aid Act 1986 –
Duty Advocate (Police Custody) (Amendment) Scheme 2014 approved
The Minister for the Treasury to move:
That the Duty Advocate (Police Custody) (Amendment) Scheme 2014 be approved.
[SD No 2014/0284]
The President: Item 18, Minister for the Treasury.

5005

The Minister for the Treasury (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
At present, if a duty advocate is called out to attend at a police station to provide advice to a
suspect, the advocate is entitled under the scheme to claim for the time spent at the police
station. They are also entitled to round up their claim to the nearest hour. This amendment
alters the provisions of the scheme so that an advocate will only be allowed to claim for their
actual attendance time, and therefore will no longer permit the rounding up of time spent.
Madam President, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.

5010

The President: Hon. Member, Mr Downie.
Mr Downie: I beg to second, Madam President, and reserve my remarks.
5015

5020

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
Mr Karran: Vainstyr Loayreyder, this does concern me because what we have got is… Maybe
the Minister can tell me how many duty advocates there are; how many of them are broken
down as far as having more than five years’ experience, as far as the Isle of Man is concerned? I
think this would just once again discourage advocates of the Manx Bar to do their social duty.
We are effectively cutting them down; we should be grateful for these people, as far as that
is concerned. Yes, we have managed to get PACE and other things in, in order to protect the
individual against the Police Force, like it needed in the past; but the fact is bringing this in, I
believe will push it backwards, and I think unless there is a very good reason I am not going to
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5030

5035

5040

5045

support this. I feel that these people are doing us a public duty, and here we are penny-pinching
as I say, as far as this is concerned. That worries me greatly.
I would like the Shirveishagh Tashtee to tell us how many are in the Manx Bar, and how many
would do the duty advocates at the present time. I am deeply concerned that this is yet another
way of pushing it down, so you do not get the more robust people, the more experienced
advocates, because they do not want to get out at two o’clock in the morning. And I have to say
there is a certain amount of vested interest in this, because the day we do not get people ringing
you in the middle of the night or whenever, saying that… there are so many issues that we did in
the past. I think it is important that democracy and access to justice is important, and I see this
as penny-pinching when I see what we have been doing today.
I think this is wrong: they should be allowed to round it up to the nearest hour. I do not see
the logic of this. I believe there is a big problem as far as the duty advocate service is concerned,
and I think the Minister needs to justify that, or we should be voting against this proposal
because we cannot get enough duty advocates to do this.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Hall.
Mr Hall: Thank you, Madam President.
Just on a small point of when the Minister sums up. I would be interested to know with the
proposed implementation of this, what the savings will actually be, compared to what it is now,
and then by moving to this new structure – just to put it into context from a community
perspective, that would be… if he has got those figures to hand, and if not, whether he could
find out and circulate as a matter of interest.
The President: The Minister to reply.

5050

5055

5060

5065

The Minister: Thank you, Madam President.
Mr Karran, the Hon. Member for Onchan, is of the opinion that this will discourage the Manx
Bar to undertake their social duty. I do not read it that way, we have a difference of opinion.
Really what I would say is surely it is only fair to pay for the time spent on the job, as it were; but
if there are issues, we can certainly review it as time goes by.
He has asked how many duty advocates there are at the moment. I am not aware of any
difficulties in obtaining or securing the services of duty advocates. I have to admit it is not
everybody’s ideal way to spend an evening, to be on call. Nevertheless, we are served by duty
advocates at the moment.
The other Hon. Member for Onchan, Mr Hall, asked what savings there are to be made.
These are not going to be substantial; I feel that, once again, it is only fair to pay for the time
spent.
With that, Madam President, I beg to move.
The President: The motion before the Court is set out at Item 18, Hon. Members. Those in
favour please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for. There were technical difficulties with the voting system.

5070

The Clerk: We will have to run it again, I am afraid.
The President: Hon. Members, there is a problem with the system. We will take that vote
again.
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Electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 17, Noes 3
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Cregeen
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson
5075

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Cretney
Mr Karran

The Speaker: Madam President, 17 votes for, 3 against.
In the Council – Ayes 6, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Wild

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council 6 votes for, no votes against. The motion therefore carries.

19. Legal Aid Act 1986 –
Legal Aid Remuneration Order 2014 approved
The Minister for the Treasury to move:
That the Legal Aid Remuneration Order 2014 be approved. [SD No 2014/0285]
The President: Item 19, Minister for the Treasury to move.

5080

5085

The Minister for the Treasury (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
At present there are two hourly rates applicable for work undertaken under a legal aid
certificate. These rates apply to work undertaken by either a senior advocate or a junior
advocate and apply to both criminal and civil legal aid work. The rates at present are £135 and
£115 per hour respectively. It is common practice within large legal practices for advocates to
delegate work to their support staff. At present this work has to be billed at one of the
aforementioned hourly rates.
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This Order is a new Order which specifies the rate for all work undertaken under a legal aid
certificate, whether in relation to criminal or civil proceedings. The Order also introduces a new
specific rate of £85 per hour for fee-earning work which is undertaken by support staff.
Madam President, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
5090

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Downie.
Mr Downie: I beg to second, Madam President, and reserve my remarks.
5095

5100

5105

5110

5115

5120

5125

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, again I am deeply concerned that the Shirveishagh Tashtee, is not
really into with the reality as far as the legal aid, particularly the criminal legal aid system is
concerned, as far as getting good advocates, getting good representation at the present time. It
is very difficult to get a good legal aid advocate to do the job that you would expect if you were
paying the full amount. My concern is, whilst I will not vote against this as far as the proposal, I
just think we are deluding ourselves, and we are sleepwalking into a situation of how it used to
be at one time where the rich got justice, and the poor got the law.
The point is that what concerns me about this Legal Aid Remuneration Order, is that we seem
to be slowly dissipating that access. I understand it is expensive, legal aid is not cheap – justice is
not cheap. But I am deeply concerned that there just does not seem to be any sort of connection
with the Minister with what I am being told by the lawyers out there, the ones who do the civil
justice, and the ones who are not just looking at the £400 or £350 an hour corporate jobs to do.
These people are the backbone of our democracy, as far as I am concerned, and I am just
worried about what we are going to see is a situation where we are just going to see more and
more professional people of a good quality, giving a first-class service to this section of the
community that is entitled to legal aid, will end up not getting a decent…
I would like to see the Minister’s justification for this, as far as this is concerned; especially,
Eaghtyrane, when we know the difficulties the likes of the litigation insurance that practices
have got to take out now. You are talking of many practices having to spend something like
£1,000 a week just to cover their litigation insurance.
I would also have liked the Shirveishagh to consider, if he is so keen on wanting to save
money, maybe he should consider getting down to Athol Street where all these corporate big
boys are, who are making millions out of the corporate law thing, that maybe he should create a
levy system on them to help pay for this, as part of their closed shop arrangement – better
named as the Law Society, with the way that we have got at the present time.
Maybe that might be the way forward for him to allocate every practice a certain amount of
legal aid, as part of the size of their practice to pay for this, and they can then pay another
practice to do it. At the moment what we are seeing is the slow disintegration of a legal aid
system, and access to justice for everybody. That is what worries me about this one.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Downie.

5130

5135

Mr Downie: Madam President, I think the Hon. Member doth protest too much. We have
somewhere between 250 and 270 advocates on the Isle of Man, and you can take it from me
there is at any one time always a senior advocate and a junior advocate on duty to deal with
legal aid matters. As you can see they are reasonably well remunerated. The level of corporate
work that was there a year or two ago is sadly not there; and the legal profession is like lots of
others, there are peaks and troughs.
So I think you will find now that there are quite a few very good competent lawyers engaging
in legal aid work; and it will be interesting to see when the report comes back from the Legal Aid
Committee to Treasury, and then you will probably understand first hand.
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5140

5145

At the end of the day – and I am sure the Minister is going to agree with me – we are tasked
with trying to get fairness and value for money for the taxpayer. In the UK at the moment they
are actually tearing their legal aid system apart, and a lot of the things that we provide legal aid
for on this Isle of Man has gone in the UK, including matrimonial and all the rest of it unless it
can be shown that one of the parties has been abused in some way.
So be thankful you are in the Isle of Man; I think you have got a very good system here, it is
run independently of Government and I think that you will find that within the 250 or so
advocates that are in the Isle of Man there are plenty of people there who are willing to come
and receive £135 an hour.
The President: The Minister to reply. Oh, sorry, the Hon. Member…

5150

Mr Wild: Please, sorry, thank you, Madam President.
Just for the sake of clarification can I ask the Hon. Acting Attorney General to give a feel of
what indemnity cover does cost across the profession. I know it is difficult to specify, but I would
just be intrigued to look at the £1,000 a week figure.

5155

The Acting Attorney General: Madam President, it is very difficult to answer because that is
based on fee income and the number of advocates in a practice; so you can see the range. But I
think the starting figure would be something of the order of £25,000 to £30,000 for a sole
practitioner.
So it would be something around that area.

5160

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Crowe.

5165

Mr Crowe: Just a small point of detail, if I can ask the Minister: it says ‘the proposals have
been subject to a full public consultation and were widely supported’. Did the Isle of Man Law
Society make a comment?
The President: The Minister to reply.

5170

5175

5180

5185

The Minister: Dealing with – or, responding to, I should say – Mr Karran, the Hon. Member
for Onchan’s questions, he feels it would make it difficult to get good legal representation. I
would respectfully suggest that in a way it helps advocates, because they can now delegate
more routine tasks, so they can concentrate on the higher level tasks. They can get colleagues to
undertake research work for them. This was a recommendation of the Legal Aid Committee, and
Mr Karran suggested that there would be a levy for the closed shop.
I have to say that the Law Society are very helpful, they are very supportive, and they
undertake a very useful function in the regulation of advocates and the legal profession on the
Isle of Man. I feel that they already help in many ways.
Mr Wild asked a question of the learned Acting Attorney, about PI costs: and yes, they are
very substantial, but I think that is a sign of all professional services now, we are certainly seeing
that in medical services as well.
Mr Crowe asked what the reaction of the Law Society is. I will come back to Hon. Members
on that, I do not have it in front of me at the moment. But there has not been any, as it were,
reaction back to me as far as I can recollect.
In concluding, I would like to thank my seconder for the last few motions, Mr Downie, and
the work that he has undertaken with the registries and the courts is very much appreciated.
So, with that, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
The President: The motion is set out at Item 19, Hon. Members. Those in favour please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.
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20. Social Security Act 2000 –
Social Security Legislation (Benefits) (Application) (Amendment) (No.4) Order 2014 approved
21.-22. Fees and Duties Act 1989 –
Replacement Micard Fees Order 2014 approved;
Replacement Micard Fees Regulations 2014 approved
5190

A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson) to move:
20. That the Social Security Legislation (Benefits) (Application) (Amendment) (No. 4) Order
2014 be approved. [SD No 2014/0319]
21. That the Replacement Micard Fees Order 2014 be approved. [SD No 2014/0320]
22. That the Replacement Micard Fees Regulations 2014 be approved. [SD No 2014/0321]

5195

The President: With the Court’s permission, the Hon. Member, Mr Henderson, would like to
move Items 20, 21 and 22 together, and then we would vote on them separately. Is that agreed,
Hon. Members? (It was agreed.)
The President: I call on the Hon. Member for Treasury, Mr Henderson.

5200

5205

5210

5215

5220

5225

5230

Mr Henderson: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
I am thankful for that direction, Eaghtyrane, and for Hon. Members’ indulgence to move
these three Items together and voted on separately.
The first Item before Hon. Members amends the Social Security (Claims and Payments)
Regulations 1987 as they have effect in the Island. These Regulations prescribe how Social
Security benefits are to be claimed by and paid to customers. The changes made introduce the
new way of paying state pensions and other Social Security benefits to customers, called Micard.
Micard will allow customers to continue to collect their benefits at post offices and will
ultimately replace the payment of benefits and pensions by cheques and vouchers for the vast
majority of customers currently paid by those methods. However, the power to pay benefits by
cheque or voucher is retained but will ultimately only be used in exceptional circumstances. The
option for customers to be paid state pensions and certain other benefits by direct credit
transfer is retained.
These changes will have a positive impact for Social Security benefit recipients, post offices
and the Treasury in that: (1) customers will be able to access their benefits using a Micard as
soon as their benefit has been credited to their account, rather than having to wait for paper
cheques or vouchers to arrive in the post; (2) continuing to pay benefits at post offices will
ensure the continuing viability, importantly, of the Island’s post office network; (3) Treasury will
benefit from lower operating costs; and finally, the potential for benefit fraud is reduced
because the Micard is more secure than benefit cheques and vouchers.
The second Item before Hon. Members provides that the person will be charged a fee of £10
to be issued with a new Micard to replace one lost, destroyed or made inoperable through that
person’s neglect, deliberate act, or deliberate failure to act. This is intended to encourage
customers to look after their Micard. The fee is a contribution towards the cost of replacing the
card including the administration of doing so.
The third Item before Hon. Members specifies how a fee for issuing a replacement Micard to
a person is to be collected. It provides that the fee may be recovered as if it were an amount of
benefit overpaid to a person, and is therefore recoverable from that person by deductions from
their future benefit payments.
Eaghtyrane, further information is provided in the memorandum which has been circulated
to Hon. Members.
With that, I beg to move that Items 20, 21, and 22 be moved.
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Mr Braidwood: I beg to second, Madam President, and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Cannell.
5235

5240

5245

5250

Mrs Cannell: Thank you, Madam President.
I think Hon. Members need a little bit more information about this from the mover. He tells
us about the benefits in terms of saving administrative costs, but how will it actually work for the
recipitent (Interjection) – recipient – on the ground in practice? Currently, pensioners receive
their vouchers and they are usually sent four weeks in one go – they go to the post office, they
cash them in at the post office, and so the post office is given business in the whole process. If
this mechanism is going to be replaced with a card, which indeed is like a credit card or debit
card, how do they use it? Where do they use it? And does this mean that in future, going
forward, with this type of system Treasury will then get access to all kinds of personal banking
information from the recipitents? I mean the… I still cannot say it! I am getting very tired; it is
late! Those receiving the pension, (Mr Watterson: Proliferate!) are they going to be required to
have bank accounts? Because I know a lot of pensioners currently do not have bank accounts.
They can use it at the post Office, that is fine, but the hon. mover, in explaining, did not explain
in practice how it would actually work and in what way
Mr Henderson: There’s an information booklet.
Mrs Cannell: I am asking for more clarification, please.
The President: Hon. Member, Mr Karran.

5255

5260

5265

Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, as far as I am concerned, this was an issue that was initiated some
time ago by the other Member for East Douglas, Mr Robertshaw. I have to say that I do think
that it will be a step in the right direction.
What I would like the mover to explain to us is… If you lose your booklet at the present time,
you do not get charged. You do not get charged if you lose your booklet at the present time. I
am happy enough as far as Item 20 is concerned, and I think that Mr Robertshaw should take
some pleasure in this because of course he got some awful stick as far as this is concerned. It is
flexible enough to use it in our post offices – I think that is a wonderful idea – but the idea of
charging a £10 charge against some of the most vulnerable people in this Island is absolutely
scandalous, in my opinion. We have got people with learning difficulties or whatever, they lose
their card… We have just seen this Department manage to –
Mr Henderson: Eaghtyrane, point of clarification. I said only if it was a deliberate act. There is
obviously flexibility built in for genuine reasons.

5270

5275

5280

Mr Karran: The point is where that flexibility starts and where that flexibility ends will be
something that we will see completely lose its way, in my opinion. Whilst I do not want to be
encouraging people to be irresponsible, and not looking upon this as a responsible piece of card
as far as they are concerned, I am concerned about the fact that we are going to be charging
£10. It will not make much difference to many of them, but any of us in this House if we were to
have to pay £10 for something… but there are a lot of people out there not in that situation; you
are going to be talking about very elderly people, you are going to be talking about disabled
people, people who have mental health issues.
My concern is with Item 21, the issue of the card thing, because I do not trust them as far as
the £10 – and it just shows you the meanness that we have. We have just seen the cutbacks with
legal aid, we have just seen this wanting to be done on this point.
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5290

5295

The principle of the Micard: I totally agree with it. It is great to see it coming about, especially
when the former Minister got so much stick as far as it is concerned, and I have got no problem.
The other thing I would like to know too in the real world is not just the fact that £10 is a lot
of money for a lot of vulnerable people, but what are the regulations? Is there any way that
vulnerable individuals could have the cards taken off them, as far as the moneylenders and the
sharks? Can there be a way of making sure… Well, I want to know that; that is the point. The
point is: can we have a situation where these cards can be taken off individuals in order to pay
their moneylending or other debts that many vulnerable people find themselves into at the
present time; and what is the legal position as far as that is concerned, so that we do not end up
with individuals actually losing their cards, having to give their pin number over to a third party,
because I am deeply concerned about that issue.
I think we should not support the issue of the £10 charge. I think it is a lot of money for a lot
of vulnerable people. We might not be able to relate to it, but they can. And whilst we hear from
the mover, who… and I believe his sincerity – the reality will be that the criteria will go down and
down and down and you will find genuine cases will end up losing £10 of little enough benefit as
they already get.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Cregeen.

5300

5305

5310

5315

Mr Cregeen: Thank you, Madam President.
Just to give some confidence to the Member for Onchan, this project is being worked up in
conjunction with the Post Office – there was a presentation – so it is a positive move.
There is going to be a trial of this system in two areas and the Post Office has agreed that if
Hon. Members wish to have some further information and see a trial you can actually come
down to the Post Office and see how it works.
On the security, people can actually opt to have a photo put on the card, so there will be an
ID check on there, so it gives some security.
The President: The Hon. Member for Ramsey, Mr Singer.
Mr Singer: Thank you.
Just a small point following the point made by Mr Karran: I am not so much worried about
the £10 – what I am concerned about is who makes the decision as to whether there is personal
neglect, a deliberate act or deliberate failure to act? Are you going to have consistency over
this? Because you might talk to one person who says yes and yet another person will say no, so
where is the consistency going to be assured, and who makes the decision?
The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.

5320

5325

5330

Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
It is almost echoing the previous speaker and my colleague Mr Karran. I think it is… when it
says ‘neglect’, what does neglect consist of? Neglect can be absent-mindedness in somebody
who has maybe got early-onset dementia or Alzheimer’s or something like that, and they neglect
to keep it safe.
The other bit is ‘deliberate act or deliberate failure to act’. That is a different matter. That is
cognisant thing. You have determined that you are going to do this deliberately – chop it up or
whatever.
I do think there is concern about what neglect consists of, and who would determine what
neglect is. A bit of clarity on that would be appreciated.
The President: The Hon. Member to reply.
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5340

5345

5350

5355

5360

5365

5370

5375

5380

5385

Mr Henderson: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
Quite honestly, I am astounded at some of the input tonight, because what some Hon.
Members are talking about is not what we are trying to do here; it is some other different
system they have obviously been reading about somewhere else, in another country.
We put on a Members’ briefing recently, which was well-attended by most Tynwald
Members. We went into the whole system in depth: we had pictures of the Micards; we
explained to Hon. Members how it was all going to work. We did copious amounts of public
information, press releases, press conferences. We went the whole nine yards. And that is not
the end of it: at the end of January next year we are having a trial run in Foxdale and Anagh Coar
post offices to see how it goes, receive customer feedback and see what they think, take all the
observations on board and see if we need to make any changes or improvements – take on their
feedback.
As far as I am aware, nearly every Hon. Member received all that information, so I am quite
astonished at Mrs Cannell’s questions. Nonetheless… I am not going to run into the whole
situation now at this hour. The information was circulated. If she wants to come and have a
meeting with me tomorrow or the day after (Interjection by Mrs Cannell) I am quite happy. I
have answered fully in public and to the press many times on how it is going to work.
One thing I need to reassure Hon. Members is that this is not – and we made that clear at the
time – a credit card or a debit card system. It is not that, and Hon. Members know that.
(Mr Karran: Absolutely.) It is only an identity card, which that person brings to the Post Office,
puts in the swipe machine and enters their pin code, and then the post office staff on the other
side of the screen will have the details of what benefits to pay. The card does not hold…
[Inaudible] or credit or anything else, and Hon. Members who attended the briefing and saw our
information are well aware of that fact. Once the card is removed, that information disappears
from the screen and the post office staff have no access to it again. It cannot be shared or
disseminated. Treasury do not have it per se, except in the Social Security office where the
details were initially generated. It is operated under strict guidelines on the Data Protection,
obviously.
So that is another red-herring, and I am quite sad that it had to be thrown in, when really this
could be a good news story for people. Hopefully, pensioners will find it quite good once they
get used to it and they will not need to, once it is up and running properly, have to come down
on pension day at the allotted time – they can go at their own convenience ultimately; that is
the plan. And that is good news for the post office as well, because instead of having the
Thursday/Friday queues out the door and the shop clogged up with everybody waiting, it calms
it out and levels out the level of business across the week – or bi-weekly, or whatever.
Mr Karran majored on the fact – and I am astounded at this really, so it tells me actually that
he is saying it tongue-in-cheek and it does not really bear me to answer – that this could affect
the poor, the sick, the weak, the lame, folks suffering from mental illness. Then we had another
Member saying ‘suppose it is somebody with early onset dementia’ etc. This perception of this
huge problem that might develop I think is totally outrageous, Eaghtyrane.
The point is that it is an expensive operation to put out. It will save some money at the end of
the day because, as I told Hon. Members at the briefing, there are several million operations
required to operate the current paper system, and this cuts it down to about 500,000
operations. It is really good and it will be easier for the customers to use.
What we are saying here is that if there is a deliberate act to destroy the card, or somebody
has willfully chucked it across somewhere, or made no attempt to rescue it from somewhere…
An adjudication officer is the person who will look at this, is the answer to that question. So
there is flexibility there and there is a full recognition… It is stated that if it is not anyone’s fault,
or certainly if there is a recognised medical condition that may have caused it, of course there
will not be a charge – that is different. Again, I am astonished that that innuendo is put in. Yes, I
could see it could be a concern, but I can assure Hon. Members if I find out that one of our Social
Security staff is attempting to charge a pensioner with early onset dementia, or other types of
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5390

dementia for instance, then certainly I will have a lot to say about that and it will be seriously
looked into. It is an incredible kind of allegation to lay on to a good news story (Interjection by
Mrs Cannell) that we are trying to give to the community.
Mr Karran went on. He also majored on moneylenders and loan sharks and if they got hold of
these cards they would be able to access the benefits and so on. I do not know how many times I
can say it, Eaghtyrane, at the Members’ briefings or in the public information that is put out on
our website: these are not credit/debit cards –
Mr Karran: We know this.

5395

Mr Henderson: Right, so they cannot be accessed. They cannot be accessed – (Interjection by
Mr Karran)
Mr Braidwood: Photographic ID.
5400

Mr Henderson: It cannot be accessed is the point you said – they would be able to hand the
card over. The card is only an identity card, full stop.
Mr Downie: Put a microchip in them.
5405

5410

5415

Mr Henderson: So you cannot just go and do something, as the Hon. Member has said,
especially if it is a photo ID card as well, which we are encouraging people to have.
I thank Mr Cregeen for his support in trying to set the record straight.
think I have answered Mr Singer’s question of who makes the decision, and Mrs Beecroft in
the same vein.
Eaghtyrane, I beg to move.
The President: Hon. Members, there are three motions before you. We will take Item 20
first. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.
Item 21: those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 19, Noes 3
FOR
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
The Minister
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mrs Cannell
Mr Karran
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The Speaker: Madam President, 19 votes for, 3 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 votes for, no votes against. The motion therefore carries.
Item 22. Those in favour please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it. @@@

23. Forestry Act 1984 –
Forestry (General) Byelaws (Amendment) Byelaws 2014 approved
The Minister for Environment, Food and Agriculture to move:
That the Forestry (General) Byelaws (Amendment) Byelaws 2014 be approved.
[SD No 2014/0326]
5420

The President: Item 23. The Minister for Environment, Food and Agriculture to move.

5425

5430

The Minister for Environment, Food and Agriculture (Mr Ronan): Thank you, Madam
President.
These Byelaws make amendments to current provisions to regulate dogs and dog fouling to
include various sites used for specific activities on Department land. Dogs will be prohibited
from the activity areas known as ‘Ape Mann’ and ‘Laser Mayhem’ if the Byelaws are enacted.
An opportunity has been taken to revise the names of various plantations to reflect the
recreational aspects in such as South Barrule and Conrhenny plantations, which will now be
called South Barrule Forest Park and Conrhenny Community Woodland.
These amendments build on previous changes where the Department’s land – including
picnic areas, forest roads, car parks and mowed areas of grass – are specified as areas where dog
fouling is an offence.
I would therefore, Madam President, move the resolution in my name.

5435

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Hall.
Mr Hall: I beg to second, Madam President, and reserve my remarks.
5440

5445

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Turner.
Mr Turner: Can I just ask the Minister, please, Madam President… I noticed that in the Order
it has the Department’s depot in St John’s. When I was first appointed to the Department, along
with Minister Shimmin, one of the first things that we did was actually relax the area around the
depot. Whilst we all support children’s play areas and things to exclude the dogs to prevent dog
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5450

fouling, the area around the depot and all the woodland around there was actually removed so
that people could come and walk their dogs there.
We were talking about being dog friendly before. Can he confirm: will dogs be banned from
that area? Is that the effect of this Order, or is it only to do with offences regarding fouling of the
areas?
The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Cannell.

5455

5460

Mrs Cannell: Thank you, Madam President.
I would agree with the same enquiry. I am a little bit puzzled. The downside is though that
the actual explanatory note at the back of the Byelaws does not go far enough, and I think that is
probably a drafting error. It just relates to the regulation of dogs and dog fouling; it does not
mention anything to do with name changes of plantations or glens and it also does not cover
what appears to be the assertion of this new area which is the area where the HQ is located.
So, I would appreciate some clarification on that, because also in my day on Forestry, we
were quite relaxed there, provided owners picked up after their dogs, (Mr Turner: Absolutely!)
and in fact we did have bins throughout that area. So some clarity would be appreciated, please.
The President: The Minister to reply.

5465

The Minister: Yes, well, I think the area at St John’s… there is no change; it is just, as far as I
am aware, about making sure that they do pick up. I believe there was a lapse where they could
walk their dogs but there was no specific byelaw to make them pick up. So that is what I am led
to believe. I will certainly check that for you.
5470

Mr Turner: Can we have confirmation?

5475

The Minister: Yes, absolutely.
Again, the drafting at the end of the explanatory note – I apologise if it is not enough, I will
bring that up with the officer concerned.
Mrs Cannell: It is an error.

5480

The President: Hon. Members, the motion is set out at Item 23. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

24. European Communities (Isle of Man) Act 1973 –
European Union (Food Information) Order approved
The Minister for Environment, Food and Agriculture to move:
That the European Union (Food Information) Order be approved. [SD No 2014/0328]
The President: Item 24. The Minister for Environment, Food and Agriculture to move.

5485

The Minister for Environment, Food and Agriculture (Mr Ronan): Thank you, Madam
President.
This Order implements an EU regulation making provision for the labelling of food to inform
customers. The aim of the legislation is to improve the information provided to customers so
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5490

5495

5500

that they are able to make informed choices about the food they buy, and to update legislation
to reflect current industry practice and customers’ changing information needs.
The labelling requirements will apply from 15th December 2014 and local producers will be
required to comply from that date. Additional labelling requirements in relation to nutrition
become mandatory in 2016.
If Members approve the Order it will be made and come into operation for the purpose of
making the Food Information Regulation 2014, which will be laid before the December sitting
this year.
A period of consultation originally took place on the implementation of the regulations and
officers from the Department have produced guidance and additional information, as well as
visiting the food producers and retailers to aid the transition to the new requirements.
I am sure Members recognise the importance of this legislation in both protecting and
informing customers, and will hopefully support the motion before them. I would therefore,
Madam President, move.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Hall.
Mr Hall: I beg to second, Madam President, and reserve my remarks.

5505

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Turner.

5510

5515

Mr Turner: Yes, thank you, Madam President.
Can I ask the Minister: obviously the Protocol 3 arrangement is important for our export of
foods, and obviously if we are looking to export goods off the Isle of Man, their first point is
going to be into EU countries, including the UK.
It says in the explanatory memorandum that there is no change in policy. What burden is this
going to have on operators who produce food for circulation in the Island? I am thinking more of
the likes of the sandwich market and hot foods that may be produced. Is this going to put any
extra burden on industry, where they are dealing in non-export products? If so, what have the
consultation results been with the operators and suppliers?
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Downie.

5520

5525

5530

5535

Mr Downie: I am very supportive of what the Minister is trying to do, because I think that the
more information on food there is now, the better; and particularly when we are trying to
clearly identify to people which is the next phase, which is showing what the sugar content is, or
the fat content is, or whatever. I think it is all very good for the consumer.
I was in the some discussion the other day about this. I was contacted by people who are
very keen beekeepers and they were reminding me of the tragedy that would happen in the Isle
of Man if varroa got into here. (Interjection) Varroa. (A Member: Oh, yes.) It is a disease which
would wipe out all our local bees. We have a varroa-free bee population in the Isle of Man. It
was suggested that if we are trying to put a premium price on local products, it might be quite
easy for somebody to import some honey which might have varroa in it – and bingo, you have
absolutely decimated the bee population in the Isle of Man. If you think we have got problems
with agriculture now, you imagine a landscape or environment here without bees, where
nothing is being fertilised in the springtime. It would be disastrous.
I know in Europe… and I know I do not like using this word, but they do have a thing called
the ‘food police’. People actually go round and they do observe what is going on. They try and
look where things have originated from and so on. I know the Department does not have a lot of
resources, but it would just be interesting to find out from the Minister how they see this being
rolled in, or would they be targeting certain areas first of all to make sure that the food marking
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and all the information was brought in on a gradual basis – or are we going to see this rolled out
more or less as soon as the Orders come into force?
5540

The President: The Hon. Member for Rushen, Mr Gawne.

5545

5550

5555

Mr Gawne: I just rise to my feet really as a result of Mr Downie, the Hon. Member of
Council’s intervention, and wishing to be supportive – yet again, which is good news; we seem to
have clicked in this particular Tynwald! (Interjection)
Just in relation to varroa, I was very pleased before I left the Department that we had
reached a position where the investigation of all the hives in the Isle of Man had been
completed to the extent that we could now implement our own legislation in relation to
importation of any bee equipment and any potentially infected honey-related products. So it
was really very positive news there and I think the Department has been working extremely well
in that area.
We are pretty much unique now in the British Isles in relation to this, as a varroa-free
country, and long may that remain. Let’s just hope that the Department, but particularly
beekeepers on the Isle of Man, do the responsible thing and do not risk any importation of
varroa, or indeed any other bee diseases.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Singer.

5560

Mr Singer: Thank you, Madam President.
I support this. I think it is very important, when people buy food, that they know what they
are buying and what is contained in it. But I am just looking here on the explanatory
memorandum – ‘Key areas of the changes include…’ and the final one is:
‘Requirements on information on allergens also cover non pre-packed foods including those sold in restaurants
and cafes.’

5565

Is there a practical difficulty here, I ask the Minister, in the fact that, say you go into a
restaurant and you get a cake on a plate with a cover, where are you going to show what is in
that cake? I know that when you have got pre-packed material you can stick it on it, but if it is
not pre-packed do you envisage any problems? How will they display what is in that particular
item?

5570

The President: Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.

5575

Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I will be supporting this because, obviously, the more information we have the better. I know
it is something that has been on the cards to provide more information by way of labelling in the
Department for some time.
I just have a couple of queries. Maybe I am getting tired, but I just cannot make out what the
last paragraph in the explanatory memoranda actually means. It says:
‘If Tynwald approves the Order, it will be made and come into operation for the purpose of making the Food
Information Regulations 2014, which will come into operation on 1 January 2014 and be laid before the December
2014 sitting…’

5580

5585

I just cannot actually quite follow that, I might be being a bit thick tonight, but there we go.
And the other thing is I just want to know if there is anything in the offing, as far as labelling
goes, to actually inform people, when it is animals that are concerned, for example, how they
have being slaughtered and do they come up to welfare standards. I think, apart from knowing
what is in our food, more and more people are getting more concerned to know how the animal
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itself has been treated during its lifetime and how it has been slaughtered – and I think that
would be very good information, if we can at some stage bring it in.
Thank you.
5590

5595

5600

5605

5610

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Thomas.
Mr Thomas: Thank you, Madam President.
Does the Minister agree with me that Mr Downie made very valuable points about nutrition
and about the traffic-lighting system, and that is something that we have been talking about
with the DEC and the Sports Strategy and all of that sort of thing, so it would be very helpful to
do the nutrition information and to continue to do that?
Also, does the Minister agree with me that the certificate of origin that Mr Downie
mentioned is actually very valuable and it would be very supportive for our Food Strategy, and
we can use it to actually try and add £50 million of value to our products, just like Mr Downey
described?
Does the Minister agree with me that Mrs Beecroft has hit the nail on the head, as she often
does, which is that this is the first time this procedure has been used in Tynwald, so this is the
new process of positive resolution rather than negative resolution regarding an EU thing, I
believe, so it is a new procedure that is coming in for the first time with these regulations?
Also, Madam President, if the Minister does not mind confirming that enforcement is actually
going to be flexible… So, for instance, the Mothers’ Union cakes are not our highest target, nor
is… Packaging does not include plastic covers over goods, nor will you have to unpack goods and
then present them again. In fact, for years our enforcement officers have been working with the
food establishments to actually make them understand that that is the situation, and also that
there are alternatives to labelling. You can actually have informed staff who know what
ingredients are, or you can have a board on the thing rather than actually having labelling on
each individual product.
The President: The Minister to reply.

5615

5620

5625

5630

The Minister: Thank you, Madam President.
If I missed anything there, I apologise. I am full of a cold tonight and my hearing is not
fantastic.
Just to touch on a few things that were said… but before I do that, I think you have got to
remember this is following EU regulations. This is a positive move for the Isle of Man. I know it is
difficult for some industries. Mr Thomas just mentioned about the smaller industries, Mr Singer
mentioned… You mentioned about the food police – crikey, it’s the last thing on our minds, isn’t
it? (A Member: Hear, hear.) What we want is good, honest regulation and control where we
work with the industry right across the board, from the big producers to the Women’s Institute,
or whatever it may be. (Interjection by Mr Corkish) I can assure you, as Minister, there will be no
clamping down on that stuff. What is important is that when people pick something up to eat
they know what it is. Certainly after yesterday we were saying we are trying to increase our
export market and we have got to be on board with all of this. The Isle of Man cannot be
different.
Just touching on the comments made about the Isle of Man… I will just read out the thing
here:
‘The Department was advised that the proposed regulations indicating national marking stating “For Isle of Man
market only” for minced meat would preclude import of such to be prohibited in requiring those labelling to
produce additional labels at extra cost, as UK producers would already indicate the words “For UK market only”. It
has been suggested and agreed that we make provision for labelling words to be used as local producers may wish
to indicate that their produce is for the Isle of Man market only, so it enables both to be acceptable.’
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5635

5640

5645

5650

5655

5660

5665

There is still work to do on this and I know the officers have still to meet the legislative
draftsman. I believe that is next week.
Just touching on the point about how the animals are slaughtered, it does that. We had one
person in the consultation come forward about halal meat and things like that. I think really any
halal meat going through the Meat Plant has to be stunned. I believe it is only sheep which are
done in the Meat Plant. Slaughter regulations, however, do not permit the slaughter of animals
without prior stunning, so all sheep are stunned before halal slaughter. The individual who
submitted the question has been reassured that provision exists within the food regulations to
provide for national measures, provided they do not restrict trade, and that an opportunity will
be taken to ensure local meat is appropriately labelled, not only as to its origin but to the
manner in which it has been slaughtered. So I think that answers your question really, doesn’t it?
I agree with that, I think it is very important. It is a cultural thing, but it is also important that we
do that.
Mr Turner, you pointed out that this is meeting with Protocol 3 – that is exactly what it is. I
would like to think that we… Of course it is going to be an extra burden to start with, but it is
getting up to speed. As I said before, this to me is a positive move for Isle of Man food, but one
thing is for sure: that certainly the consultation period and the amount of effort in my
predecessor’s time, where the officers went out and engaged with the producers… they have
done all that, but the thing is we are still there. If there are any complications… and there was
actually one came in today – somebody concerned… there is a meeting set up about this,
because it is a concern, certainly for producers, and we have got to make sure that we are
there… We are certainly there to help.
Thank you to Mr Downie. I think your comments about bees were very valid, and I thank the
intervention from my predecessor, Mr Gawne. Obviously, I knew everything about the bee
disease, (Laughter) but I do appreciate the Minister confirming the knowledge which I was about
to say. The Isle of Man is varroa free, which is a point – you are right: it would be catastrophic if
something happened to that, and I can assure you the environmental team, about indigenous
species coming in and things, are very keen to make sure we are on top of this. They are an
excellent team and long may that continue.
Touching on Mr Singer about the allergens in restaurants, I think Mr Thomas answered that:
there is flexibility built in there. I think the rest of that has been answered.
Madam President, thank you, I move.
The President: The motion before the Court is at Item 24, Hon. Members. Those in favour,
please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

25. Enterprise Act 2008 –
Enterprise Act 2008 (Eligible Businesses) Regulations 2014 approved
The Minister for Economic Development to move:
That the Enterprise Act 2008 (Eligible Businesses) Regulations 2014 be approved.
[SD No 2014/0332]
The President: Item 25. The Enterprise Act. The Minister for Economic Development to
move.
5670

The Minister for Economic Development (Mr Skelly): Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
The Regulations before us seek to address issues raised by the Economic Policy Review
Committee Report on Government support to the Sefton Group and the legal opinion by Richard
Moules.
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5675

5680

5685

5690

5695

5700

5705

5710

5715

5720

Hon. Members may recall that, as a result of the Tynwald debate on the report’s
recommendations in February, my Department agreed to review the current (Eligible
Businesses) Regulations under the Enterprise Act 2008. Under the Enterprise Act there is a
power to make regulations to define what constitutes a business as eligible for financial
assistance. The current Regulations set out the requirements that a business must meet in order
to be eligible for financial assistance under that Act. These requirements include the stipulation
that an existing business must have been conducted in accordance with the law on a range of
areas including Income Tax, National Insurance, employment, immigration and work permits.
The Economic Policy Review Committee in its report suggested that the Regulations be
clarified in relation to what would render a business ineligible for financial assistance. Since the
Economic Policy Review Committee reported, the independent legal opinion by Richard Moules
on the Sefton loans has also advised that a court would be likely to conclude that a business
which was late in its payments of tax and had incurred civil penalties had not conducted its
business in accordance with the law and would therefore not be eligible for financial assistance.
Since the legal advice, the Department has amended its application forms, requiring disclosure
of compliance with the law by the company. The use of these forms will continue.
The current Regulations also stipulate if the business is controlled by someone with an
unspent criminal conviction, then that business is ineligible for financial assistance. This may
disqualify a business from being able to receive financial support even where a director may
have been found guilty of only a minor offence unrelated to business – for example, a motoring
offence.
In order to address these issues, the new Regulations make a number of changes. Rather
than prescribing that business must comply with the law in these areas, the revised Regulations
require that applicants declare to the Department whether or not they are operating in
compliance with the law in the areas set out above. Businesses must also disclose to the
Department any instances of non-compliance with the law in those areas. A decision on whether
financial assistance is granted to the business can then take these factors into consideration and
the decision to give assistance is then made with all facts known. Each case will be considered
on its individual circumstances.
Without this change the Department would not, for example, be able to help a business with
good long-term prospects which may have temporary cashflow issues, or may in the past have
failed to comply with legal requirements, but has subsequently changed its practices and is
compliant in its obligations at the time of application.
The Economic Policy Review Committee also recommended that the Financial Assistance
Scheme guidelines be reviewed to set out more clearly the process for handling applications for
enterprises that are in financial difficulty. Without these changes to the Regulations the
Department would have difficulty providing support to enterprises in such difficulties. Our
experience has shown that in many cases where there is financial difficulty there are issues with
Government returns and debts.
It should be noted that, although a business may qualify as eligible under the Regulations, the
Department always has the discretion to turn down applications for financial assistance
regardless of eligibility. The Department has also revised its guidance on assistance and, should
these Regulations be approved, my Department will circulate the guidance to Members
electronically.
Eaghtyrane, the Economic Policy Review Committee report also recommended my
Department review the Enterprise Act. We will continue with the review to ensure that the
Enterprise Act provides a suitable framework for supporting businesses on the Island.
I beg to move the Enterprise Act 2008 (Eligible Businesses) Regulations 2014 be approved.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Cregeen.
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5725

Mr Cregeen: Thank you, Madam President.
I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Quirk.

5730

Mr Quirk: Thank you, Madam President.
Can I just ask the Minister for his view on… If a business or an organisation went into
arrangements with a candidate to discharge debts, does that preclude them from entering into
the scheme? I just wondered what the view was on that, when an arrangement was made to
discharge a debt, or discharge anything from central Government?

5735

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Downie.

5740

5745

5750

Mr Downie: Thank you, Madam President.
I welcome the move and I think it does clarify things and makes it a little bit easier for the
Department in making its decision, but there are two areas I would just like some guidance on.
The reason I am asking is I went to invest some money on a personal basis the other day, and
I was asked two questions: have you ever been bankrupt; and the second question was had I
ever been a corporate service provider or in a regulated activity, or had been refused a licence.
I think when we are talking about businesses and the broad spectrum of businesses that the
Department supports, they are issues I think that should be asked. It should be a tick in the box,
and I think when people are taking Government money they have a right to be open and honest
with us, and it is just part of the due process.
But I welcome what the Department has done. I do not think it will infringe on any of the
activities of the Department, but I just think we need to be careful with those two areas I
mentioned.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.

5755

5760

5765

Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I can see what is trying to be achieved here; I am just not really convinced that it is actually
the right way of doing it. (A Member: Hear, hear.)
This is an Enterprise Act and it is with Economic Development, but we are talking about
companies that maybe have a temporary cashflow, and to me those things are two separate
issues. Assisting companies that have temporary cashflow just does not sit well with me within
Economic Development and within this Act. I have no problem with helping companies at all, if
they have got a sound way of getting out of their difficulties, but it just seems it is all in the one
Department. It would be much better if it was under some form of Treasury control, if you had a
genuine way to get out and the bank could not help you, but there were reasons… Obviously,
each time it is going to be a different set of reasons, but you would normally go to your bank. If
they are not prepared to help you, then there have to be really extenuating circumstances, and I
think that really actually sits with a Treasury function rather than Economic Development.
I am just not comfortable with this legislation and the way it is, because it says here:
‘Where a business has financial difficulties and there are statutory arrears it would be expected that any
assistance offered would be used to clear such arrears before any money was paid to the business.’

5770

But that is all happening within the same ambit; to me it should be totally separate. And
again:
The Committee also recommended that a framework for assisting businesses in financial difficulties be put in
place and the current Regulations, which render businesses with arrears in tax, national insurance or VAT where
civil penalties have occurred ineligible, hinder such a framework.’
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5775

5780

But a recommendation to put a framework for assisting businesses does not necessarily
mean it has to fall within the Enterprise Act, which has been set up for a totally different
purpose.
So, unless I can hear something to the contrary that would make me change my mind, I
would have to vote against this. It is not because I want to vote against businesses being helped,
because I do think if they have got a sound future with sound reasons for that assistance which
will prevent them failing, then they should be given assistance – but just not in this way. I just do
not feel comfortable that it is all in-house in the one Department and it is under legislation that
actually is not intended for that purpose.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Cannan.

5785

5790

5795

5800

5805

5810

Mr Cannan: Thank you, Madam President.
I share some of the hon. lady’s concerns (Interjections) – the Hon. Member. Effectively, to
me, what we are enabling here is the Department to become the lender of last resort. And just
to pick up on the issue of the cashflow which has been mentioned, if it is a cashflow issue and
the business is sustainable, then surely their bankers will lend to the business, and that is
surely… [Inaudible] of people who are in a far better position to judge whether business is
sustainable, presumably having had some sort of history with the business. So I am very
sceptical.
I also think the Department could be opening itself up here to a raft of potential problems in
terms of making judgements on this. I am not sure that the Enterprise Act, as it stood, really was
causing any consternation until the Sefton came along. (Interjections) To me, it was fairly clear; it
gave pretty clear guidance to the Department as to the use of public funds in supporting
businesses. We were pretty clear, I think, that start-ups and existing businesses, sustainable
businesses that wanted help with maybe machinery or developing into new areas, would get
that support, and I think that personally I was pretty happy with the Department’s judgement on
that aspect. But then, once you start going into technical areas about judging against VAT
payments and Income Tax and the credibility associated with a business that has failed to make
those payments – which can only suggest that either they have got cashflow issues or it is not
being administered properly; it can only really be one of those two aspects – then I think we are
getting into pretty dangerous territory and pretty risky territory when it comes to public funds.
And as has been said, if this is being dealt with just to deal with the issues that came up out of
the Sefton issue, then the Treasury does indeed have those powers were it to regard it as an
extreme case in the national interest.
So I do not think it is appropriate that we effectively start to commit public money to, in my
view, be the lender of last resort. I think that is a very technical issue. I certainly think as a
Government we should be sending out the right messages to business, providing the right
financial grant assistance, but I think the Department itself has enough guidance on that as to
what is acceptable, and to start moving into these areas where we are starting to talk about
short-term cashflow loans, I think we are moving into dangerous territory.
I do not see the need for this at present and I will not be supporting it.

5815

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.

5820

Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, let’s be perfectly frank about this: what we are going to see here
today is… executive Government got burnt, so we are bringing this order in, so the spin will be,
‘Well, we’ve sorted it; it was just a technicality – it was nothing’. So we can see the Government
PR machine try and rewrite history as far as this is concerned.
My concern is that I do not remember seeing any presentation on this, I do not see anything
but this one piece of paper as far as this is concerned; and I actually think you might, as
executive Government, bring about your own Pandora’s box, because the problem is the
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5825

5830

5835

5840

5845

5850

5855

5860

5865

5870

pressure will be on. And how we will you be able to justify who? And then I will be criticising you
more because you supported company A, but you did not support company B.
So I do think that my hon. colleague, the leader of the Liberal Party, is right: you actually
should be considering whether this exercise should be a ring-fencing exercise as far as the
Treasury is concerned.
I could say a lot more, but I do not want to upset Hon. Members too much. But I do feel that
many people outside this Court will see it from the viewpoint that I have said, and I do think that
the problem is what it will be seen as is that this is an exercise of making the law up as it goes
along. This is what executive Government will do: it will bludgeon through anything in here, but
the people outside are wise enough as far as the executive Government is concerned.
So Hon. Members, I think you would be far more sensible not to support this proposal in
front of you. I believe that if you do support this proposal in front of you it will be seen as being
for political ends and will actually create a very difficult situation, especially with the next
administration, if we have the severe cashflow problems… how you will put the Department of
Economic Development always on the back foot – it is going to have all these companies coming
to them with their support.
Hon. Members, see this order for what it is. In my opinion, it is just a piece of political
gimmickry and that, I think, is not the reason why we should be supporting this proposal in front
of us – and I think most of the Council of Ministers know that this order is that.
The President: The Minister to reply.
The Minister: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
Thank you very much to you all for your contributions.
These are proposed changes to the Enterprise Act, and these changes are recommended by
the Economic Policy Review Committee. I think it is their Report, really, that needs to be read to
be understood as to why this is before you here today.
It is important to recognise what this Act is for: it is really to take into consideration a number
of different factors about the long-term sustainability of an enterprise and its employment
levels, its debt levels; and based on that, therefore, a judgement is made as to what amount of
assistance is required.
If I may, Mr Quirk asked: should arrangements be made if a company has a problem, would
that go against them? No, it would not. It was really based on a discretion issue, and that is what
it comes down to: evaluating the actual benefit of this Act and the benefit this support would
actually give.
Mr Downie welcomed the move and I thank him for that. He also said that he had been
making investments and he had a number of questions asked of him, and the questions were
about compliance and whether you are law-abiding and so forth. And this is what this is about:
to really strengthen what this Act is already providing.
We are going to continue to review the framework so that we can offer a clearer framework
in this respect. Several Members mentioned that issue with regard to ensuring that we do have
a clearer framework, and that is one of the recommendations that came out of the report by this
Policy Review Committee.
Mrs Beecroft asked the question: should the Enterprise Act stay in DED? Well, the Enterprise
Act has been in DED – or the new… what was, I guess, the old DTI, now DED – and would it be
better seated in Treasury? I would point out that Treasury does need to give approval, so there
is that element of cross-Government…
Mrs Beecroft: Point of clarification.

5875

The President: Yes, Hon. Member.
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5880

Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
It was just a point of clarification. I did not actually say that the Enterprise Act should be in
Treasury, I said I did not think that the alterations to it should be in this Act, that there should be
something additional or separate, or tacked on to something that Treasury has, rather than
amending the Enterprise Act. I think the Enterprise Act was fine as it was. Sorry to interrupt, but
I just wanted to make that clear.
The President: Minister, carry on.

5885

5890

5895

5900

5905

The Minister: Thank you, I appreciate that – but I take your point, there. I would just point
out once more that it was recommended by the Policy Review Committee that this would give
the Department discretion, but it would be with Treasury approval.
Moving on to Mr Cannan, he highlighted an issue which I think it is very important, many
people will recognise, and that is the issue with regard to bank lending, which we know is a
funding problem out there and companies do get into difficulties. Whilst bank lending is
probably at one of its all-time lows in modern times, that is why we have this Enterprise Act and
we are about to… make this Act a lot clearer and more defined and have a more appropriate
framework. But I would point out, as was said in my opening statement, the Act will continue to
be reviewed, and if we can strengthen it and if we can make it clearer we will do so.
Mr Karran is clearly against this, and I take his point there. But I would point out that this is
about an Act that is to try and support and grow the economy here. It is really there to hopefully
support not just companies that are in debt and do have financial difficulties, but actually
encouraging new projects. And that, I would point out once more, is about supporting the longterm sustainability of a company – we do not want to give support if that does not look
favourable. We look very closely at employment levels, we look very closely at debt levels and
the chances of recovery before any assistance is actually given.
Gura mie eu. I beg to move.
The President: The motion is set out at Item 25, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys - Ayes 19, Noes 5
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Bell
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Gawne
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Cannan
Mrs Cannell
Mr Karran
Mr Thomas
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The Speaker: Madam President, 19 for, 5 against.
In the Council - Ayes 8, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Braidwood
Mr Butt
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crowe
Mr Downie
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 8 for, no votes against. The motion therefore carries.

26. Civil Aviation Act 1982 –
Civil Aviation (Charges) Scheme 2014 approved
The Minister for Economic Development to move:
That the Civil Aviation (Charges) Scheme 2014 be approved. [SD No 2014/0315]
5910

5915

5920

5925

The President: Item 26, the Minister for Economic Development.
The Minister for Economic Development (Mr Skelly): Gura mie eu.
I am pleased to be able to bring the Civil Aviation (Charges) Scheme 2014 before this Court
tonight. The Scheme increases some of the existing charges as well as introducing a number of
additional charges that the Department levies for registration, certification and inspection of
private and corporate aircraft registered in the Isle of Man, as well as charges for work not
captured under the current Scheme.
The fees have been fixed with regard not only to the cost of providing the services in
question but also the fees charged by other jurisdictions, with a view to ensuring that the Isle of
Man Aircraft Registry remains competitive with other registries.
The fee rises are expected to bring in an approximate increase of £42,500 for the remainder
of the financial year and an approximate increase of £128,000 for the financial year of 2015-16.
This is only the third increase since the Aircraft Registry was established in May 2007. I do not
anticipate any increased fees will result in any loss of business, particularly given our focus that
we remain competitive. The charges aim to cover the Department’s cost of operating the Isle of
Man Aircraft Registry.
Eaghtyrane, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Crowe.

5930

Mr Crowe: Thank you, Madam President.
I beg to second and reserve my remarks.

5935

The President: The motion is set out at Item 26. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no.
The ayes have it. The ayes have it.
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27. Proceeds of Crime Act 2008 –
Proceeds of Crime (Designated Functions) Order 2014 approved
The Minister for Home Affairs to move:
That the Proceeds of Crime (Designated Functions) Order 2014 be approved.
[SD No 2014/0312]
The President: Item 27. The Minister for Home Affairs to move.

5940

5945

5950

5955

The Minister for Home Affairs (Mr Watterson): Madam President, today my Department has
placed before the Court the Proceeds of Crime (Designated Functions) Order 2014.
This Order has been prepared to allow the Supervisor of the Insurance and Pensions
Authority to be designated a permitted person, as defined under the Proceeds of Crime Act
2008, and accordingly disclose information if it is necessary to do so for the purposes of the
function set out in section 213 of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2008.
The Order also broadens the range of designated functions under which permitted persons
may disclose information under that section. This Order provides that these designated
functions include protecting public health and preventing and detecting the financing of
proliferation and terrorism, along with the prescribed Government bodies undertaking the
statutory functions as set out in the Order.
This Order consequently revokes and replaces the Proceeds of Crime Act 2008 (Disclosure of
Information) Order 2008 that had previously provided for these matters.
Madam President, I beg to move that the Proceeds of Crime (Designated Functions) Order
2014 be approved.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Thomas.
Mr Thomas: I beg to second, Madam President.

5960

The President: The motion is set out at Item 27, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

28. Select Committee on Building Regulations Etc (Petition for Redress) –
Combined vote under Standing Order 3.19(1) –
Motion lost
Extract from the October 2014 Votes and Proceedings
Motion made –
That Mr Thomas be discharged from the Select Committee on Building Regulations Etc
(Petition for Redress).
Court divided.
Motion lost.
The Branches being in disagreement, Mr Henderson gave notice under Standing Order 3.19(1)
that he wished to move the amendment for a combined vote at the November sitting.
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(If the motion is agreed to)
To elect one member of the Select Committee on Building Regulations Etc (Petition for
Redress) to replace Mr Thomas.
The other current members of the Committee are Mr Henderson and Mrs Cannell.
The President: Item 28. This is the combined vote on the motion set out on the Order Paper,
that motion being:
‘That Mr Thomas be discharged from the Select Committee on Building Regulations Etc (Petition for Redress).’

I remind Members that this is taken orally.
5965

Mr Quirk: Madam President, just a point of order: is this issue still liable to be settled by the
courts?

5970

The President: It is not a matter for the courts, I do not think, is it? (Interjections) I am
advised that this matter is no longer sub judice, so I take it we still need to deal with it.
Mr Henderson: Yes, we still need to deal with it.
The President: I invite the Clerk to take the vote, please.

5975

Voting resulted as follows:
In Tynwald – Ayes 8, Noes 24
FOR
Mr Houghton
Mr Henderson
Mr Cretney
Mrs Beecroft
Mrs Cannell
Mr Karran
Mr Butt
Mr Crowe

AGAINST
Mr Anderson
Mr Cannan
Mr Teare
Mr Quayle
Mr Ronan
Mr Watterson
Mr Skelly
Mr Gawne
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Thomas
Mr Shimmin
Mr Crookall
Mr Bell
Mr Singer
Mr Hall
Mr Quirk
Mr Cregeen
The Speaker
Mr Turner
Mr Braidwood
Mr Coleman
Mr Downie
Mr Wild
Mr Corkish

The President: Hon. Members, 8 votes cast in favour of the motion, 24 votes against. The
motion therefore fails to carry. Mr Thomas will not be discharged from that Committee.

5980

Mrs Cannell: Madam President, can I just ask for a point of clarification, for future reference,
that when we return to this Hon. Court to take a combined vote of the motion – where there
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was a difference of opinion but the majority was in favour, to be taken again combined –
Members are reminded which way which branch voted the last time we debated this matter?
Because today this has been a total waste of time. (Interjections)
5985

The President: Hon. Member, for it to come back to this Court it has to have been passed in
the Keys. (Several Members: Hear, hear.) That is all.
Mrs Cannell: Yes, it was.

5990

The President: And why do they need to be reminded? That is just established. (Interjections)
Mrs Cannell: I do not think they understood what they were being asked to do. Honestly!

29. Petition for Redress of Roseleen Harrison–
Motion carried –
Mrs Beecroft, Mrs Cannell and Mr Cretney elected
The Hon. Member for Douglas South (Mrs Beecroft) to move:
That a committee of three Members be appointed with powers to take written and oral
evidence pursuant to sections 3 and 4 of the Tynwald Proceedings Act 1876, as amended, to
consider and to report to Tynwald on the Petition for Redress of Roseleen Harrison presented
at St John’s on 7th July 2014 in relation to animal welfare.

5995

6000

The President: We move on then, Hon. Members, to Item 29.
I call on the Hon. Member for Douglas South, Mrs Beecroft.
Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I will be brief because it is getting late and I am sure Members will appreciate it if I just go
over the bare bones of things, as it were. (Several Members: Hear, hear.)
This is actually picking up a Petition from Roseleen Harrison that was laid at Tynwald. I will
just read the Petition to remind Members what we are actually discussing:
‘The Isle of Man does not have an Animal Welfare Act.’

– this is what she is saying –
‘I started the puppy farm petition last year and while researching for this I found a serious lack of legislation to
protect our animals. This has left many opportunities for people to cause harm and unnecessary suffering. There
are many stories of neglect and abuse on the Isle of Man which has been allowed to happen without
consequences. Not because the MSPCA do not care, they do. And have [seen] some terrible sights, they want to
help, they go home knowing they have no power to help in certain situations. Animals are known to be living in
horrendous conditions, but there is no workable legislation to seize or protect these neglected and abused
animals, or to pursue legal action against the people who cause harm. Animals are a huge part of the Isle of Man’s
history and future and should be treated with respect. We understand that there are a lot of pieces of legislation
waiting to be passed, but we feel that due to not having an animal welfare act, and only having brief and limited
references to welfare, that legislation should be seen as a priority. I have collected many signatures in support of
my campaign, in the form of an informal petition to Tynwald.’
6005

– and it says –
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‘Wherefore your petitioner(s) seek(s) that
Tynwald bring in legislation equivalent to the United Kingdom Animal Welfare Act 2006, that a select committee
be appointed to put together this piece of legislation. And that the informal petition stand referred to the select
committee as evidence.’

6010

6015

6020

So that was the Petition that was before us. I looked at it and I think we are all concerned
that animals are cared for correctly, and I know within the Department, in DEFA, when I was
there, that animal welfare legislation was on the agenda, and I am sure it still is. There is no
reason why it would not be still there, but I am concerned that nothing has happened, so I
looked at this and thought we can maybe speed things up a bit.
I made enquiries. I have spoken to vets. I was in the Department and I have spoken to vets
there, but I spoke to private vets, I spoke to the MSPCA and they all have concerns that we do
not have up-to-date adequate legislation. We do have, as far as cruelty. There are no worries
there. We do have the powers when it comes to cruelty, but animal welfare is a very grey area
and they do not feel that it is set out clearly enough and they do not have the powers to act
when they should do.
The Animal Welfare Act in the UK makes it a duty of the person responsible for the animal to
ensure its welfare, and that is not just to ensure that it is not treated cruelly; it is to make sure it
is given adequate nutrition and all sorts of things.
If I can just read out a little bit from the Act, it says:
‘For the purposes of this Act, an animal’s needs shall be taken to include:
(a) its need for a suitable environment,
(b) its need for a suitable diet,
(c) its need to be able to exhibit normal behaviour patterns,
(d) any need it has to be housed with, or apart from, other animals, and
(e) its need to be protected from pain, suffering, injury and disease.’

6025

6030

6035

I could have lifted a lot out of the Act. It is all very relevant but I thought I will not; I am not
sure how interested this Court is in animal welfare, to be honest. It is something that we should
all be interested in, and particularly as Mrs Cannell has gathered support – and quite rightly – for
making the Isle of Man a more dog-friendly place, for encouraging that tourism; because we do
have beautiful glens and things that people with dogs… would love to come here if they were
made welcome – which they are not at the moment, in most instances. But if we were to
manage to encourage all these people and increase tourism to the Isle of Man and then these
people find out that we do not have adequate animal welfare protection, it is not going to
reflect very well on us.
I suppose I am coming at it from two angles, really: one from an economic point of view,
because I do think we are missing a trick and I think it will reflect badly on us from a tourism
point of view, which would not look very good; and, obviously, I am an animal lover and I do
want to see that we have adequate legislation in place.
I could go on, but I do not think there is much point so I will leave it at that, Madam
President. Thank you.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Cannell.

6040

Mrs Cannell: Thank you, Madam President.
I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Mr Downie.

6045

Mr Downie: Could I, first of all, declare an interest, Madam President, as the President for
the Manx Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, for which I receive no remuneration.
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6050

6055

6060

6065

6070

6075

6080

I am very pleased to advise Hon. Members that animal welfare on the Isle of Man is really
very good and there are very few cases that come before the courts. We have occasional
hiccups, but nevertheless I think both the Government agencies and the animal welfare
organisations – all of which are voluntary, the organisations – do an excellent job here.
But in recent years what has been happening – and it is not just an Isle of Man problem; it is
an EU problem… I think what is at the back of this particular Petition is that there are
unscrupulous dog breeders, a lot of them in Europe, and they are breeding animals in very poor
conditions. They are not following the bloodlines or the pedigrees or whatever, and these things
are being imported into the UK, and then eventually we get some of them being imported into
the Isle of Man. And really, the people who buy them in lots of cases mean well but they do
break all the best practice that you could employ if you are going to buy a pedigree dog.
Anybody who knows anything about dogs will tell you that you should always go and see the
parents of the dog, you should see the remainder of the litter and you should be absolutely
certain in your own mind that you are happy with what you are buying and it is Kennel Club
approved, if it is pedigree, and all the rest of it. In fact, that is the advice that the hon. mover
gave in a press release when she was involved with DEFA and there was an issue about dogs
being imported into the Isle of Man and somebody did bring dogs in here and they sold them on
and then they were brought back, and that is what actually started the row.
Whether that can be dealt with as part of an update of the Animal Cruelty Act, I do not know.
Perhaps this is what should be investigated. We do have legislation in the Isle of Man that covers
breeding establishments, but sadly, when you bring a dog in or you bring several puppies in, you
are not classed as a breeding establishment. So maybe what we should be doing is saying
anybody who sells dogs on a regular basis should have to be registered with DEFA, with the
Government veterinary service and so on, and then subject to periodic checks to make sure that
the animals that they have brought in are fit for purpose. Saying that, it could be done by
Trading Standards, and I know in England at the moment Trading Standards are looking at trying
to stop this business about people importing very poorly bred and substandard dogs into Britain.
I kid you not, Hon. Members: people fall in love with these poor creatures, they have got
them for three or four months, they get emotionally attached to them and then thereafter the
vet – and it is £3,000 for this and it is £2,000 for that, and then two or three years down the line
they find that they are having to have the poor animal put down. They should never be in that
position in the first place. We know we say, ‘Let the buyer beware’, but I think, in this day and
age, if we can find a way to put a piece of legislation together that deals with this problem then
we should be supporting it.
I have nothing further to say, but I know that there is a problem and it is niggling away here,
and if the Department could come up with a solution to have a bit more teeth, maybe that is all
that is required.
Thank you, Hon. Members.

6085

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Ronan.

6090

6095

The Minister for Environment, Food and Agriculture (Mr Ronan): Thank you, Madam
President.
My Department agrees that we need to bring in animal welfare legislation that reflects the
Island’s needs. We have already done much work in examining the UK Act referred to in the
Petition and can advise that our current Cruelty to Animals Act 1997 provides overwhelmingly
similar provisions on most aspects of the said UK Welfare Act. However, the primary area of
importance where the legislation is patently different is that of the welfare of non-farmed
animals – that is pets and companion animals; for example, cats, dogs, horses, donkeys, rodents,
etc.
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6100

6105

6110

6115

Given the constraints under which we are required to operate, it is intended to bring forward
legislation in time for the legislative year 2016-17, following statutory consultation priority
having been given to other Bills.
Whilst I take comfort from the advice I have been given, that the state of the animal welfare
– as Mr Downie said before – in the Isle of Man is generally no worse than in the UK, I fully
recognise the need for us to legislate on this matter in the future and support the motion. I do
agree with you there, Mrs Beecroft.
In closing, I would take this opportunity to sound a note of caution. This Hon. Court should be
aware that there are particular items of concern to the petitioner that will not be served by a
review of the animal welfare legislation. (A Member: Hear, hear.) We already have legislation
that controls the breeding of dogs and cats and should consider enabling a more regular review
of such matters in the new Welfare Bill. What this will not do, however, is control items such as
importation of puppies and the contractual arrangements of buyer and seller. These are trade
issues and do not sit within the review of animal welfare legislation.
I, therefore, Madam President, would like to confirm my support to the motion put forward
by the Hon. Member for South Douglas and indicate my willingness to work with a committee to
consider this matter, should the motion be agreed here today.
A Member: Hear, hear.
The President: The Hon. Member for Rushen, Mr Gawne.

6120

6125

6130

6135

Mr Gawne: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
Three in a row here supporting the Hon. Member of Council, Mr Downie. I fully support his
remarks in this regard.
One of my last actions as the old DEFA Minister was to present this Petition on Tynwald Day
for our constituent, Roseleen Harrison, and I think she understood that the issues in relation to
puppy farming would not necessarily be covered in animal welfare legislation. I had several
meetings with her and had agreed, as Minister, pretty much as the new DEFA Minister has said,
that we would try to bring forward the legislation.
I do think that there is, though, a serious weakness in our legislation here. We are very good
when it comes to animal cruelty legislation on the Isle of Man, particularly in relation to farmed
animals. We have got very strong legislation in place, but there is a gap here and that gap does
need to be filled.
I suppose the only slight concern I have about the motion is, with the Department fully
supportive of the principle and the need for this, what is the actual select committee going to
do? Because you have got an open door in the Department in the first place. But certainly I was
very happy to present the Petition on behalf of my constituent who was off Island on Tynwald
Day. I do support the principle here and the sooner we can get the animal welfare legislation in
place the better.
The President: The mover to reply. The Hon. Member.

6140

6145

Mrs Beecroft: Sorry, I beg your pardon, Madam President.
Firstly, I would like to thank Mrs Cannell for seconding my motion and I would like to thank
everybody who has… because everyone has spoken very positively, which is really encouraging.
I would like to thank Mr Downie, particularly with his connections with the MSPCA. He knows
first-hand some of the cases that I am sure he has seen and he brings some very valid points that
I do think that the committee would be more than happy – or certainly should be – to listen to,
and I would hope that they would take evidence from the MSPCA to see if there are any other
issues that could be or should be addressed.
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6150

I thank Mr Ronan, the current DEFA Minister, for his very supportive comments and his offer
to go on the committee. I am a little bit concerned that – (Laughter and interjections) I am sorry.
I thought you –
Mr Ronan: I’m the one with the cold! (Laughter)
Mrs Beecroft: I must be getting tired. I thought I heard you say that.

6155

Mr Quirk: Nothing stopping you.

6160

6165

6170

6175

6180

Mrs Beecroft: I do beg your pardon. (Interjection by Mrs Cannell) That is what I thought. Yes,
okay… 2016-17 – it has now slipped down the legislative programme and I think that is the bit
that worries me, really. I know people might support it but I just do not think it is maybe being
given the priority that it should be, to have slipped that far down the programme.
I thank Mr Gawne for his encouraging remarks and his support, and yes, he is right, there is
this gap here that we do need to address; but he is saying what difference does it make – if it is
going to be dealt with in the Department anyway, why do we need to send it to committee? I
think a committee could actually listen to a wider sphere of evidence from various people,
including the MSPCA, the vets – the private vets, who are the ones who actually deal with
domestic animals, rather than farm animals, so there may be something that they can tell us
that the Department is not actually aware of – and it can maybe make recommendations that
the legislation should be brought in before 2016-17, if the committee decides that that is the
right thing to do.
I do think it strengthens it by going to a committee. I think there is time for it to go to a
committee because it is not until 2016-17 that it is going to be addressed by the Department.
Whatever happens, even if the committee says it can wait, the Department will be privy then to
all the additional information that it maybe would not have.
I think I have covered everything, so I thank Hon. Members for their support and I hope that
you will support the motion as is on the Order Paper.
Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The motion is set out at Item 29, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say;
against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.
We now have to appoint a Committee of three Members, Hon. Members. Could we have the
nominations, please?
Mrs Cannell: Madam President, I would like to propose the Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.

6185

Mr Cregeen: I second Mrs Beecroft.
Mr Downie: I would like to propose the Hon. Minister for Agriculture, Mr Ronan, please.
6190

Mr Quirk: I second it, Madam President.
Mrs Cannell: Madam President, I would like to propose the Hon. Member of Council,
Mr Downie.

6195

Mr Corkish: I second, Madam President.
Mr Watterson: I would like to propose the Hon. Member for East Douglas, Mrs Cannell.
Mr Cregeen: I beg to second, Madam President.
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6200

Mrs Cannell: Madam President, I would like to move the Hon. Member, Mr Cretney.
(Interjection and laughter)
Mr Ronan: I would like to second Mr Cretney.

6205

6210

6215

The President: Right, Hon. Members, I think we have five nominations. We have closed
nominations at this point.
Would the Clerk read out the names of those who are nominated, please, and seconded?
The Clerk: Madam President, the following five Members have been nominated and
seconded: Mrs Beecroft, Mr Ronan, Mr Downie, Mrs Cannell and Mr Cretney.
The President: We move to the vote, Hon. Members. Council and Keys vote together as one
body for this purpose.
We are voting first for the Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft. Voting for three people, Hon.
Members: the Hon. Member, Mrs Cannell; the Hon. Member, Mr Cretney; the Hon. Member of
Council, Mr Downie; and the Hon. Member, Mr Ronan.
A first ballot took place and electronic voting resulted as follows:
Vote Results
Mrs Beecroft
Mrs Cannell
Mr Downie
Mr Cretney
Mr Ronan

31
28
15
14
8

6220

The President: Hon. Members, Mrs Beecroft has 31 votes; Mrs Cannell, 28 votes; Mr Downie,
15; Mr Cretney, 14; and Mr Ronan, 8. Mrs Beecroft and Mrs Cannell are therefore elected.
You will now proceed to ballot again on the three remaining names – Mr Downie, Mr Cretney
and Mr Ronan – for one position on the Committee.
6225

A second ballot took place and electronic voting resulted as follows:
Vote Results
Mr Downie
Mr Cretney
Mr Ronan

6230

15
12
5

The President: Hon. Members, no Member has been elected at this stage. Where there are
three candidates and no candidate is declared elected, the candidate receiving the fewest votes
shall be omitted. So Mr Ronan drops out and we will vote again on the Hon. Members,
Mr Downie and Mr Cretney.
A third ballot took place and electronic voting resulted as follows:
Vote Results
Mr Cretney
Mr Downie
Spoilt papers

16
15
1

6235

A Member: We haven’t managed to vote for one out of two! (Laughter)
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The President: Hon. Members, spoiling papers is just not on – you are expected to vote for or
against in this Court!
6240

A Member: Can we have a sing-off? (Laughter)
The President: Ballot again, Hon. Members. You are voting for one person. There are two
nominations: Mr Cretney and Mr Downie.
6245

A fourth ballot took place and electronic voting resulted as follows:
Vote Results
Mr Cretney
Mr Downie

20
12

The Hon. Member, Mr Cretney has received 20 votes and the Hon. Member, Mr Downie, 12.
Mr Cretney is therefore elected to the Committee. The Committee will now be comprised of the
Hon. Members Mrs Beecroft, Mrs Cannell and Mr Cretney.

Procedural –
Electronic laying of papers

6250

6255

The President: Hon. Members, all remaining laid Items have actually been withdrawn or will
not be moved today.
I would just like to put to you a request from the Department of Home Affairs. They are
intending to submit an order to the December sitting of Tynwald – a large set of Police Codes for
approval.
These documents are lengthy, at 168 pages. The Department asks the Court if it is willing to
permit these documents to be circulated electronically. Is that agreed Hon. Members? (It was
agreed.) Thank you, Hon. Members.
The Council will now withdraw, Hon. Members – thank you for your industry over two days –
and leave the House of Keys to transact such business as Mr Speaker may place before it.
And you can all sit down until I get up, in future! (Laughter)
The Council withdrew.

House of Keys
6260

The Speaker: Hon. Members, the House will now stand adjourned until our next sitting on
25th November, Tuesday next, at 10 o'clock in our own Chamber.
The House adjourned at 10.08 p.m.
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